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ABSTRACT	
The importance of improving the environmental compatibility, safety and the economic 
performance of transport systems, has motivated intensive researches over the last three 
decades. The development of new lightweight materials for high temperatures is the key 
factor for technological advance in engineering areas where extreme requirements need 
to be reached, such as aerospace industry. Advanced intermetallic titanium aluminides 
(TiAl) that solidify via the b-phase, represent an attractive option to replace Ni-base 
superalloys in various components of aero-engines due to their low density, creep 
resistance and microstructural stability at high-temperature. One of the most relevant 
TiAl alloy is the TNMTM with balanced concentration of the b-stabilizers Nb and Mo 
elements, that since 2014 is being used in the last stages of the low-pressure turbine of 
the new Pratt&Whitney geared turbofan for the Airbus A320neo. In order to increase the 
temperature field of usage for the TNM alloys, new alloying elements and microstructures 
are being investigated. 

The aim of the present work, so as to develop improved competitive materials, was to 
investigate seven different TiAl alloys, with different compositions and microstructures, 
divided into three families: TiAl+Mo, a Mo-rich family, and two families named 
TN1.5Mo+C and TNM+, proposed as upgrades of the TNM alloy. The suitability of TiAl 
alloys for fulfilling the engineering demands relies on the microstructural stability and 
the creep resistant behavior. Since these properties are controlled by atomic diffusion and 
deformation, it becomes crucial to identify the atomistic mechanisms of defect mobility 
that control the high temperature deformation processes. In the present work, an original 
approach was implemented through the use of Mechanical Spectroscopy, giving access 
to the atomic relaxation processes associated with the mobility of crystalline defects, 
combined with the microstructural characterization by Electron Microscopy. 

New relaxation mechanisms were identified: one taking place in the ordered b-phase and 
related to Mo-diffusion, another one in the g-phase linked to Al-diffusion and also one in 
the a2-phase due to Ti-diffusion under a C-vacancy interaction. In addition, the high-
temperature background measured by mechanical spectroscopy was related to creep 
behavior, allowing us to obtain their activation parameters by an alternative method, 
which provided complementary information and a deep perception of the micro 
mechanisms governing high temperature deformation. 

Additionally, deep microstructural analysis was carried out on the TNM+-FL nano-
lamellar alloy, as it appears as the most promising candidate to improve the creep 
response and to increase the service temperature range. It can be concluded that the 
present work represents a step forward in the knowledge and optimization of this novel 
family of TNM+ alloys.  
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RESUMEN	
El presente trabajo de investigación se encuadra en la línea de “Materiales Intermetálicos 

para Altas Temperaturas” que se desarrolla en el Grupo de investigación en Metalurgia 

Física (GIMF) de los Dptos de Física de la Materia Condensada y Física Aplicada II de 

la UPV/EHU. En ese marco, el GIMF ha establecido un programa de colaboración 

internacional con el Dpt. of Physical Metallurgy and Materials Testing de la Universidad 

de Leoben, Austria, donde el Dr. H. Clemens es líder mundial en el desarrollo de las 

nuevas generaciones de Materiales Intermetálicos de TiAl [Cle13]. En el marco de esta 

colaboración se han realizado ya varias publicaciones científicas y comunicaciones a 

congresos conjuntas [Kle17, Usa17]. 

La importancia de reducir el impacto medioambiental y aumentar la seguridad y el 

rendimiento económico de los sistemas de transporte ha motivado intensas 

investigaciones durante las últimas tres décadas. El desarrollo y procesado de materiales 

para altas temperaturas, es la clave del avance tecnológico en áreas de la ingeniería en las 

cuales se deben alcanzar requerimientos extremos, como es el caso de la industria 

aeronáutica. Los requisitos de una mayor eficiencia, reducción de emisiones de CO2 y de 

consumo de combustible y disminución del peso en los motores de aviación es la fuerza 

motriz para el desarrollo de materiales ligeros innovadores y resistentes a altas 

temperaturas que puedan sustituir parcialmente los materiales empleados en la actualidad. 

Las aleaciones intermetálicas de TiAl muestran un gran potencial para satisfacer dichas 

demandas [App00][Cle13]. 

Hasta ahora, las superaleaciones de base níquel han dominado el ámbito de los álabes de 

turbinas en motores de reacción debido a su capacidad para soportar las elevadas cargas 

mecánicas y térmicas impuestas al material. Una desventaja estas aleaciones es su alta 

densidad 8 g/cm3, que en el caso de los intermetálicos TiAl se ve reducida a casi la mitad 

(3,9-4,2 g/cm3 dependiendo de la composición y la constitución). Además, las principales 

ventajas que presentan los intermetálicos avanzados de TiAl frente a las superaleaciones 

de base níquel son un elevado límite elástico específico, elevada rigidez específica 

(módulo elástico/densidad), buena resistencia a la oxidación y al sobrecalentamiento, 

ofreciendo además buenas propiedades de resistencia y fluencia hasta 750ºC [Cle13]. Por 

ello las aleaciones de TiAl se han convertido en la mejor alternativa para reemplazar a las 

superaleaciones de base níquel en dichas turbinas, lo que llevaría a una reducción del peso 
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estructural de los motores de reacción en un 20 o un 30% [Voi05] consiguiendo así un 

aumento significativo del rendimiento del motor y una mayor eficiencia del combustible.  

Una de las aleaciones de TiAl más relevantes y recientes es la denominada TNMTM con 

un contenido equilibrado de Nb y Mo y que desde 2014 se está empleando en las etapas 

de baja presión de las turbinas del nuevo turbofán de Pratt&Whitney que ya está volando 

en los aviones de Airbus A320neo. Con el propósito de aumentar la temperatura de 

servicio de estos componentes aeronáuticos, se está invirtiendo un gran esfuerzo en la 

investigación del efecto de los elementos de aleación y de las diferentes microestructuras 

en las aleaciones de TiAl. 

El propósito de la presente investigación, con el fin de desarrollar materiales competitivos 
mejorados, es la investigación de nuevas generaciones de TiAl entendidas como una 
actualización avanzada de las TNM, denominada TNM+. Para ello a parte de la familia 
TNM+, micro-aleada con Si y C y compuesta por tres miembros con diferentes 
microestructuras, también se han investigado las familias TiAl+Mo, rica en Mo, y la 
TN1.5Mo+C, rica en C, con el fin de investigar el efecto de cada uno de los elementos de 
aleación. 

Para que las aleaciones de TiAl resulten idóneas para el cumplimiento de las demandas 
de ingeniería aeronáutica, se requiere una buena estabilidad microestructural y un buen 
comportamiento de resistencia a la fluencia. Estas propiedades vienen controladas por los 
procesos de difusión y de deformación, por ello resulta crucial identificar los mecanismos 
atómicos de movilidad de defectos que controlan los procesos de deformación. Este 
estudio se puede llevar a cabo con éxito mediante la técnica experimental denominada 
Espectroscopía Mecánica [Fan01, San01]. En este trabajo, se implementa una nueva 
estrategia para el uso de la espectroscopía mecánica, que da información sobre los 
procesos de relajación atómica asociados a la movilidad de defectos cristalinos, y 
combina con la caracterización microestructural mediante Microscopía Electrónica. 

Así, los objetivos de este trabajo se definen de la siguiente manera: 

® Determinar los mecanismos microscópicos de movilidad de defectos y los 

procesos de difusión asociados que tienen lugar a alta temperatura en el sistema 

TiAl. 

® Identificar el comportamiento en fluencia de las 7 aleaciones TiAl estudiadas, 

haciendo uso para ello de la técnica experimental no-destructiva denominada 

Espectroscopía Mecánica.  
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® Identificar la influencia de los elementos de aleación y la microestructura en 

los procesos de difusión y en el comportamiento en fluencia. 

® Comprender la estabilidad microestructural a alta temperatura de la aleación 

más prometedora del lote estudiado: la aleación TNM+-FL perteneciente a la 

familia TNM+ y que presenta una estructura fully lamellar también denominada 

nano-laminar debido al reducido espaciado inter-laminar que presenta su 

microestructura. 

® Establecer una comparación entre la aleación estudiada más prometedora 

(TNM+-FL) y la reconocida TNM. 

De esta manera, la tesis presenta la siguiente estructura: 

El capítulo 1 consiste en una breve introducción a la principal área de aplicación (la 

industria aeronáutica) y a las ventajas industriales de los intermetálicos de TiAl, junto con 

la motivación y los objetivos de la investigación. 

El capítulo 2 es la revisión bibliográfica de los materiales bajo estudio: un repaso a los 

conceptos básicos en los que se fundamenta la presente tesis, tales como la información 

de las fases y propiedades de los materiales TiAl en general y de los aquí estudiados en 

particular. El capítulo concluye con los avances científicos más relevantes publicados en 

el campo de la espectroscopía mecánica que nos ayudarán a comprender nuestros propios 

resultados.  

El capítulo 3 describe los métodos experimentales y técnicas empleadas durante este 

trabajo. Se incluye, además, el fundamento teórico y la metodología empleada para 

analizar los espectros de fricción interna en los experimentos de espectroscopía mecánica. 

El capítulo 4 es el primer capítulo de resultados. En él se recopilan los resultados 

experimentales obtenidos para la familia TiAl+Mo junto con las conclusiones principales 

a las que nos han llevado. Se ha empleado la técnica de espectroscopía mecánica para 

estudiar los mecanismos de relajación observados a diferentes temperaturas y también 

para determinar las energías de activación de la fluencia. La microscopía electrónica de 

barrido ha sido empleada para verificar la condición no destructiva de la técnica y también 

para identificar las transformaciones de fase que han tenido lugar cuando ha sido 

necesario alcanzar temperaturas más elevadas. Al final del capítulo se expone una 

discusión de los resultados presentados a lo largo de este. 
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El capítulo 5 es el segundo capítulo de resultados. Contiene un repaso de las diferentes 

TNM investigadas mediante espectroscopía mecánica por la comunidad científica, así 

como un nuevo estudio microestructural realizado en el marco de la presente tesis 

mediante microscopía electrónica de barrido y de transmisión. También se incluyen en 

este capítulo los datos obtenidos para la familia TN1.5Mo+C mediante espectroscopía 

mecánica y microscopía electrónica de barrido, con el fin de establecer una comparación 

entre esta familia y las aleaciones TNM. 

El capítulo 6 es el tercer y último capítulo de resultados. En él se resumen la 

caracterización completa llevada a cabo en la familia TNM+ mediante espectroscopía 

mecánica y microscopía electrónica. Los resultados obtenidos llevan a unas interesantes 

conclusiones que se discuten al final del capítulo. 

El capítulo 7 es la discusión general. A pesar de que en cada capítulo de resultados se ha 

desarrollado una discusión relativa a los resultados expuestos en cada uno de ellos, es 

importante hacer una discusión general incluyendo todos los aspectos implicados. De esta 

manera, el conocimiento adquirido en el análisis y estudio de unas aleaciones se emplea 

para arrojar luz sobre cuestiones no resueltas en otras aleaciones y poder llevar a cabo 

consideraciones comparativas.   

Por último, el objetivo del capítulo 8 es sintetizar las conclusiones de esta tesis 

resumiendo los hallazgos clave.  

La presente investigación ha permitido, por un lado, identificar nuevos mecanismos de 

relajación atómica: uno que tiene lugar en la fase ordenada b y relacionada con la difusión 

del Mo, otra perteneciente a la fase g y vinculada a la difusión del Al y otra que tiene 

lugar en la fase a2. Esta última ya fue identificada en previos estudios publicados, pero 

en nuestro caso se identifica la implicación de la interacción C-vacante. Por otro lado, se 

comprueba que el fondo de fricción interna de alta temperatura, medido por 

espectroscopía mecánica, se puede relacionar con los resultados obtenidos en los test de 

fluencia, permitiendo de esta manera obtener los parámetros de activación por un método 

alternativo. Así, la información obtenida mediante esta técnica no-destructiva sería 

complementaría a la obtenida por ensayos de fluencia, permitiendo una profunda 

comprensión de los micro-mecanismos que gobiernan la deformación a alta temperatura. 

A juzgar por los resultados, tanto de caracterización de espectroscopía mecánica como de 

análisis microestructural, la aleación TNM+-FL nano-laminar se presenta como la 
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candidata más prometedora a mejorar la respuesta en fluencia y a incrementar la 

temperatura de servicio. 

Se puede concluir que, desde el punto de vista de la ciencia básica, todos los resultados 

experimentales presentados en esta tesis doctoral, junto con las respectivas discusiones y 

conclusiones, constituyen una valiosa contribución a la comprensión de los procesos de 

difusión que tienen lugar en los intermetálicos de TiAl y de los mecanismos de 

deformación que gobiernan la fluencia. Asimismo, desde el punto de vista de la 

ingeniería, los resultados obtenidos proporcionan información relevante para la mejora 

de las aleaciones de TiAl hacia un uso más adecuado y económico.  
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Chapter	1-	 INTRODUCTION	AND	OBJECTIVES	

The development and processing of materials for high temperatures is the key factor for 

technological advance in engineering areas where extreme requirements need to be 

reached. Examples of those areas are the aerospace and automotive industries. The 

requisites of more efficient and quieter engines, reduction of CO2 emission and limiting 

fuel consumption are directly related with decreasing the weight of the engines and 

optimizing their performance at operating temperatures. Those are certainly the driving 

forces for the development of light innovative materials resistant at high temperatures 

that would be able to partially replace the materials currently employed.  

Engineering structural intermetallics are multiphase materials composed of near-

stoichiometric metallic phases that exhibit outstanding stability at high temperatures 

[Sto 96]. After the formation of an intermetallic alloy, long-range atomic-ordering arises 

reducing the mobility of the defects and resulting in restrictions on the deformation 

mechanisms. These restrictions are usually manifested as a high temperature creep 

resistance increase, but also the reduction of ductility and fracture resistance at room 

temperature [Lüt07]. These properties place the intermetallic compounds in an 

intermediate position between the metallic materials and the ceramic materials. The 

ordered structure of the intermetallic compounds versus the disorder of the standard 

alloys can be seen in Fig. 1.1 [Spa17]. 

  

Intermetallic Standard alloy 
 

Fig. 1.1: comparison between the atomic-ordering of an intermetallic alloy and a standard alloy 

[Spa17]. 

As a consequence of the atomic ordered lattices of the constituent phases, that decrease 

the mobility of defects, intermetallics are considered as high-temperature creep-resistant 
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materials. In particular, the intermetallic titanium aluminide alloys based on the ordered 

face-centered tetragonal g-(TiAl) phase show a great potential for satisfying the 

mentioned requests for applications in the automotive, aerospace and energy production 

industries [App00][Cle13a]. 

1.1- AEROSPACE	INDUSTRY	AS	THE	MAIN	APPLICATION	AREA	

The first commercial application of g-TiAl based alloys (or g-TiAl alloys, meaning that 

g is the majority phase) happened in 1999 when Mitsubishi implemented TiAl 

turbocharger wheels in their Lancer Evolution VI automobile [Tet01]. A turbocharger, 

colloquially known as turbo, is a turbine-driven forced induction device which increases 

power output and internal combustion engine's efficiency by forcing extra air into the 

combustion chamber. The turbocharger wheel is the system’s rotating component in 

which the applied stress is in proportion to weight. Thus, light-weight TiAl alloys 

contribute to fulfilling the requirement of downsizing the combustion conventional 

engine. Soon after, in 2002, the serial production of wrought TiAl valves for racing car 

application started [Cle13a]. In addition to the automotive industry, these materials have 

wide spread use in other application areas due to their good corrosion resistant or 

biocompatibility for instance [Ley03]. However, the most challenging application area 

corresponds to the aerospace industry, that gained a renewed interest since the 

introduction in 2011 of cast TiAl-blades, made of 48-2-2 named TiAl alloy, in the low-

pressure turbine of the General Electric’s GEnxTM engine for the Boeing 787 

Dreamliner [Bew13, Bew16]. The design of new gas turbine engines, which would be 

reliable and highly efficient, requires the development of advanced materials together 

with a deep comprehension of their properties. 

1.1.1- The	aero	engine	

The operation principle of all aero engines is based on the Sir Issac Newton’s third law 

given that by forcing air quickly out of the back of the engine it creates a force pushing 

the plane forwards. In order to create this fast-moving stream of gas, the jet turbine 

engine is used. The main parts of a jet turbine, or turbofan, are: the fan, compressor, 

combustion chamber and turbine. Fig. 1.2 shows an example of engine with the various 

parts and their purpose labelled. 
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Fig. 1.2: A gas turbine engine with the mayor parts labelled and briefly described, accompanied by the 

temperature and pressure profiles along the engine. Adapted from [Eng17] and [Pha17]. 

The first section is the single set of large fan blades, which sucked huge amount of air 

into the engine. These blades work at cold temperatures and are usually made of light-

weight titanium alloys. Most of the air sucked is pushed directly backwards and never 

enters the rest of the engine. The momentum given to this bypass air provides the bulk 

of the thrust of the engine. However, the 10% of the sucked air is squeezed by the 

compressor, which typically consists of multiple stages of bladed discs attached to a 

main shaft, where the air is reduced into a small volume with a corresponding rise in 

temperature. The compressed air is forced into the combustion chamber inside which 

the air is mixed with the atomized fuel and then ignited, producing hot expanding gases. 

So, the temperature soars reaching 1500ºC but the exhaust gases cannot expand and so 
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the pressure becomes very high. The next two stages are the high-pressure and the low-

pressure turbine stages. Here the exhaust gases gradually expand, whilst forcing the 

turbine blades to rotate. By the time the exhaust gases leave the engine the turbine 

blades have extracted much of their thermal energy and employed it to rotate the shaft, 

which in turn drives the fan blades and the compressor blades. The sections operating at 

high temperatures are usually made of materials with high-temperature and high-

strength capabilities, i.e. nickel based alloys, and it is in this low-pressure turbine (LPT) 

where the TiAl intermetallics are being advantageously introducing. 

1.1.2- Industrial	advantages	

It was forecasted that for every 15 years of traffic growth, a doubling of transport 

capacity will be needed [Ley03]. This prediction underlines the importance of 

improving the environmental compatibility, safety and the economic performance of 

transport systems. Thus, advanced engine concepts incorporating new lightweight 

materials show potential for improvement in these fields.  

Within the framework of aero engines, the nickel-based superalloys has dominate the 

field of turbine blades due, mainly, to their capacity to support the high mechanical and 

thermal loads imposed to the material. The most important requirements for those 

components are a sufficient creep resistance and hardness, as well as high 

microstructural stability with temperature. One of the handicaps for nickel-based 

superalloys is their high density (≥8 g/cm3) [Sim87]. In the case of g-TiAl based 

intermetallics, density is reduced by almost half (3,9-4,2 g/cm3 depending on the 

composition and constitution). In addition to the lower density and higher modulus of 

elasticity comparing with the Ni-based alloys, the g-TiAl alloys present high specific 

stiffness which is retained at elevated temperatures being most advantageous for the 

design of light-weight structural parts. These attractive properties include an elevated 

specific yield strength, good oxidation and overheating resistances, and good resistance 

and creep properties up to 750ºC [Cle13a]. This maximum temperature for long-term 

operation, without oxidation protection, make the titanium aluminides able to close the 

gap between high-temperature titanium alloys and nickel-based superalloys [Ley03]. 

The specific yield strength variation with temperature for different g-TiAl alloys 

compared with the nickel-based superalloys and Ti-based alloys are shown in Fig. 1.3 

[Cle13a]. Particularly at temperatures between 600ºC and 800ºC, TiAl-based alloys 
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exhibit similar or better specific strength compared to the currently used Ni-based and 

Ti alloys respectively [Bew16]. 

 
Fig. 1.3: Variation of specific yield strength with temperature of selected structural materials in 

comparison with the intermetallic g-TiAl based alloys [Cle13a]. Single crystal superalloys refers to Ni-

based alloys. 

1.1.3- TiAl	generations	in	commercial	aircraft	engines	

Primary intermetallic g-TiAl based alloys were binary two-phase alloys consisted of 

g(TiAl) (ordered face-centered tetragonal L10 structure) and a2(Ti3Al) (ordered 

hexagonal DO19 structure). Even at the first steps of the development activities it was 

recognized that binary two-phase alloys are generally not a good option due to their 

incapacity to satisfy engineering requirements such as creep strength and resistance to 

oxidation. Accordingly, the effect of different alloying elements on the mechanical 

properties of two-phase TiAl alloys with different types of microstructures has been 

investigated within R+D programs, giving rise to more intricate and suitable TiAl 

generations. The composition of the so-called 2nd generation can be summarized as 

follows: Ti-(45-48)Al-(1-3)X-(2-5)Y-(<1)Z (in at.%), where X=Cr, Mn, V; Y=Nb, Ta, 

W, Mo; Z=Si, B, C [App 16]. The mentioned 48-2-2 TiAl alloy (Ti-48Al-2Nb-2Cr) 

successfully applied for GEnxTM engine’s cast blades, belongs to the 2nd generation. 

So as to increase the high-temperature capability of g-TiAl based alloys the following, 

and still current, development programs were focused on high Nb and Mo containing 

alloys as well as precipitation hardened alloys. A large number of these 3rd generation 
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alloy compositions can be expressed as follows: Ti-(42-46)Al-(0-10)X-(0-3)Y-(0-1)Z-

(0-0.5)RE (in at.%) with X=Cr, Mn, Nb, Ta; Y=Mo, W, Hf, Zr; Z=C, B, Si; and 

RE=rare elements [App16]. The most relevant alloy of this 3rd generation, from the 

aerospace application point of view, is the so-called TNM family that contains a 

balanced concentration of the b-stabilizers Nb and Mo elements which give rise to the 

N and M letters of their name. The TNM alloys exhibit improved strength properties, 

oxidation resistance and good hot-die forging condition when compared with 

conventional 2nd generation. In fact, it has been recently used by Pratt&Whitney, along 

with MTU, for the last LPT stage of new geared turbofan (GTFTM) engine equipping, 

for example, the new A320neo from Airbus (Fig. 1.4), whose maiden flight took place 

in September 2014 [Cle16]. The unique feature of the GTF engine is a reduction 

gearbox that permits the fan and LPT to rotate at different speeds. This decoupling 

allows all components to run at their respective optimum speed, resulting in higher 

efficiency [Hab16].  

 
Fig. 1.4: Geared turbofan with low-pressure turbine blades (in blue) made of forged TNM alloy, 

equipping the Airbus A320neo airplane [MTU17]. 

In summary, we can acknowledge that titanium aluminides have become front-runners 

in replacing the conventional materials in the gas turbines since they offer relevant key 

benefits for the designers of the aero engines, i.e.: i) rotating components at moderate 

high temperatures (LPT blades), ii) density reduced centrifugal loads while reducing 

disc stresses and iii) high specific stiffness that increases the natural frequencies of 

compressor and turbine blades [Voi05]. 
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1.2- MOTIVATION	

In order to guarantee the applicability of an alloy, a deep comprehension of the 

mechanical properties at low and high temperatures is mandatory. In particular, the 

suitability of the TiAl alloys for the mentioned engineering demands resides in the high 

microstructural stability of the intermetallic phases and the good creep behavior of the 

alloy. The creep is the time dependent plastic deformation that a material presents when 

it is subjected to constant stress at high temperature, and, in fact, needs to be avoided, or 

at least reduced to its minimum, at operating temperatures in order to extend the service 

life of the component. Since creep and microstructural stability are controlled by atomic 

diffusion and deformation mechanisms, identifying the atomistic mechanisms of defect 

mobility, that control the high temperature deformation processes, becomes crucial to 

improve those high temperature properties. 

Over the last three decades, intense fundamental investigations, together with industrial 

development, have been performed, supplying a deeper knowledge of the g-TiAl 

microstructure and its deformations mechanisms. Nowadays, exhaustive R+D activities 

on the TiAl alloys continue in order to improve their high temperature properties. 

Nevertheless, the study of such mechanisms at atomic scale is a difficult task. In 

addition, the ordered crystallographic structure of the intermetallic compounds is 

responsible for a particular atomic configuration of microstructural defects which is 

much more complex than that of conventional alloys. As a consequence, all properties 

related to atomic configuration and defect mobility also exhibit complex behavior. This 

is the case of the mobility of point defects and, obviously, all related diffusion 

processes, as well as the configuration of dislocation core and their intrinsic 

mechanisms of mobility at microscopic scale [San06].  

Therefore, an adequate known-how of the atomistic mechanisms of defect mobility 

requires a short distance approach in order to be able of fully understand what happens 

during the “atomic” jumps of the defects when they move through the energetic 

potentials. This can be successfully achieved by Mechanical Spectroscopy, due to the 

elevated sensitivity of this technique to the atomistic relaxation processes [Now72, 

Sch01]. In fact, this method has been successfully applied in previous works to binary 

and ternary TiAl alloys [Wel00, Wel04, Per03, Per04] and also in more modern alloys 
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[Sim12, San14, Cas16] at high temperature. However, it has been never employed for 

the study of the latest innovative alloys. 

With this in mind, and in order to develop improved competitive materials, we decided 

to carry out a complete study by means of mechanical spectroscopy and microstructural 

characterization in a set of seven different alloys belonging to the most recent TiAl-

generation. This set, divided into three families, is briefly compiled in Table 1.1 despite 

they are presented and described in detail in chapter 2.  

Table 1.1: Set of materials under study divided into three families. 

Family name Alloy Testing condition 

TiAl + Mo 
TA3M Cast/HIP 

TA7M Cast/HIP 

TN1.5Mo + C 
TN1.5MC – H Homogenized 

TN1.5MC – NL Nearly Lamellar 

TNM+ 

TNM+ - H Homogenized 

TNM+ - NL Nearly Lamellar 

TNM+ - FL Fully Lamellar 
 

 

In order to increase the temperature field of usage for well-known TNM alloys, new 

alloying elements and microstructures are being investigated. Within these derivatives 

are the TN1.5Mo+C and TNM+ families. Additionally, the TiAl+Mo family is also 

studied within the framework of the present research as prototype alloys to identify the 

effect of Mo content in TiAl-alloys. 

1.3- OBJECTIVES	AND	THESIS	STRUCTURE	

The work of this thesis is part of the research framework named “Intermetallic Materials 

for High Temperatures” started several years ago by the Research Group of Physical 

Metallurgy (GIMF) from the departments of Condensed Matter Physics and Applied 

Physics II of the University of the Basque Country in Leioa, Spain. In this context, the 

GIMF started an international collaboration program with the department of Physical 

Metallurgy and Material Testing of the MontanUniversität Leoben in Austria, led by 

Professor Helmut Clemens, who is world-wide known for being the creator and 

developer of last generation´s Ti-Al intermetallics: TNM and TNM+ alloys [Cle13a]. 
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On the basis of the previous experience gained with the TNM alloys developed in 

Leoben and studied during the PhD work of Dr. P. Simas [Sim12], the interest to 

develop the present investigation arose. 

1.3.1-	Objectives	

The objectives of the present project are the following: 

® To determine the microscopic mechanisms of defect mobility and the related 

diffusion processes taking place in the TiAl system at high temperature. 

® To compare the creep behavior between the set of 7 TiAl-alloys under study, 

by using a complementary non-destructive technique: Mechanical 

Spectroscopy. 

® To identify the influence of alloying composition and microstructure on the 

diffusion processes and creep properties. 

® To deeply understand the microstructural stability at high temperature of the 

most promising alloy of the set, that is the TNM+-FL alloy. 

® To establish a comparison between the most promising alloy of the studied 

set (the TNM+-FL) and the renowned TNM alloy. 

To that end, a comprehensive knowledge of the published literature in those areas is 

required. In addition, selected use of experimental techniques will be needed in order to 

address specific areas. Individual analysis on each of the alloys from Table 1.1 together 

with a comparative understanding of the outcomes will be carried out in order to allow 

translation of the findings not only the scientific community, but also to industry. 

1.3.2-	Thesis	structure	

The present dissertation is split in eight chapters including the present Chapter 1 as an 

introduction to the main application area and industrial advantages of the TiAl-

intermetallics along with the motivation and objectives. 

Chapter 2 is the literature and materials review: an overview of the foundation for the 

current research such as the background information of the phases and properties of 

TiAl materials in general and of the studied ones in particular. The chapter concludes 

with an account of the published experimental findings by mechanical spectroscopy on 
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two alloys that emerge relevant for the understanding and matching of our own 

outcomes. 

Chapter 3 describes the experimental methods and techniques employed during the 

present work. Additionally, the theoretical background and methodology required for 

the experiments carried out by mechanical spectroscopy is given. 

Chapter 4 is the first results chapter. It discloses the experimental results obtained for 

the TiAl+Mo family alloys together with the main conclusions these results led us to. 

Non-destructive mechanical spectroscopy was employed to study the relaxation 

mechanisms observed at different temperatures and also to determine the related creep 

activation energies. Scanning electron microscopy was employed to verify the non-

destructive condition and also to identify phase transformations taking place when 

reaching the temperatures required for some particular studied. In the final section of 

the chapter the discussion concerning the exposed results is given. 

Chapter 5 is the second results chapter. It contains an overview of the different TNM 

alloys and the findings obtained by mechanical spectroscopy and additionally, for the 

most relevant TNM alloy, a depth microstructural analysis, including scanning and 

transmission electron microscopy, is presented as part of the present work. The obtained 

data for the TN1.5Mo+C family both by mechanical spectroscopy and by scanning 

electron microscopy are also collected here in order to establish a comparison between 

them and the TNM alloys. 

Chapter 6 is the third results chapter. It summarizes the complete characterization of the 

TNM+ family both by mechanical spectroscopy and by a depth microstructural analysis 

carried out through scanning and transmission electron microscopy for the most 

promising alloy of the family: the TNM+-FL alloy. The obtained outcomes led as to 

interesting conclusions, which are discussed in the last section of the chapter. 

Chapter 7 is the general discussion. Despite that within each results-chapter a discussion 

concerning the general aspects of the collected outcomes has been developed, it worth 

laying out a general discussion taking all the results into account. This way, the 

knowledge acquired in the analysis of some alloys is used to shed light on unsolved 

issues for other alloys, and comparative considerations are also made. 
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Finally, the aim of Chapter 8 is to summarize the conclusions of this PhD Thesis. The 

key findings are presented along with suggestions for further research works, which 

may turn out beneficial.  
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Chapter	2-	 LITERATURE	AND	MATERIALS	REVIEW	

As all the materials studied within this thesis research are advanced intermetallic alloys 

based on gamma titanium aluminide, in this chapter background information of the 

phases and properties of TiAl materials in general and of the studied materials in 

particular are presented. To that end, intermetallic phases taking place in titanium 

aluminides and their properties are summarized in the first section. Next, in section 2.2, 

most relevant effects and preferential site occupancy of the alloying elements appearing 

in the materials studied are highlighted, together with the diffusivity parameters of the 

prevailing elements (Ti and Al) and the related point defect concentrations on each 

phase. Section 2.3 covers the literature overview of the renowned TNM alloy and of the 

alloys of the three families studied here (TiAl+Mo, TN1.5Mo+C and TNM+ families). 

Finally, section 2.4 compiles published experimental findings by internal friction 

measurements on two alloys that emerge relevant for the understanding and matching of 

our own outcomes. 

2.1	 INTERMETALLIC	PHASES	OF	THE	TITANIUM	ALUMINIDES	

In Chapter 1 we have seen that titanium aluminide intermetallic alloys exhibit 

remarkable properties and microstructural stability at high temperature as a 

consequence of the atomic ordered lattices of the main phases, being intermetallic 

phases. In Fig. 2.1 the Ti-Al binary phase diagram proposed by McCullough et al. 

[McC89] and modified on the low aluminum content region by Kainuma et al. [Kai94] 

is shown. We can consider that the g-Ti-Al alloys of interest are formed whenever we 

have between 40 and 50 at% of aluminum content, therefore, the phases present on 

these alloys will be mainly a2-Ti3Al (or its disordered counterpart a) for alloys with 

low aluminum content and g-TiAl for materials with higher aluminum content; in both 

cases with slight presence of the ductile b-phase at elevated temperatures. Indeed, the 

conventional engineering g-TiAl based alloys usually have aluminum concentrations of 

40 to 48 at% and thus solidify, according to the phase diagram, either through the b 

phase or peritectically [App11]. 
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Fig. 2.1: binary Ti-Al phase diagram proposed by McCullough et al. [McC 89] and modified by 

Kainuma et al. [Kai94]. 

As mentioned in section 1.1.3 of chapter 1, binary Ti-Al alloys are not able to fulfill the 

requirements of creep strength and resistance to oxidation. On account of this, the effect 

of different alloying elements on the mechanical properties of binary Ti-Al alloys with 

different characteristics became the matter of extensive research programs, giving rise 

to the 2nd and 3rd generation of g-TiAl alloys. However, a principal disadvantage 

remained: their low ductility at room temperature (RT) due mostly to the brittleness of 

the g phase at RT that hinders the hot-workability of the material. An alloy design 

strategy to improve the hot-workability of Ti-Al alloys is to exploit a combination of 

thermo-mechanical processing and additional alloying elements to induce the disordered 

b-phase as ductile phase at elevated temperatures [Cle08]. Consequently, the latest alloy 

design strategies are focused on the shifting of the b phase by introducing elements 

capable of stabilizing it at lower temperatures. That is the case, for instance, of the 3rd 

generation’s TNM alloy and of the complete set of 7 alloys studied along the present 

dissertation, as it is reported in section 2.3 of the chapter. So, we will deal with the 

following phases, summarized in Table 2.1, either in their ordered and disordered state: 

 

g-TiAl 
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ordered g-phase, ordered a2-phase and its disordered counterpart a, and b-phase that 

appears as ordered B2, so-called bo, at low temperatures.  

Table 2.1: Crystal structure data of the titanium rich Ti-Al phases of interest [App11, Sto96]. 

Phase Structure1 
Crystal 

Structure 

Space 

Group 

Lattice parameters (nm) 

a b c 

a (a-Ti) A3 h.c.p. P63/mmc 0.29504 - 0.46833 

b (b-Ti) A2 b.c.c Im-3m 0.33065 - - 

a2 (Ti3Al) D019 
Ordered 

hexagonal 
P63/mmc 0.5765 - 0.4625 

bo (TiAl) B2 Ordered b.c.c Pm-3m 0.322 - - 

g (TiAl) L10 

Ordered face-

centered 

tetragonal 

P4/mmm 0.4005 - 0.4070 

 

 

2.1.1-	g	phase 

Gamma is a tetragonal TiAl-phase with space group P4/mmm and L10 structure that 

remains ordered until its fusion temperature. The unit cell of the g(TiAl) phase is only 

slightly distorted (c/a@1.02) and consists of alternating planes of Ti and Al atoms in the 

[001] direction as can be appreciated from Fig. 2.2(a). It is characterized by an excellent 

oxidation resistance and a very low hydrogen absorption despite it has a limited RT 

ductility, which is reflected by a low plastic strain at fracture [Kot12]. Furthermore, it is 

sensitive to unacceptable grain growths effects during hot working [Cle00] as large 

grains embrittles the material. The ductile behavior of this phase can be positively 

tailored by decreasing the Al content which reduces the tetragonality of the phase what, 

thus, has a positive effect on dislocation mobility [Ley03].  

 

                                                
1 Strukturbericht symbols are employed to name crystal structures schematically, i.e. A-type structures 
correspond to monoatomic structures, B-type to diatomic ones, L-type to alloys and D-type to AmBn 
compounds. 
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(a)  g-TiAl (b)  a2-Ti3Al    (c)  bo-TiAl ® b 

   

Fig. 2.2: relevant Ti-Al phases: (a) g-TiAl (b) a2-Ti3Al and (c) bo ordered phase and its disordered state 

b. Green spheres correspond to Al atoms and blue ones to Ti atoms. 

2.1.2- a/a2	phase	

The hexagonal close packet a2(Ti3Al) crystal structure with space group P63/mmc and 

D019 structure keeps ordered for low temperatures (Fig. 2.2(b)) while disorders above a 

temperature that depends on the alloy composition. It presents good temperature 

strength and has lower elastic modulus, higher density and is more likely to ignite 

compared to g [Sto96]. Although a2 is more brittle than g, because of the higher 

solubility of interstitial impurities in a2 phase, specifically oxygen, it attracts them 

keeping g purer and, thus, increases the ability of g to activate dislocation movements 

and, hence, to deform plastically even at low temperatures [Cle00]. That is, the presence 

of a2 improves the ductility behavior of the g phase. The higher solubility limit of 

interstitials in a2 compared to g is due to the octahedral preferred sites of Ti6-type 

available in the D019 structure [App11]. 

The single phases a2 and g by themselves are not of engineering significance but a 

mixture of them existing between 40-48 at% of Al content has been found to be of great 

interest [Ley03] as cited previously, not only because of the mentioned positive effect 

that a2 generates in the ductility of g, but also given that the presence of g improves the 

bad creep resistance of a phase, for instance. Moreover, a controlled amount of b/bo 

phase has beneficial influence as it was reported for some 3rd generation’s alloys 

[App16]. 
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2.1.3- b/bo	phase	

The body centered cubic bo(TiAl) crystal structure with space group Pm-3m and B2 

structure keeps ordered for low temperatures while disorders above a temperature that 

depends on the alloy composition. In the ordered B2 phase, depicted in Fig. 2.2(c), Ti 

atoms tend to occupy (0,0,0) sites, while Al atoms occupy (1/2,1/2,1/2) sites [Sin08]. At 

elevated temperatures, a high-volume fraction of the disordered b improves strength and 

creep resistance; indeed, it is soft and ductile and hence, makes hot workability and 

near-conventional hot forging easily to perform [Cle08]. The body-centered cubic b is 

more ductile than a as the hexagonal dense packed crystal structures limits the 

deformation capability. Besides, the diffusion coefficient of b is more than two orders 

of magnitude higher than that of a [Ley03]. At service temperatures, however, the 

ordered bo-TiAl phase should be low as it embrittles the material at ambient 

temperatures and reduces the creep properties at elevated temperatures [Cle00].  

2.1.4-	Orientation	relationships	between	phases	

Orientation relationships (OR) between the constituent a2-, b- and g- phases have been 

extensively observed and reported [Bla70, Li 94, Ley03, App16]. For all the TiAl alloys 

studied along the present dissertation, the solidification from the melt occurs via b-

solidification pathway through a b-single phase field region as it is summarized in next 

sections. 

Upon cooling from the β single phase field region, the disordered α-phase of hexagonal 

crystal lattice becomes thermodynamically stable. An OR, called the Burgers 

orientation relationship [Bur34], between the β parental phase and the precipitating α-

phase is observed. In terms of crystallography this OR is given by Eq. (2.1). The slip 

planes of the bcc lattice convert into the basal planes of the hexagonal lattice and the 

slip directions convert into the respective orientations and hence, 12 different 

orientations of the α-phase are possible [Ley03]. 

{0001}a // {110}b  and 1120 a // <111>b (2.1)  
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After cooling below the α-transus temperature2 the ordered γ-phase becomes thermo- 

dynamically stable. Hence, a thermodynamical force acts to create the lowest free 

energy in the system, which yields the onset of precipitation. The γ-phase starts to grow 

in the form of lamellae into the previous α-grains [App16]. This reaction is a 

precipitation reaction and can be written as α → α+γ. The formation of the γ-phase is 

governed by the Blackburn orientation relationship, which is given in Eq. (2.2) [Bla70].  

(0001)a2 // {111}g  and 1120 a2 // 110]g (2.2)  

Besides, g could also precipitate directly from the bo-grains, following the OR given by 

Eq. (2.3) [Li 94]. 

{110}bo  // {111}g  and <111>bo // 110]g (2.3)  

2.2	 EFFECT	OF	ALLOYING	ELEMENTS	

Consequently, promising alloys should offer a well-balanced phase ratio of g, a2 and bo 

which can be converted in designed microstructures by means of simple and 

reproducible heat treatments [Cle00]. The way of attaining tailored phase proportion is 

by addition of several alloying elements. In this section, the major effect of the alloying 

elements that are present in the alloys studied during the present work are summarized, 

despite the effect of the common alloying elements of titanium is discussed in detail in 

literature [Ley03, App11, App16]. 

The chemical composition of the TiAl alloys primarily determines the properties and 

volume fraction of the phases, a and b at expense of g. In general, substitutional atoms 

appearing in TiAl alloys can be divided into two main groups: the elements increasing 

the temperature at which a phase is stable, known as a-stabilizer, and the ones 

stabilizing b-phase at lower temperatures, called b-stabilizers. One of the most 

important issues when tailoring an alloy is selecting the alloying elements taking into 

account their influence in the phase fraction diagram, hence, the amount of a and b they 

cause, as the phase proportion will be closely related to the alloy properties. The 

alloying elements present in our materials and their influence on the mentioned 

parameters is listed below: 

                                                
2 The transus temperature is defined as the minimum temperature at which the allotropic transformation 
to a certain phase is complete. 
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® Aluminum: 

a-stabilizing element added to stabilize and strengthen the a-phase by raising the b-

transus temperature. It is a substitutional atom that takes the sites of the titanium in the 

different lattices. The addition of aluminum reduces density, increases oxidation 

resistance and ductility (in the way explained in the section 2.1.2) but reduces creep 

resistance. Therefore, care has to be taken when developing new alloys in order that the 

total quantity of a-alloying elements do not exceed 9 wt. % of the so-called aluminum-

equivalent [Ley03]: 

[Al]eq.=wt. %Al+1/3 wt. %Sn+1/6 wt. %Zr+10 wt. %O <9 wt. % (2.4)  

® Niobium: 

b-stabilizing element that increases the number of slip planes [Sto96]. It is commonly 

added to rise oxidation resistance, as it has been proved in the 3rd generation’s alloys 

which exhibited improved strength properties and oxidation resistance when compared 

with conventional g-TiAl-based alloys [Cle00, Ley03, App11]. Large Nb additions 

seem to reduce diffusivity of g-TiAl which surely will be beneficial for creep resistance 

[Cle00] as the thermally activated dislocation climb during creep is retarded [Sch14b]. 

® Molybdenum: 

b-stabilizing element which increases hardenability and the response of alloys to heat 

treatments. It improves creep resistance [Ley03] and enhances high temperature 

strength [App11] having similar effects as niobium; indeed, they replace each other in 

the crystal lattices and different studies [Wei99, Wan15] reflects the following average 

equivalence: 

[Mo]eq. = 0.25wt.%Nb (2.5)  

whereby Mo has an approximately four times stronger b-stabilizing effect than Nb 

[Sch14a]. Just as Nb, Mo raises the activation energy of diffusion in both g-TiAl and a2-

Ti3Al [May17]. Consequently, the high-temperature strength and creep resistance are 

increased due to the deceleration of thermally activated dislocation climb. 
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® Boron: 

Typically used as grain refinement agent [Cle00] providing nucleation sites. Certainly, 

the borides formed due to the low solubility of B, especially in g and a2 phases 

[App16], provides heterogeneous nucleation sites in the different phases during 

solidification [Ley03]. It is the most effective means to obtain microstructural 

refinement in TiAl alloys as B depresses the phenomenon of a massive reaction even for 

the highest technically possible cooling rates [App11]. 

® Carbon: 

It is a strong interstitial a-stabilizer. Alloying with C can lead to precipitation of 

carbides which are heterogeneously nucleated at internal boundaries and are thought to 

stabilize the lamellar structures, to strengthen the colony boundaries and to impede 

dislocation motion [App11]. Creep resistance is therefore improved by a significant 

amount of C at the expense of a loss of ductility at ambient temperature [Ley03]. The 

maximum C-solubility has been calculated for several TNM-type alloys with (0-1)at%C 

giving an upper limit of 1.5 at% for a2-phase and 0.25 at% for the g-phase as stablished 

by Schwaighofer et al. [Sch14b]. Moreover, as reported by Klein et al. [Kle15] both g 

and a2 phase significantly harden when adding 0.75 at%C to a TNM alloy. 

® Silicon: 

This element acts as substitutional atom as we will see in section 2.2.1. In a recent study 

on a TNM alloy microalloyed with C, it was observed that during g-lamellae formation 

upon annealing, Si is repelled from the g-phase and accumulates in the a2-phase 

[Kle16]. As in the case of C, Si is inferred to improve strength and creep resistance by 

precipitation hardening from silicides as well as by stabilization of the microstructure 

against thermal degradation [App11, Kim14, Kle16]. The improvement effect of Si in 

creep properties in a g-TiAl based cast alloy is depicted in Fig. 2.3 [Nod95]. 
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Fig. 2.3: Effect of Si additions on the creep behavior of as cast g-TiAl based alloy [Nod95]. 

Contrarily, Du et al. [Du01] observed a reduced creep resistance due to alloying with Si, 

which they ascribed to the extremely fine precipitates formed in the investigated powder 

metallurgical alloys that act as weak obstacles during creep. Additionally, the presence 

of accumulated Si in the vicinity of lamellar interfaces, is argued to promote the 

introduction of vacancies and, hence, to result in a destabilization of the lamellar 

structure. Thus, the positive impact of silicides in the creep resistance strongly depend 

on the Si content and the type of microstructure. However, an amount of Si in the range 

of 0.2-1at% seems to generally increase creep resistance [Ley03]. 

® Interstitial impurities: N, O, H 

Nitrogen, oxygen and hydrogen are unavoidable interstitial impurities whose absorption 

in the Ti-Al-lattices raises with temperature. Their presence considerably increases 

strength with a reduction of ductility. Both nitrogen and oxygen are a-stabilizers 

leading to a precipitation hardening for nitrides and oxides [Ley03]. Due to hydrogen 

embrittlement, the maximum hydrogen content in titanium aluminide alloys is limited to 

about 125-150 ppm [Col94]. 

2.2	1-	Preferential	site	occupancy	of	the	alloying	elements	

The information on sublattice occupancy is crucial for knowledge-based materials 

development. Hence, in this section, the preferential site occupancy of the mentioned 

ternary alloying elements into the binary Ti-Al phases are collected as reported by 
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Holec et al. [Hol16] in a noteworthy study that turns out really elucidating and helpful 

when determining the atomistic mechanisms measured by mechanical spectroscopy. 

Holec et al. employed two Ab initio calculation principles, each represented in Fig. 2.4 

by solid lines or dashed lines, for the determination of the site-preference (for 

information about the calculation principles and methods employed see reference 

[Hol16]). Fig. 2.4 summarizes the results of the referred study in terms of the site-

preference energy Es, by showing in the upper side of the graphic the Al substitution 

preferred results and in the lower side the Ti-substitution preferred ones for the three 

phases of interest (a2 in yellow, bo in blue and g in green). 

 
Fig. 2.4: Site-preference energy Es, for a2, bo and g phases for several alloying elements. Adapted from 

[Hol16]. 

Let’s focus our attention on elements of our interest, that is B, C, Si, Nb and Mo. From 

Fig. 2.4 we can agree that all the elements exhibit preference for the Al substitution in 

the bo phase, despite C has almost no solubility in that phase as it was reported in 

previous works [Kle15]. However, while B and Si prefer to also occupy Al-sites in a2 

and g phases, Nb and Mo choose Ti-sites for this two phases. Holec et al. also 

concluded that the interstitial incorporation of both C and B, being relatively small 

atoms, into Ti-rich octahedral positions, that is Ti6 and 2Al+4Ti (an octahedron with 
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vertices being 2 Al and 4 Ti atoms), yields lower energy of formation than the above 

mentioned substitutional positions, making those elements behave as interstitial atoms 

in all phases [Hol16]. 

2.2.2-	Diffusivity	parameters	and	point	defect	concentrations	

The knowledge of diffusion characteristics and fundamental understanding of diffusion 

mechanisms are of great importance for research and design of industrial Ti-Al alloys. 

An overview of progresses in experimental and theoretical studies of diffusion behavior 

published by Mishin et al. [Mis00], gave the activation energies for diffusion of Ti and 

Al atoms in both a2 and g phases. However, as the bo(TiAl) phase did not appear in 

advanced titanium aluminide alloys until recent years, is still the most unknown phase 

from the diffusion behavior point of view, and its diffusion parameters has not been 

determined yet. Our experimental research by mechanical spectroscopy carried out on 

the TiAl+Mo family, contributes to fill that gap in the knowledge since it sheds light on 

the diffusion parameters and the related mechanisms of diffusion taking place in bo as 

will be discussed in Chapter 4. 

The parameters given by Mishin et al. [Mis00] are summarized in Table 2.2 and 

commented below.  

Table 2.2: Arrhenius diffusion energy of Ti and Al in different phases of the Ti-Al system [Rüs96, 

Mis00]. 

Diffuser Matrix Energy (eV) 

Ti a2 (Ti3Al) 2.99 

Ti g (TiAl) 2.59 

Al a2 (Ti3Al 4.08 

Al g (TiAl) 3.71 
 

 

Titanium self-diffusion in a2 was concluded to have an almost concentration–

independent activation energy of Ea(Ti-a2)=2.99eV [Rüs96, Mis00]. Since Ti is more 

mobile in g than in a2, its activation energy is slightly smaller in g: Ea(Ti-g)=2.59eV 

[Her99, Mis00]. The determined diffusion coefficients of Al tend to increase with Al 
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concentrations in a2 but this increase is within the experimental error, hence, the 

activation energy of Al atoms is stablished in Ea(Al-a2)=4.08eV [Rüs96, Mis00]; 

additionally, aluminum diffusion in g was theoretically evaluate bringing Ea(Al-

g)=3.71eV [Her99, Mis00]. 

In addition, Mishin et al. [Mis00] also stablished point defects concentrations for both 

phases. Specific calculations employing simulation blocks allowed to obtain the 

equilibrium point defects concentrations. Results, at temperature of 1200K, are 

summarized in Fig. 2.5(a) for a2 and in (b) for g. Notice that AlTi and TiAl antisite 

defects correspond to Al atoms in the Ti-sublattice and to Ti atoms in the Al-sublattice 

respectively, and accordingly, VTi and VAl represent vacancies in the Ti-sublattice and 

Al-sublattice. Fig. 2.5 shows that in both phases antisites strongly dominate over 

vacancies and that there are always more Ti-vacancies than Al-vacancies, especially in 

Al-rich compositions. Mishin et al. also demonstrated a linear behavior of increasing Ti 

and Al vacancies concentrations while temperature increases. They also concluded that 

vacancies have higher formation energies than antisites in both phases, so no 

constitutional vacancies are expected, being this difference larger in a2; and that Ti 

vacancies form more easily than Al vacancies which is consistent with their higher 

concentration (see Fig. 2.5). 

(a) a2-Ti3Al (b) g-TiAl 

  

Fig. 2.5: point defects concentrations at T=1200K in (a) a2-Ti3Al and (b) g-TiAl [Mis00]. CTi represents 

the atomic fraction of Ti. 
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2.3	 REVIEW	OF	THE	MATERIALS	UNDER	STUDY	

All the materials, unless indicated otherwise, were produced by GfE Metalle und 

Materialien GmbH and were initially cast via centrifugal casting and subsequently hot 

isostatic pressed (HIP-ed) at 1473K and 200MPa for 4h in order to homogenize the 

microstructure and to close residual casting porosity. In this section, we compiled the 

most significant information already published concerning the materials studied during 

this research work, in order to stablish the starting point of knowledge for our 

investigation. Additionally, literature review of the TNM alloy is collected as the two 

families named TN1.5Mo+C and TNM+ are proposed as upgrades of the TNM alloy, 

and, hence, we will analyze them in a comparative way to the TNM alloys. 

The microstructural aspects won´t be explained here in detail as they will be examined, 

during results chapters 4,5 and 6, through the investigation carried out during the 

present work by different microstructural characterization techniques. 

2.3.1-	Literature	review	of	the	TNM	alloy	

Despite this alloy was already characterized by mechanical spectroscopy during the 

PhD research of Simas [Sim12], a deep microstructural analysis has been carried out 

within the present dissertation (see chapter 5) in order to compare it with other families. 

Thus, a brief literature review of the most relevant aspects is performed below.  

The TNM alloy investigated, whose nominal composition is Ti-43.67Al-4.08Nb-

1.02Mo-0.1B(at%), was produced via vacuum arc re-melting (VAR) process to achieve 

good chemical homogeneity and less than 1000 mass-ppm of interstitial impurities 

[Cle13a]. After VAR processing the ingots were annealed at 1250K for 4 hours in inert 

atmosphere, following slow furnace cooling in order to minimize internal stresses which 

may occur during solidification and subsequent solid state phase transformations 

[Güt10]. In order to achieve a stable microstructure under service conditions, that is at 

temperatures up to 1073K, a two-step heat treatment is applied consisting of an 

annealing at 1500K for 1 hour, and then air-cooled, followed by an aging at 1123K for 6 

hour and subsequent furnace cooling [Wal09, Sim11, San14]. 

It is worth mentioning that one of the major advantage of the TNM alloy is that it 

solidifies via the b-phase as shown in the phase diagram for TiAl-4Nb-1Mo-0.1B, 

displayed in Fig. 2.6(a), and thus exhibits an adjustable b/bo-phase volume fraction. The 
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stabilization of the b-phase, achieved by addition of Nb and Mo, implies that TNM 

alloy exhibits an improved hot workability at elevated temperature, where, for instance, 

processes such as extrusion, rolling and forging are performed, i.e., conventional 

forging equipment with minor and inexpensive modifications can be used for this alloy 

[Wal09, Güt10]. Indeed, the good hot-die forging condition is attributed to the high-

volume fraction of disordered bcc β-phase present during deformation in both (α + β + 

γ) and (α + β) phase field regions, as it is expected that the b-phase in these regions 

maintains a low flow stress and carries most of the deformation [Cle16]. 

Thermodynamic calculations based on the CALPHAD method were conducted for the 

prediction of the constituent phases and the related transition temperatures, together 

with in-situ neutron diffraction (HEXRD) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 

measurements in order to correct the deviation given by the commercial software for the 

ordering reaction of high Nb containing alloys [Cle16]. That way, the calculated 

temperature dependent phase fractions turn out as depicted in Fig. 2.6(b) [Sch14a]. For 

detailed information concerning the phase transition temperatures the reader is referred 

to [Sch14a]. The experimentally verified quasi-binary section through the TNM 

alloying system as shown in Fig. 2.6(a) predicts no occurrence of a single a-phase field 

region for the actual chemical composition (represented by a red vertical line), what is 

confirmed by the phase fraction diagram depicted in Fig. 2.6(b) [Sch14a]. Thereby, the 

occurrence of a single a-phase field region is not desired due to the danger of excessive 

grain growth during heat treatments. During solidification, TNM alloy undergoes a 

transformation pathway expressed as: L → L+β → β → α+β → α+β+γ → a+b+βo+γ → 

a+βo+γ → a+a2+βo+γ → a2+βo+γ (see Fig. 2.6). 

The microstructure depicted in Fig. 2.7 consists of lamellar a2/g-colonies with an 

interface spacing down to 13nm [Wal09], as can be appreciated in the inset, and 

globular g- and bo-grains essentially located at colony boundaries and triple points as a 

result of cellular reaction (also termed discontinuous precipitation) as reported in 

several works [Wal09, Cle13a, Kle13, Kas15]. This reaction transforms the fine g- and 

a2- laths into a region that consists of irregularly shaped g-, bo - and, in a less extent, a2- 

grains. The volume fraction of the globular b- and g- grains was determined by 

quantitative analysis and determined to be about 18% [Wal09]. 
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(a) (b) 

  
Fig. 2.6: (a) experimental quasi-binary phase diagram TiAl-4Nb-1Mo-0.1B, where the nominal content of 

Al-content is indicated as a vertical line, and (b) calculated temperature dependent phase fractions for the 

TNM alloy combining the data from CALPHAD method and results from HEXRD and DSC 

experiments. Adapted from [Sch14a]. 

 

 
Fig. 2.7: Microstructure of the TNM alloy which consist of lamellar a2/g-colonies (light gray), with an 

average interface spacing of 13nm (see TEM micrograph in inset), and globular g-(black) and bo-(white) 

grains essentially located at colony boundaries and triple points as a result of cellular reaction [Wal09]. 
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2.3.2-	Literature	review	of	the	TiAl+Mo	family	

This family is composed by two members named TA3M and TA7M whose 

composition are Ti-44.58Al-3.23Mo-0.12B and Ti-43.94Al-6.78Mo-0.09B (in at%) 

respectively as obtained by X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy [May11a] and are studied 

in their as HIP-ed condition. They were proposed as prototype alloys for the design of 

so-called b/g alloys, with microstructures in which homogeneously distributed b and g 

phases are the main constituents [Sch10]. Based on the fact that Mo is a strong b-

stabilizer, the ternary system Ti-Al-Mo is well-suited for studying this type of alloys 

[May11a]. The small amount of B is added to refine the microstructure during 

solidification by the formation of borides. Mayer et al. [May11a] supplied a revised 

section of the ternary phase diagram Ti-Al-Mo, depicted in Fig. 2.8 for a constant Al 

content of 44 at% and Mo contents in the range of 0-10 at%. 

 
Fig. 2.8: ternary phase diagram Ti-Al-Mo for a constant Al content of 44 at% and Mo contents in the 

range of 0-10 at%. Each alloy of the family is represented by each corresponding vertical line. Adapted 

from [May11a]. 

Being Mo a strong b-stabilizer the formation of a/a2 can be suppressed, i.e. the b/bo 

and g-phases can coexist in thermodynamic equilibrium as it happens for the TA7M 

alloy represented by the vertical line on the right in the phase diagram from Fig. 2.8. 

Phase transition and order/disorder temperatures of both alloys are compiled in Table 

2.3 as measured by in-situ neutron diffraction experiments [Kab11]. 
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Table 2.3: phase transition and order/disorder temperatures for the TiAl+Mo family. Adapted from 

[Kab11]. 

 g  

dissolves 
upon 

heating 

g  

forms upon 
cooling 

bo ® b  
disorder 

upon 
heating 

b ® bo  
order upon 

cooling 

a2 ® a 

disorder 
upon 

heating 

a ® a2 

order upon 
cooling 

TA3M 1528K 1478K 1513K 1498K 1478K 1478K 

TA7M 1538K 1513K 1538K 1538K - - 
 

 

Upon heating, the transition sequence for the TA3M alloy is a2®a at 1478K and then 

bo®b at 1513K which is followed by the dissolution of g at 1528K. No a/a2 phase was 

observed in TA7M alloy during the neutron diffraction experiments, since it either does 

not exist or the volume fraction is below the detection limit [Kab11], and bo®b 

disorders simultaneously with the dissolution of g at 1538K. 

Upon cooling TA3M alloy, first the phase transition b®bo occurs at 1498K followed by 

the ordering reaction a®a2 at 1478K, which is speculated to facilitate the nucleation of 

g approximately 50K below its dissolution temperature [Kab11]; whilst in TA7M alloy 

the ordering reaction b®bo occurs at 1538K, before g nucleates. Therefore, the 

temperature of the b®bo reaction increases with increasing Mo content. 

Fig. 2.9 shows the phase evolution of the TA3M and TA7M samples as derived from 

in-situ HEXRD (High Energy X-Ray Diffraction) measurements performed by 

Schmoelzer et al. [Sch11a]. While alloy TA3M with ~3% Mo shows high amounts of 

a/a2 phase (Fig. 2.9 left side), only a small fraction is observed for TA7M with a Mo 

content of ~7% (Fig. 2.9 right side). This trend is consistent with the phase diagram 

depicted in Fig. 2.8 predicting the a/a2 phase to be stable at low temperatures only near 

the TA3M composition whereas for TA7M, a is stable only above 1538K. 
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Fig. 2.9: phase evolution of TA3M (left) and TA7M (right). Black circles represent the a/a2-phase, 

whereas red triangles correspond to the b/bo-phase and blue squares to the g-phase. Adapted from 

[Sch10]. 

The individual microstructural features of the two alloys in the as-HIPed condition were 

characterized by SEM and reported by Mayer et al. [May11b]. Fig. 2.10(a) displays the 

SEM image of the alloy TA3M. It can be seen that the microstructure consists of 

globular g-grains (black) and lamellar (a2+g)-colonies (light gray), in which a small 

volume fraction of bo (white) is embedded. However, the majority of bo is located along 

the colony boundaries. From the established phase diagram (Fig. 2.8) and the prevailing 

microstructure, the following phase transformation sequence is derived for the TA3M 

alloy: L → L+b → b → a + b → a + bo +γ → a2+ bo+g. 

(a) TA3M (b) TA7M 

  

Fig. 2.10: SEM images of (a) TA3M and (b) TA7M (in as-HIPed condition) taken in BSE mode, wherein 

the βo-phase shows the brightest contrast, the γ-phase appears dark and the α2-phase exhibits a light-gray 

contrast. Adapted from [May11b].  
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Fig. 2.10(b) shows the microstructure of the TA7M, where former β-grains are 

intersected by elongated γ-grains, which were formed during a solid-state phase 

transformation. The solidification and transformation pathway can be summarized as 

follows: L → L+β → β → α+β → α+βo+γ → βo+γ. As expected, the βo-phase fraction 

of TA7M at RT is significantly higher as compared to TA3M, what is indeed confirmed 

by the mass fractions of the phases for each alloy, collected in Table 2.4, that were 

determined by means of XRD and subsequent Rietveld analysis [Pfl14]. 

Table 2.4: phase fractions (wt.%) for each TiAl+Mo alloy related to Fig. 2.10. Adapted from [Pfl14]. 

 a2 (wt.%) bo (wt.%) g (wt.%) 

TA3M 9 28 63 

TA7M - 48 52 
 

 

Comparing the phase compositions of both alloys (Table 2.4), it can be seen that an 

increase in the Mo-content simply reduces the amount of a2- and g-phases present in the 

bulk material. This correlates with an increase in the volume fraction of the bo- phase. 

In addition, Table 2.5 shows that Mo appears in all phases [Pfl14]. The difference in the 

Mo-content between g and bo is a factor of around 5 for both TA3M and TA7M. In 

contrast to that, the Al-content in g as well as in bo can be considered identical for these 

two alloys.  

Table 2.5: chemical composition (at%) of the phases in the TiAl+Mo family obtained by TEM-EDS. 

Adapted from [Pfl14, Ras15]. 

 
a2 bo g 

Ti Al Mo Ti Al Mo Ti Al Mo 

TA3M 66.1 31.4 2.5 56.2 36.1 7.7 52.2 46.3 1.5 

TA7M    49.6 37.2 13.2 48.4 48.8 2.8 
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2.3.3-	Literature	review	of	the	TN1.5Mo+C	family	

A possibility to further improve strength and creep behavior of the TNM alloy is 

alloying with b-stabilizing substitutional solid solution hardening elements, e.g. Mo, as 

well as the addition of interstitial hardening element C [Sch14b] which is also a carbide 

forming as mentioned in section 2.2. However, as C is a strong a-stabilizer, an increase 

of a balanced Mo content is required so as to maintain the b-solidification pathway 

needed to keep the excellent hot-workability exhibited by the TNM alloy. Within this 

context, the TN1.5Mo+C family was designed as an attempt to upgrade TNM alloys. 

This family with composition Ti-42.95Al-4.09Nb-1.53Mo-0.11B-0.48C (at%) was, 

after casting and HIP-ing, forged near conventionally [Hub15, Wal09].  

 
Fig. 2.11: phase evolution of the TN1.5Mo+C family as obtained by in-situ HEXRD measurements. 

Adapted from [Kle13]. 

Fig. 2.11 shows the phase fraction diagram of the TN1.5Mo+C family. The progress of 

the precipitation of the a-phase (blue) from the b-phase (green) is visible. The phase 

fraction of the b-phase shows a minimum at about 1520K. Below the a-transus 

temperature the g-phase (red) becomes thermodynamically stable and is, thus, formed. 

After the forging process, two different heat treatments (HT) were applied so as to 

obtain two different microstructures. First, the material was homogenized with a special 

time-temperature profile, described in a patent application [Cle11], followed by air-

cooling, corresponding to the measuring condition of the alloy named TN1.5MC-H. 

For the second alloy, named TN1.5MC-NL, the material was, after the mentioned 

homogenization, reheated to a temperature slightly below the gamma solvus 

temperature followed by air cooling and subsequently annealed at 1123K for 6 hours 
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followed by furnace cooling. The microstructure images shared in the literature slightly 

differ from the conditions of the alloys under study, however our co-workers from the 

MontanUniversität Leoben in Austria provided us the micrographs in the mentioned 

conditions for the TN1.5MC-H (Fig. 2.12(a)) and the TN1.5MC-NL (Fig. 2.12(b)) 

alloys, together with the phase fractions at RT (Table 2.6) [Schwaighofer, Klein, Mayer, 

Clemens, private communication]. 

(a) TN1.5MC-H: (b) TN1.5MC-NL 

  

Fig. 2.12: SEM images of (a) TN1.5MC-H and (b) TN1.5MC-NL taken in BSE mode, wherein the βo-

phase shows the brightest contrast, the γ-phase appears dark and the α2-phase exhibits a light-gray 

contrast [Schwaighofer, Klein, Mayer, Clemens, private communication].  

The supplied micrographs (Fig. 2.12) display in both cases lamellar colonies 

accompanied by globular grains (βo-phase shows the brightest contrast, the γ-phase 

appears dark and the α2-phase exhibits a light-gray contrast). It is clear that the 

TN1.5MC-NL alloy presents a mayor proportion of lamellar colonies when compared to 

the TN1.5MC-H one, indeed TN1.5MC-NL alloy shows only a 10% of g-globular 

[Schwaighofer, Klein, Mayer, Clemens, private communication] in a nearly lamellar 

microstructure, what gives the NL prefix to the alloy’s name. 

Due to the minor solubility if the b-phase, precipitation of carbides could be expected, 

but, depending on the HT temperature, these particles occur or not [Sch14b], and in the 

present cases they do not appear in the as-received condition microstructure. Despite the 

nearly lamellar microstructure of the NL alloy, another remarkable aspect, attending to 

the phase fractions of each alloy (Table 2.6), is the almost complete removal of the bo 

phase at RT (2wt.%), which it was reported to be beneficial in order to avoid 

embrittlement [Cle00]. 
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Table 2.6: phase fractions (wt.%) of the TN1.5Mo+C family [Schwaighofer, Klein, Mayer, Clemens, 

private communication] 

 a2 (wt.%) b/bo (wt.%) g (wt.%) 

TN1.5MC-H 28 11 61 

TN1.5MC-NL 35 2 63 
 

 

2.3.4-	Literature	review	of	the	TNM+	family	

The TNM+ family was designed following the improvement concept of the b-

solidifying alloys acquired in the TN1.5Mo+C family. Additionally, augmented creep 

resistance of these alloys can be attained via microalloying with both C and Si [Kim14, 

Kas15], while allowing for the use of approved manufacturing routes [Sch14c]. Besides, 

the addition of Si causes the formation of <1vol% z-Ti5Si3 silicides with a size of 

~1mm, predominantly at a2/g interfaces, which improve the creep performance of g-

TiAl based alloys due to the enhanced microstructural stability [Sch14c]. 

To that end, three TNM+0.3C+0.3Si (at%) alloys were designed following different 

heat treatments and manufacturing routes. The corresponding phase evolution diagram 

is depicted in Fig. 2.13 as derived from in-situ HEXRD [Sch14c]. 

 
Fig. 2.13: phase evolution of the TNM+ family as obtained by in-situ HEXRD measurements. Adapted 

from [Sch14c]. 
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2.3.4.1-	TNM+-H	and	TNM+-NL	alloys	

Two of the family members have exactly the same composition Ti-42.82Al-4.05Nb-

1.01Mo-0.11B-0.29C-0.29Si (at%) and after casting and HIP-ing were forged near 

conventionally [Hub15, Wal09]. After the forging process, the material was 

homogenized with a special time-temperature profile, described in a patent application 

[Cle11], followed by air-cooling, corresponding to the measuring condition of the alloy 

named TNM+ - H. For the second alloy, named TNM+ - NL, the material was, after the 

mentioned homogenization, reheated to a temperature slightly below the gamma solvus 

temperature followed by air cooling and subsequently annealed at 1123K for 6 hours 

followed by furnace cooling. As it happened with the previous family (section 2.3.3) the 

microstructure images shared in the literature slightly differ from the conditions of the 

alloys under study, and our colleagues from the MontanUniversität Leoben in Austria 

provided us the micrographs in the as-received conditions mentioned for the TNM+ - H 

(Fig. 2.14(a)) and the TNM+ - NL (Fig. 2.14(b)) alloys [Schwaighofer, Klein, Mayer, 

Clemens, private communication].  

Once again, the NL alloy shows a 10% of g-globular [Schwaighofer, Klein, Mayer, 

Clemens, private communication] in a nearly lamellar microstructure, that gives the NL 

prefix to the alloy’s name.  

(a) TNM+-H (b) TNM+-NL 

  

Fig. 2.14: SEM images of (a) TNM+-H and (b) TNM+-NL taken in BSE mode, wherein the βo-phase 

shows the brightest contrast, the γ-phase appears dark and the α2-phase exhibits a light-gray contrast 

[Schwaighofer, Klein, Mayer, Clemens, private communication].  
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2.3.4.2-	TNM+-FL	alloy	

The composition of the other family member, called TNM+ - FL, is slightly different 

being Ti-43.3Al-4.02Nb-0.96Mo-0.12B-0.34C-0.31Si (at%), and was processed by 

plasma arc melting (PAM) and subsequent HIPing by Hanseatische Waren 

Handelsgesellschaft mbH&Co KG, Bremen [Kle17]. The material microstructure 

investigated was adjusted under atmospheric condition by two step heat treatment: 

firstly, a solution heat-treatment was conducted slightly above the g-solvus temperature 

at 1553K for 30min followed by air cooling and then it was reheated up to 1173K (a bit 

above the envisaged service temperature) for 3h followed by furnace cooling [Kle17]. 

This heat treatment step allows for the precipitation of fine-scaled g lamellae from the 

supersaturated a2 grains, forming a2/g colonies, which represent the nano-lamellar 

microstructure (Fig. 2.15) subjected to the detailed analysis reported in our already 

published work [Kle17] and more extensively in chapter 6. 

 
Fig. 2.15: Microstructure of the TNM+ - FL alloy which consist of a2/g-colonies of small lamellar 

spacing (see TEM micrograph in inset) and discontinuous precipitation along the grain boundaries with 

globular bo-grains (light gray color) [Kle17]. 

Attending to the phase fractions at RT (Table 2.7) [Schwaighofer, Klein, Mayer, 

Clemens, private communication], the NL lamellar microstructure shows smaller bo 

fraction (for the benefit of a2) as it happened for the previous family. While the FL 
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microstructure presents a negligible b/bo fraction at RT and, predictably, at service 

temperatures, so ¿would it imply a detriment of the creep resistance? The measurements 

carried out by mechanical spectroscopy will answer that question (see results III in 

chapter 6 and discussion in chapter 7). 

Table 2.7: phase fractions (wt.%) at RT for the TNM+ family [Schwaighofer, Klein, Mayer, Clemens, 

private communication, Kle17]. 

 a2 (wt.%) b/bo (wt.%) g (wt.%) 

TNM+ - H 24 13 63 

TNM+ - NL 34 2 64 

TNM+ - FL 24.5 <0.5 75 
 

 

2.4	 INTERNAL	FRICTION	IN	PREVIOUS	TIAL	ALLOYS	

As resumed by Mishin et al. [Mis00], theory of diffusion includes two basic aspects: (1) 

calculation of the diffusion coefficient and (2) identification of the underlying diffusion 

mechanism, that is, the elementary atomic event which governs the long-range atomic 

transport. Therefore, internal friction (IF) measurements carried out by mechanical 

spectrocscopy show a great potential for studying the diffusion behavior of materials 

considering that, as the relaxations observed during IF measurements are the first step 

for the long-range diffusion, information about diffusion coefficients and related 

diffusion mechanism can be obtained. Within the last decade, several IF experiments 

have been carried out in different titanium aluminide intermetallic alloys [Wel00, 

Wel04, Per04]; below the results obtained for the two that turn out relevant for our own 

research are mentioned: internal friction in TNM alloy and in Ti-46Al-1Mo-0.2Si (at%) 

alloy. 

2.4.1-	Internal	Friction	in	TNM	alloy	

Two of the families studied during the present dissertation are considered an evolution 

of the TNM alloy, i.e. TN1.5Mo+C family and TNM+ family, hence, it is important to 

remember the knowledge acquired in the TNM alloy by IF, as they will be treated in a 
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comparative way during the general discussion of the obtained results (chapter 7). The 

general characteristics of the investigated TNM alloy were summarized in previous 

section (see section 2.3.1). In addition, within the collaboration with MontanUniversität 

Leoben in Austria the TNM alloys were studied under IF measurements during the PhD 

work of Simas [Sim12]. As a consequence of the data collected during the cited thesis, 

important conclusions were extracted for the atomic mechanisms of defect mobility 

occurring in the TNM alloys as it was summarized by San Juan et al. [San14]. As 

determined by internal friction measurements, it exhibited a relaxation peak at 1050K 

(for 1 Hz) whose activation energy was determined to be ETNM(peak)=3.10±0.05eV 

[San14, Sim11]. Being this activation energy so close to the diffusion energy of the Ti 

in the a2 phase (Ea(Ti-a2)=2.99eV), a defect mobility mechanism explaining the 

relaxation peak based on Ti diffusion in that phase was provided. Indeed, an atomic 

model of stress-induced reorientation of Al-VTi-Al dipole defects, which rotate by 

exchange of a Ti-vacancy (VTi) with a Ti atom in the basal plane of the a2-phase, was 

suggested [San14]. The proposed dipole rotation is represented in Fig. 2.16: as shown in 

(a) the pair of Al atoms (green spheres) collapse to the empty gap of the Ti-vacancy 

(pink sphere), forming a strain-dipole Al-VTi-Al along the ±<-1-120> direction of the 

basal plane which successively re-orientates by jumps of Ti atoms to the vacancy 

position as shown in (b) and (c). 

(a) (b) (c) 

 
Fig. 2.16: Dipole rotation in the basal plane of the a2-phase. The green spheres represent Al atoms and 

the blue ones Ti atoms, while the Ti-vacancy (VTi) correspond to the pink sphere. The dipole stress-

induced reorientation mechanism consists on position-exchange between Ti atoms and the VTi as 

represents the (a)-(b)-(c) sequence. Adapted from [San14]. 
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2.4.2-	Internal	Friction	in	Ti-47Al-1Mo-0.2Si	alloy	

The main interest on the information obtained in this alloy is that it allowed us to 

compare it with the alloys of the family TiAl+Mo investigated in the present 

dissertation, as will be reflected in chapter 4. The Ti-47Al-1Mo-0.2Si (at%) alloy was 

investigated by Castillo-Rodríguez et al. [Cas16] by mechanical spectroscopy, using the 

same torsion pendulum that has been employed during the present research, for two 

different microstructures of the same material, as-cast (coarse lamellar) and extruded 

(fine globular). The internal friction measurements carried out on this material showed a 

relaxation peak at 990K for 0.10Hz whose activation energy was 

E1Mo(peak)=2.99±0.01eV that is exactly the energy for Ti self-diffusion in Ti3Al (a2) 

phase [Rüs96]. Then, this relaxation peak was attributed to stress-induced reorientation 

of Al-VTi-Al elastic dipoles in a2-phase through diffusion of Ti atoms, already reported 

in the TNM alloys and mentioned in the previous section, as it appeared at the same 

temperature and with almost the same activation energy that for the case of TNM alloy 

[Cas16, San14]. 

In addition, the high temperature background (HTB) of the internal friction spectra was 

analyzed. The interest of the HTB analysis is that it can be compared with the results of 

creep experiments, as both techniques detect basically the same microscopic processes, 

showing a good correlation [Wel04]. However, while creep measurements involve long 

distance mobility of atomic defects contributing to plastic deformation, internal friction 

acts as a probe able to detect only short distance processes corresponding to the first 

steps of the atomic motion of defects. That is, internal friction perceives the motion of 

defects at short distance during the activation of mechanisms contributing to creep. 

Slightly higher activation energy values are obtained during internal friction 

experiments compared to creep tests, what can be explained by the different level of the 

applied stresses involved in both techniques [Cas16]. The activation energies obtained 

by Castillo-Rodríguez et al. via IF for the TI-47Al-1Mo-0.2Si alloy are 

EHTB(ext.)=4.75eV for the extruded sample and EHTB(cast)=4.40eV for the as-cast one, 

and it was suggested dislocation climb by self-diffusion and jog-pair formation process 

to govern creep in that alloy as it is shown schematically in Fig. 2.17 [Cas16]. 
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Fig. 2.17: Schematic description of the dislocation climb mechanism by vacancy diffusion and jog-pair 

formation. (a) A vacancy diffuses through the lattice towards the dislocation line. Therefore, (b) a jog-pair 

is formed on the dislocation line. (c) When new vacancies diffuse towards the dislocation line, the jogs 

migrate laterally allowing the climbing of the dislocation. Taken from [Cas16]. 

The creep experiments gave a value of ECREEP(ext.)=4.35eV for the extruded sample and 

ECREEP(cast)=4.10eV for the as-cast sample [Jim05] which agree well with the results 

derived from the HTB measurements, being creep 8% smaller than HTB for the 

extruded one and 7% smaller for the as-cast. 

All the background information gathered during this chapter is the starting point of the 

present research work and will be employed to understand and explain the results we 

achieve during our measurements. The knowledge acquired and presented within the 

next chapters together with the previously accumulated know-how will lead us to 

advantageous and significant conclusions that will shed light on the search for the ideal 

TiAl- alloy. 
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Chapter	3-	 EXPERIMENTAL	METHODS	

This chapter provides a detailed overview of the equipment employed and the 

experimental procedures and methods used during the research. In the first section 

microstructural characterization techniques are specified together with the microscopes 

used and the corresponding sample preparation. Throughout the second section, the 

theoretical background and methodology we make use of during the Internal Friction 

measurements is collected. To that end, the description of the high-temperature 

mechanical spectrometer is given accompanied by the improvements carried out in the 

frame of the present research. The protocol regarding how measurements were made 

and what subsequent data analysis were performed are also included. 

3.1-	MICROSTRUCTURAL	CHARACTERIZATION	TECHNIQUES	

Two different techniques are distinguished here: the scanning electron microscopy and 

the transmission electron microscopy. The different type of analysis employed are 

briefly described and summarized below, together with the description of different 

microscopes we made use of. 

3.1.1-	Scanning	Electron	Microscopy	(SEM)	

Scanning electron microscopes produce images of a solid sample by scanning it with a 

focused beam of previously accelerated high-energy electrons between 0 and 40keV. 

When the primary electron beam interacts with the sample, the electrons lose energy by 

repeated random scattering and absorption within a teardrop-shaped volume of the 

specimen known as interaction volume, which extends from less than 100 nm to 

approximately 5 µm into the surface [Gol07]. The size of the interaction volume in a 

region depends not only on the electron's landing energy, but also on the atomic number 

and the density of the specimen’s phase at this region [Gol07].  

The energy exchange between the sample and the electron beam results in reflections of 

high-energy electrons by elastic scattering, emission of secondary electrons by inelastic 

scattering and emission of electromagnetic radiation, as summarized in Fig. 3.1. The 

secondary electrons (SE) are emitted from the sample when the incident beam excites 

them and they are highly dependent on the orientation of the sample with respect to the 
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beam and thus, provide topographic information of the sample. The angular distribution 

and the intensity of the elastically back-scattered electrons (BSE) rely on the crystalline 

orientation, regarding the incident beam, as well as on the atomic number, and, 

therefore, they allow for distinguish phases with different composition (difference in the 

atomic number) and crystalline grains (difference in the orientation).  

 
Fig. 3.1: Signals emitted from different parts of the interaction volume in SEM. Adapted from [Wik17]. 

• Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) 

Additionally, the incident electron beam can also excite electrons from the atoms of the 

sample promoting them to higher energy states. When those excited electrons return to 

their more energetically favorable state, X-ray photons are emitted. As each of the 

element inside the sample emits X-rays with a characteristic wavelength, that is, each 

element has a unique atomic structure allowing a unique set of peaks on its 

electromagnetic emission spectrum, the detection of this emission, by the called energy 

dispersive X-Ray (EDX) analysis, gives compositional information [Gol07]. 

Along this work qualitative EDX analysis has been carried out by SEM, in which the 

sample X-ray energy values from the EDX spectrum are compared with known 

characteristic X-ray energy values to determine the presence of an element in the 

sample. To that end, element distribution maps, line profiles and/or point analysis were 

performed. 
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• Electron Back-scattered Diffraction (EBSD) 

Electron back-scattered diffraction (EBSD) is an additional characterization technique 

used in the SEM to obtain the crystallographic orientation of individual grains that 

allows for the univocal identification of the phases [Sch09]. To this aim, the specimen is 

titled (70º from horizontal) while the high-energy electron beam scans its surface. 

Simultaneously, a detector located at 90º from the pole piece and containing a phosphor 

screen collects backscattered electrons (Fig. 3.2(a)). Under this configuration, the 

backscattered electrons exit the sample near to the Bragg angle and diffract to form 

Kikuchi bands, which correspond to each of the lattice’s diffracting crystal planes, 

generating the so-called Kikuchi pattern outlined in Fig. 3.2(b). This pattern is 

characteristic of the orientation and crystal structure and can be analyzed using a 

software to study individual grain orientations. 

This technique has been employed in a complementary way to the EDX-analysis, when 

the identification of the constituent phases was required. 

(a) (b) 

 
 

Fig. 3.2: (a) Position of the tilted sample inside the microscope and (b) Kikuchi pattern formed by 

diffraction cones (in colors) coming from diffracting planes of the sample. Courtesy HKL Technology 

(Oxford Instruments Microanalysis Group). 

3.1.1.1-	JEOL	JSM-6400	

The entire microstructural characterization of TiAl+Mo family and TNMC-H and 

TNM+-H samples was performed using a scanning electron microscope JEOL JSM-

6400, presented in Fig. 3.3, with a cathode of W hair pin filament and an attainable 

spatial resolution of 10nm working at 20kV. To that end, compositional image analyses 
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were developed in BSE mode by using element distribution EDX analysis through the 

INCA X-sight Si(Li) pentaFET detector from Oxford. 

These metallographic specimens were prepared during a one-week research-stay in the 

Department of Physical Metallurgy and Materials Testing of the Montanuniversität 

Leoben in Austria. First, they were encapsulated in a conductive resin for a better 

manageability of the samples. Then, they were shortly wet-grinded on SiC-papers down 

to 2400 grade, followed by electrolytic polishing using the A3-electrolyte from Struers 

at room-temperature (RT) at an applied voltage of 36V for 20s on a Struers LectroPol-5, 

guiding by the recipe proposed by Schloffer et al. for similar materials [Sch11b]. 

 
Fig. 3.3: Picture of the JEOL JSM-6400 scanning electron microscope at the SGIker general research 

services in the UPV-EHU. 

3.1.1.2-	JEOL	JSM-7000F	

Due to the presence of very fine lamellae in their microstructure, the SEM 

characterization of the TNM, TNMC-NL, TNM+-NL and TNM+-FL alloys was 

performed using the high-resolution scanning electron microscope JEOL JSM-7000F, 

shown in Fig. 3.4, with a Schottky field emission source and a spatial resolution of 

1.2nm working at 30kV. Image analyses were carried out in BSE mode and, in addition, 

EBSD analysis were developed by using a Nordlys II HKL premium detector located on 
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the back of the microscope together with the Flamenco and Tango softwares for the 

acquisition data and post-processing, respectively.  

In this case, the metallographic specimens were prepared in the Department of Physics 

of the Condensed Matter of the University of the Basque Country in Leioa, Spain. They 

were directly grinded on SiC-papers down to 4000 grade on a Struers Abramin 

machine, followed by electrolytic polishing as it was done for the previously mentioned 

samples: using the A3-electrolyte from Struers at RT at an applied voltage of 36V and 

for 20s on a Struers LectroPol-5. 

 
Fig. 3.4: Photograph of the JEOL JSM-7000F scanning electron microscope at the SGIker general 

research services in the UPV-EHU. 

3.1.1.3-	Focused	Ion	Beam	(FIB)	

The Focused Ion Beam (FIB) technology has been rapidly developed and spread over 

the last two decades and is now a powerful tool for both basic science research and 

production of devices in various technological production lines. FIB is inherently a 

destructive technique as when the high-energy gallium ions strike the sample, they 

sputter atoms from the surface. Because of the sputtering capability, the FIB is used as a 

micro- and nano-machining tool, to modify or machine materials at the micro- and 

nanoscale. FIB instruments may be stand-alone (single beam instruments) or can be 

integrated into other analytical instruments (dual system) such as an SEM or TEM for 
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instance [Gia05]. As a result, this technique can be used for both imaging and 

preparation of specific samples such as electron transparent foils for TEM. 

The FIB employed during this research is a FEI Helios Nanolab 650 (Fig. 3.5(a)) that is 

currently integrated in SEM equipment forming a dual beam FIB/SEM system with a 

Schottky source. It operates inside a high vacuum chamber (~10-6 mbar) on which two 

columns are arranged: a vertical one corresponding to the source and optics for the SEM 

microscopy, and another one, at an angle of 52º to the first one, that corresponds to the 

source and optics of the focused Ga ion beam. Inside the main chamber is a sample-

holder platform (Fig. 3.5 (b)) with 5 degrees of freedom: shifts in the x, y, z axis and 

rotation and inclination of the plane that supports the sample). 

(a) (b) 

  
Fig. 3.5: (a) Picture of the FEI Helios NanoLab 650 at the Rosalind Franklyn laboratory from SGIker 

(UPV-EHU). (b) Sample-holder’s chamber opened. 

It is equipped by different detectors that allow imaging using secondary electrons (SE) 

and/or secondary ions (SI) as the Everhart-Thornley SE detector (ETD) and the Ion 

Conversion and Electron detector (ICE) for optimized Si and SE imaging. EDX 

analysis is possible thanks to the Aztec Energy 350 detector. Additionally, the NanoLab 

650 system is equipped with an Omniprobe Autoprobe 200.2 micro-manipulator and a 

gas injector for the in-situ deposition of Pt, as schematically depicted in Fig. 3.6.  
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Fig. 3.6: Simplified scheme of the FIB/SEM system. The presence of basic detectors such as secondary 

electron detectors and backscattered electrons has been obviated in this scheme. 

The instrument is a complete toolset that allows sample preparation, imaging, and 

analysis to be accomplished in a single session. This combination is especially 

important for the preparation of electron transparent foils or lamella, where sample 

alignment is done under SEM control without the need for ion beam imaging. 

Moreover, the scanning-transmission electron microscopy (STEM) detector gives the 

image by the electron beam transmitted through the already thinned lamella. 

During the present work, the FIB has been employed not only for SEM characterization 

but also, in the case of the TNM alloy, to prepare electron transparent lamellae for TEM 

by the so-called lift out technique. This technique consists of 4 main steps: platinum 

strap deposition and milling of the lamella-wall, lift-out using the micromanipulator, 

welding to the TEM grid and final thinning of the lamella. The lift-out process was 

registered through images during the present work, as will be displayed in chapter 5. 

3.1.2-	Transmission	Electron	Microscopy	(TEM)	

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a technique used to obtain information 

about the morphology, crystallography and composition from a very thin sample (< 

100nm), that can generate high-resolution images with a spatial resolution at the atomic 

scale (< 0.1nm). In the TEM, highly energetic electron beam (100kV-300kV) interacts 

with the sample and passes through, so that the transmitted electrons and generated 

signals (Fig. 3.7) form the image in real space and the corresponding diffraction pattern 

in reciprocal space. The electrons that pass through the sample are collected by a 
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detector which can be a fluorescent screen displaying electron intensity as light 

intensity, and can be stored digitally [Wil09]. 

 

Fig. 3.7: Signals generated when a high-energy beam of electrons interacts with a thin specimen. Most 

of these signals can be detected in different types of TEM.  

• Elastically scattered electrons: electrons’ diffraction 

When the electron beam interacts with the thin specimen, different beams are collected 

under the sample, in addition to the transmitted one, and are the result of elastic 

dispersions of the electrons by the atoms of the crystal, because the crystal lattice 

behaves as a diffraction lattice for the incident beam [Edi75, Wil09]. The additional 

beams appear when electrons of the incident beam are diffracted by a family of planes 

(hkl) and interfere constructively with each other. This process is schematically 

represented in Fig. 3.8 where a reflecting (hkl) family of planes, represented by 

horizontal black lines, are spaced apart a distance d and the incident wave front strikes 

and reflects at an angle qB. Both AB and BC are equal to d.sinqB and the total path 

difference is 2d.sinqB as described by Bragg’s law (Eq. (3.1)): 

2dhkl.sinqB=nl (3.1) 
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Fig. 3.8: The Bragg description of diffraction in terms of the reflection of a plane wave (wavelength l), 

incident at an angle qhkl, through the atomic planes (hkl) of spacing dhkl. The path difference between 

reflected waves is AB + BC. Adapted from [Wil09]. 

Another way of thinking about diffraction is the Laue conditions. The diffracted wave 

front will correspond to a diffracted beam only if the atoms are scattered in phase, 

which itself is determined by the angles between the incident beam, the diffracted beam 

and the diffracting planes. The conditions for the individual waves being in phase are 

known as the Laue conditions indeed. This way, if we define a wave-vector ! = #$ - #% 

as the difference between the diffracted wave vector #$  and the wave-vector of the 

incident electron #%, as depicted in Fig. 3.8, the constructive interference is satisfied 

whenever (Eq.(3.2)): 

! = #$ - #% = &'() (3.2) 

where &'() are the vectors of the reciprocal lattice describing the (hkl) planes. 

The mentioned reciprocal lattice is a geometrical construction for the interpretation of 

the diffraction patterns and it is composed of a system of points, each of which 

corresponds to a vector &'() associated with a particular set of planes in the crystal (so 

that & = 1 +'() with dhkl the interplanar spacing of the (hkl) planes family) and has 

the same indices as the corresponding reflecting plane. The reciprocal lattice, 

represented in Fig. 3.9(b), is constructed from the real lattice in Fig. 3.9(a) by drawing 

the line, of length equal to 1 +'() , through the origin normal to the corresponding 

reflecting plane (hkl) of the crystal. A simple calculation to relate real space to the 

diffraction pattern needs to be used in order to be able to index them (Fig. 3.9(c)). 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

Fig. 3.9: relation between the crystal planes (hkl) in the real space (a) and in the reciprocal space (b) for 

a cubic structure. Adapted from [Edi75]. (c) Example of an indexed diffraction pattern. 

Using the imaging-system lenses it is possible to project the diffraction pattern from a 

sample onto the viewing screen. They can be used to identify crystal structures and 

examine defect morphology, that is, to get direct crystallographic information about 

small areas of the specimen. 

Diffraction patterns can be obtained under edge-on orientation to study the orientation 

relationships (OR) [Wil09]. Edge-on orientation means that we look along a zone axis 

in the crystal, that is, that the incident beam is parallel to the zone axis. Zone axis is a 

term used to refer to high-symmetry orientations in a crystal, and corresponds to the 

direction along the intersection of two or more planes. Besides, making use of the 

condenser-lens and apertures, the incident beam can become thin enough so as to 

analyze small regions through microdiffraction. 

• SADP: Selected Area Diffraction Pattern 

Working with a parallel beam, in order to be under elastic dispersion conditions, and 

inserting a diffraction aperture into the image plane of the objective lens and then 

centering on the optic axis in the middle of the viewing screen, we can obtain the 

diffraction of a specific area of the sample, the so-called selected area diffraction 

pattern (SADP). 

Fig. 3.10(a) shows a diffraction pattern in zone axis whose direction is given by , =

&-.&/ . The transmitted beam, corresponding to the electrons not diffracted by the 

sample, is indicated by T. It is possible to tilt the sample by maintaining a diffraction 

spot, g1 for instance, until another zone axis is reached and obtain another SADP as 

depicted in Fig. 3.10(b). That way, two patterns related to the same g are obtained and, 
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hence, they can be coherently indexed allowing for the determination of the sample’s 

phases and their orientation in a univocal way. 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 3.10: (a) SADP of the region selected by the aperture and (b) SAPD in the same region but under 

different diffraction conditions. 

• Bright-Field and Dark-Field Imaging 

There are two imaging modes of TEM operation, bright-field (BF) and dark-field (DF) 

modes. The BF is when the transmitted beam contributes to the image, and DF is when 

the transmitted beam is excluded, to that end the objective aperture is employed to 

select or not the transmitted beam. DF image is obtained by translating the objective 

aperture in an electron microscope or by tilting the incident-beam direction as illustrated 

in the second and the third configuration in Fig. 3.11 (the first representation 

corresponds to the BF configuration). In BF images, the areas that are not under 

diffraction conditions appear bright, while the dark ones correspond to the diffracting 

region. In DF images the contrary happens. Besides, variations in contrast are also due 

to differing densities within the specimen. 

To get good strong diffraction contrast in both BF and DF images we tilt the specimen 

to two-beam conditions, in which only one diffracted beam is strong. Of course, the 

direct beam is the other strong spot in the pattern. That way, there will only be one 

family of planes (hkl) in diffraction condition. 
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Fig. 3.11: Ray diagrams showing how the objective lens and objective aperture are used in 

combination to produce a BF image formed from the direct transmitted beam (configuration on the 

left), a displaced-aperture DF image formed with a specific off-axis scattered beam (configuration on 

the middle) and a centered-DF image where the incident beam is tilted so that the scattered beam 

emerges on the optic axis. The area of the diffraction pattern selected by the objective aperture, as seen 

on the viewing screen, is shown below each ray diagram. [Wil09] 

• TEM sample preparation 

It has been already mentioned that electron transparent lamellae for TEM in the TNM 

alloy were prepared by FIB, but the TNM+-FL alloy that was also analyzed by TEM 

during the present work was prepared following a more common method. In that case, 

the metallographic specimens were prepared in the Department of Physics of the 

Condensed Matter of the University of the Basque Country in Leioa, Spain. First, they 

were directly grinded on SiC-papers down to 4000 grade on a Struers Abramin 

machine. Subsequently they were thinned on a Buehler Metaserv Grinder-Polisher 

machine by grinding the opposite side of the sample, down to a < 100 µm thickness. 

Right after, the sample was cut using a punching machine in order to obtain a small disc 

of ~2mm diameter. Finally, the hole in the disc was achieved using the A3-electrolyte 

from Struers at -12ºC and an applied voltage of 22V on a TenuPol-5 machine also from 

Struers. 
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3.1.2.1-	FEI	Titan	Cubed	G2	60-300	

The ultra-high resolution TEM Titan Cubed G2 60-300 (Fig. 3.12) was employed to 

analyze the samples containing very thin regions, such as fine lamellae, as it is the case 

of the TNM and TNM+-FL alloys. This powerful TEM is equipped with a X-FEG (field 

emission gun) Schottky source that supplies a beam of high intensity and stability 

allowing a minimum convergence of the electron-beam suitable for analytical 

applications. It contains a spherical aberration corrector (CEOS) and an electron gun 

monochromator to provide useable probe current with an energy resolution of 0.15eV. 

EDX spectral mapping down to atomic scale is reached with the Super-X EDX detector 

working in scanning-transmission (STEM) mode. Moreover, images sensitive to the 

compositional variation at different points are acquired when working in STEM mode 

using the HAADF (High Angle Angular Dark Field) detector. The incorporated 

NanoProbe provides a highly-focused probe on the sample allowing for the analysis of 

very small regions. 

 
Fig. 3.12: Photo of the Titan Cubed TEM at the Rosalind Franklyn laboratory (SGIker, UPV-EHU). 

• HAADF detector 

The HAADF detector is an annular detector located in the plane of diffraction that 

collects the electrons that emerge scattered at a high angle in relation to the transmitted 

beam, leaving therefore the electrons of this beam out (Fig. 3.13). The signal collected 
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by the HAADF detector is composed of incoherently dispersed electrons at large angles, 

so that the signal is sensitive to the atomic number of the chemical species present in the 

sample. This detector, combined with the STEM working mode, allows the acquisition 

of images sensitive to the compositional variation at different points of the sample, 

whereby compositional discriminating maps can be obtained. The resolution in STEM 

mode is ≤0.136 nm at 300kV.  

 

Fig. 3.13: scheme of the HAADF detector setup for Z-contrast imaging in a STEM. BF and ADF 

(annular dark field) detectors are also shown along with the range of electron scattering angles 

gathered by each detector [Wil09]. 

3.1.2.2-	Philips	CM200	

By the time the Titan Cube microscope was acquired, the TNM samples where already 

analyzed by TEM using a Phillips CM200 supertwin microscope (Fig. 3.14) with a 

LaB6 thermionic source working at 200kV with a point resolution of 0.235nm according 

to specifications. It is equipped with an EDAX EDX detector capable of carrying out 

accurate microanalysis up to 137eV resolution. This microscope was employed for BF 

imaging and SADP measurements together with microdiffraction analysis of the TNM 

samples. 
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Fig. 3.14: picture of the PHILLIPS CM200 transmission electron microscope (SGIker, UPV-EHU). 

3.2-	INTERNAL	FRICTION:	THEORETICAL	BACKGROUND	AND	

METHODOLOGY	

The study of point defects mobility as well as the dislocation core configuration and 

their different microscopic intrinsic mobility mechanisms, are of great interest since 

they are related to short-distance diffusion processes. Indeed, the understanding of the 

mechanical properties at low and high temperatures, which are dependent of these 

mechanisms, requires a good knowledge of the defect’s mobility at different 

temperatures. The research of such mechanisms is successfully approached by the non-

destructive technique called Mechanical Spectroscopy, which measures the internal 

friction of the materials as a function of temperature and frequency. In this section, the 

theoretical background and definition of the technique, as well as the employed methods 

of analysis, together with the equipment description, are given. 
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3.2.1-	Mechanical	spectroscopy	and	internal	friction	concepts	

When a stress is applied to a solid it undergoes some deformations showing different 

behaviors depending on the material characteristics, the amplitude and the frequency of 

the applied stress, or the temperature. The mechanical spectroscopy technique is an 

absorption spectroscopic technique in which an oscillating mechanical stress is applied 

to a solid so as to induce a local movement of some microstructural units, crystalline 

defects and/or atomic defects around their equilibrium positions, resulting in an 

additional deformation to the elastic one called anelastic deformation [Now72]. During 

this anelastic deformation the solid absorbs part of the mechanical energy transmitted 

through the applied stress and employs it for the motion of microstructural defects 

[Fan01, San01]; it therefore needs some time to be produced and, consequently, the 

anelastic deformation became lag behind the stress. The energy absorbed by anelastic 

processes is called internal friction (IF), also denoted as tanf or Q-1, and it can be 

defined as the physical intensive magnitude of the dissipated energy per unit volume in 

a cycle (Eq. (3.1)): 

IF=tanf=1/2p.DW/W (3.1) 

where f is the lag angle between the deformation and the stress, DW the energy 

dissipated per unit volume in a full cycle of vibration and W the maximum stored 

energy per unit volume. The ratio of DW to W is often called specific damping capacity. 

In the IF experiments the mechanical energy absorbed by the material, at a constant 

amplitude of the oscillating applied stress, is measured by means of the mechanical loss 

spectrum also called internal friction spectrum (Fig. 3.15) [San01]. This spectrum is 

directly related to the number and kind of mobile microstructural units inside the solid 

and to the specific mechanisms controlling their mobility. So, the main importance of 

mechanical spectroscopy is that it allows obtaining powerful microstructural 

information through the study of the spectra collected IF spectra. To this aim, 

irreversible changes in the microstructure must be avoided by using stresses low enough 

to avoid any plastic deformation, resulting, that way, in a non-destructive technique. 
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Fig. 3.15: the conceptual diagram of mechanical spectroscopy. Adapted from [San01] 

The entire IF measurements compiled throughout this dissertation were carried out at 

constant stress amplitude in a High-Temperature Mechanical Spectrometer, described 

in detail in section 4.4. The equipment works at forced oscillations by imposing a 

frequency from a large range, typically going from 10-4 Hz to 10Hz, below its resonant 

frequency. Consequently, two working modes are possible: frequency dependent 

measurements, keeping the temperature constant, or, temperature dependent 

measurements at constant frequency, being the last working mode the most frequently 

employed. By way of an example and in order to become familiar with the kind of 

curves we are going to work with, Fig. 3.16 shows a typical temperature dependent IF 

spectrum (blue curve) measured through the mentioned spectrometer. The main 

components of such spectrum are the high temperature background and the relaxation 

peak, or peaks, that are usually observed, being both phenomena accompanied by a drop 

of the dynamic modulus variation (DM) red curve. In the next sections, we are going to 

define the DM concept together with the nature of the anelastic relaxations; besides, all 

the theory needed to extract the maximum possible information from these spectra will 

be displayed. 
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Fig. 3.16: example of the IF spectrum obtained in a temperature dependent measurement. IF curve 

(blue) and DM curve (red). 

3.2.2-	Mechanical	models	for	the	standard	anelastic	solid	

As mentioned in the previous section, the analysis of the anelastic contribution to the 

deformation of a material is of great interest because it provides information about the 

microscopic mechanism associated to the mobility of defects taking place into the 

constituent phases. The main importance of this information is that it explains how the 

material under study behaves with temperature from the microstructural point of view, 

and the effect that the alloying elements and the defects have in the behavior of each 

phase. This knowledge is highly valued in order to improve the performances of the 

TiAl alloys, specifically to increase the operating temperature and the creep resistance.  

When a solid is subjected to an external stress s, it suffers a deformation with different 

components: 

e = ee + ep + ea (3.2) 

ee: instantaneous and reversible elastic deformation following the Hooke’s law. 

ep: irreversible and non-instantaneous plastic deformation, which in a mechanical 

spectroscopy experiment must be negligible. 

ea: non-instantaneous anelastic deformation. Unlike the plastic deformation, the 

anelastic one is reversible so that when the stress is removed, and after a certain time, 

the residual deformation is zero. 

The anelastic behavior is usually represented by the three-parameter mechanical model 

shown in Fig. 3.17(a) consisting of a unit composed by a spring and dashpot in parallel 
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(Kelvin-Voigt unit) attached in series to another spring. As the linear elastic spring 

follows the Hooke’s law (e=Js) and the linear viscous dashpot responds by a strain-rate 

proportional to the stress (de/dt=s/h), it is convenient to describe the spring in series 

and the spring of the Kelvin-Voigt unit by their compliance constants, JU and dJ 

respectively, and the viscosity h of the dashpot as t/dJ. If a stress s0 is applied at t=0, 

the spring JU deforms immediately, giving the instantaneous elastic response, while the 

unit remains relaxed due to the dashpot. As time elapses, the dashpot yields until the 

stress on the Kelvin-Voigt unit is fully transferred to the spring dJ and the stress upon 

the dashpot vanishes as corresponds to the rheological model depicted in Fig. 3.17(b), 

whose differential strain-stress equation is the following (Eq. (3.3)): 

JR.s0 + t.JU.ds0/dt = e + t.de/dt (3.3) 

where s0 is the applied stress, JR is equal to JU+dJ and t is called the relaxation time. 

The solid whose properties are defined by the Eq. (3.3) was named as the Standard 

Anelastic Solid by Nowick and Berry [Now72].  

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Fig. 3.17: (a) the mechanical model representing the standard anelastic solid and (b) its rheological 

model. 

Another three-parameter mechanical model, so-called the generalization of the Maxwell 

model, leading to the same Eq. (3.3) consists of a unit composed by a spring and 

dashpot in series (Maxwell unit) attached in parallel to a spring as exhibited in Fig. 

3.18. As both models, Fig. 3.17(a) and Fig. 3.18, are equivalent, either of them can be 

used to represent the standard anelastic solid. However, the first one (Kelvin-Voigt 
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type) is the most convenient for the analysis of the creep behavior while the second one 

(Maxwell generalization) directly predicts the stress relaxation behavior of the material 

[Now72].  

 
Fig. 3.18: the generalization of the Maxwell model. 

If we applied a constant stress s0, then ds0/dt=0 in Eq. (3.3), and the instantaneous 

elastic contribution to the deformation would be e(0) = JU.s0 and, thus, the time 

dependent evolution of the deformation e(t) and the function of compliance J(t)=e(t)/s0 

would lead to (Eq. (3.4)): 

e(t)=ee+ea[1-0(23/56)] and J(t)=JU+dJ[1-0(23/56)]  (3.4) 

where JU=J(0) is the unrelaxed or instantaneous compliance, since it corresponds to the 

deformation that occurs when there is no time for relaxation to take place. On the other 

hand, the quantity JR=J(∞) corresponding to the equilibrium value attained in the 

anelastic case is called the relaxed compliance. Finally, the parameter dJ=JR-JU is the 

defect or relaxation of the compliance and to the relaxation time at constant stress 

ds0/dt=0. The strength of the relaxation, defined as D=dJ/JU=ea/ee, is the ratio between 

the anelastic deformation taking place during the relaxation process ea= e(∞)-e(0) and 

the instantaneous elastic deformation ee=e(0). 

3.2.2.1-	Dynamic	properties	of	the	standard	anelastic	solid		

According to Eq. (3.4), when we have an anelastic solid the deformation will evolve 

with time and also will do the compliance, whose values constitute the IF spectrum. 

However, we need to take into account that the anelastic deformation is not 

instantaneous but it takes place with a certain lag due to the relaxation of the 

microstructural elements towards their equilibrium positions. Moreover, the magnitude 

of the anelastic strain to be measured during the anelastic behavior, is typically too 

small to be measured by quasi-static experiments (ds/dt=0). To overcome these 

difficulties, dynamic experiments are more appropriate. Indeed, if a periodic stress of 
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frequency w, with constant amplitude s0=cst, is imposed on the system, then, the 

requirement of linearity implies a periodic response on the strain with the same 

frequency but with a certain lag f(w) behind the applied stress (Fig. 3.19 (a)):  

8 9 = 8:0;<3         and         = 9 = =: > 0; <32? = =- − A=/ 0;<3 (3.5) 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 3.19: (a) lag phase angle f between the applied stress s and the response of the material e. (b) 

Components of the compliance function J* [San01]. 

Given that we kept the stress amplitude constant during our measurements, it is 

convenient to employ the compliance function that, for this case, results in a complex 

magnitude in terms of its in-phase J1 and quadrature J2 components as displayed in Fig. 

3.19(b): 

J*(w)=e/s=J1(w)-iJ2(w) (3.6) 

The real part J1(w)=e1/s0 is the storage compliance associated to the elasticity of the 

material and represents the evolution of the deformation in phase with the stress; while 

the imaginary part J2(w)=e2/s0 is called the loss compliance associated to the energy 

dissipated inside the material and represents the evolution of the deformation p/2 out of 

phase. Thus, replacing Eq. (3.5) and Eq. (3.6) into Eq. (3.3), taking into account that 

dJ=JR-JU and equating separately the real and the imaginary part, we arrive to the 

following equations called Debye equations: 

J1(w)=Ju+dJ/(1+w2ts2) (3.7) 

J2(w)=dJ.wts/(1+w2ts2) (3.8) 

The quantity J1 evolves from JR at low frequencies (w→0) to JU at high frequencies 

(w→∞). Indeed, at very high frequencies (wts>>1) the oscillation is so rapid that the 

defects have not enough time to jump the energetic barrier and behave as immobile and 

so, the only deformation that can take place is the pure elastic one. On the contrary, at 

very low frequencies (wts<<1), the oscillation is so slow that the defects have enough 
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time to reach their new equilibrium positions for each instantaneous value of stress and, 

so, the deformation is always in phase with the stress and there is no dissipated energy. 

The quantity J2 plots as a peak since it vanishes for wts<<1 and wts>>1, and goes 

through a maximum at wts=1. This type of function, called Debye peak, is symmetrical 

about log(wts)=0 and its width at half maximum is given by Dlog(wts)=1,144.  

This way, the energy dissipated per unit volume in a full cycle of vibration DW and the 

maximum stored energy per unit volume W are given by [Now72]: 

∆C =	 8. += = 	F. G/. 8:/ (3.9) 

C =	 8. += = 	 12 . G-. 8:
/I//

<5J:   (3.10) 

Since for the case of intermetallic materials the loss angle f takes very low values, the 

error on direct measurements would be too high and tanf, known as internal friction, is 

measured instead (Eq. (3.11)). 

IF = tanf = 1/2p.DW/W = J2(w)/J1(w) (3.11) 

Consequently, the IF of a material results in the expression tanf=J2/J1 already 

represented in Fig. 3.19(b). The Eq. (3.11) provides the suitable physical understanding 

of what the IF is, but when collecting the mechanical loss spectra is much more 

appropriate to employ the expression derived from combining Eq. (3.7), Eq. (3.8) and 

Eq. (3.11) and given by Zener for the standard anelastic solid [Zen48]: 

KL = 9MN(O) =
∆
1 + ∆

>Q
(1 + >/Q/)

 (3.12) 

This way IF plots as a peak (Fig. 3.20) where the mean relaxation time Q is obtained 

from the condition of peak maximum (ωQ = 1) for the corresponding frequency w and 

the relaxation strength D comes from the height of such peak, and they correspond to:  

Q ≡ 56
(-T∆)U V

								and       ∆	≡ WX
XY

 (3.13) 

Despite we have already defined the Debye function for the IF, it is not enough for the 

complete characterization of the anelastic behavior; we also need to determine one of 

the storage functions. In our case, this storage function will be the inverse of storage 

compliance, J1
-1, so-called dynamic modulus. But we still have one difficulty to solve: 

the functions J1(w) and tan(f) are centered around ts and Q  respectively. Fortunately, 
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the obstacle is directly overcome by bringing together Eq. (3.7) and Eq. (3.13) and 

getting, in this way, J-2-(ω) as a function of Q (Eq. (3.14)) in terms of the parameters JU, 

JR and dJ defined in the previous section. 

G-2- = 	
1
G[
−

\G
G[. G]

1 + >/Q/  (3.14) 

Consequently, during our mechanical spectroscopy measurements on intermetallic 

materials, a constant stress is applied into the mechanical spectrometer, and the IF and 

DM dynamic response functions are collected making-up the mechanical loss spectra. 

This Debye functions are plotted in Fig. 3.20. 

 
Fig. 3.20: Debye functions collected during mechanical spectroscopy experiments. Internal friction 

(tanf) and dynamic modulus (1/J1(w)) versus log(wQ) for the standard anelastic solid.  

3.2.3-	Thermally	activated	relaxation		

The interest of the IF experiments in the anelastic range is due to the capacity to 

measuring even small deformations with very high precision, which means that we can 

obtain information about any thermally activated process, in particular the processes of 

mobility of defects, occurring in the material and susceptible to give rise to a relaxation. 

Relaxation is usually defined as the self-adjustment with time of a thermodynamic 

system towards a new equilibrium state in response to a change in an external variable. 

In particular, when the external variable is mechanical (strain or stress) the phenomenon 
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is known as anelastic relaxation [Now72] and it is represented by a jump through an 

energetic barrier that separates two states of thermodynamic equilibrium (Fig. 3.21 (a)). 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

Fig. 3.21: Schema of the thermally activated jumps across the energetic barrier (a) and the unbalancing 

influence of the applied tension ((b) and (c)). 

In the previous sections the relaxation time has been considered as constant and the 

frequency dependent Debye equations were obtained. However, the motion of 

microstructural defects responsible for the relaxation processes is mainly thermally 

activated and, hence, the jump frequency across the energetic barrier follows the 

Arrhenius law (Eq.(3.15)).  

^ = ^:. 0
(2∆_`ab ) (3.15) 

with k the Boltzmann constant and n0 the number of times per second that the defect 

tries to jump the barrier. According to the Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics, the 

exponential term is the probability of the defect having enough thermal energy to 

overcome the barrier. Then, n represents through Eq. (3.15) the number of times per 

second that the defect is capable of successfully overcome the energetic barrier DG0 at a 

temperature T.  

The applied stress unbalances the energetic diagram in one direction during the first 

half-cycle (Fig. 3.21 (b)) and in the opposite direction during the second half-cycle (Fig. 

3.21 (c)). Consequently, the effective barrier that the defect needs to jump by thermal 

activation is slightly smaller: 

DG=DG0-Vs (3.16) 

with V the activation volume of the process and Vs representing the work done by the 

stress to promote the jump.  
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Then the activation Gibbs free energy of the process is given by Eq. (3.16), that is 

DGact≡DG. During the relaxation processes the entropy variations are generally very 

small and, thus, they can be neglected in the thermodynamic equation DG=DH-TDS and 

then, DHact≡DGact. In solid state systems, the volume change can be also neglected and 

then DHact=Eact. Then, i order to simplify the notation from now on we use t as the 

relaxation time Q and Eact for the activation energy. 

The relaxation time t=n-1 is the time between two consecutive jumps and, in 

consequence, is not constant anymore but it depends on the same parameters as n does, 

in the following way: 

Q = Q:. 0
(cdefgh )  (3.17) 

with t0, the limit relaxation time (also called pre-exponential factor), and Eact being the 

parameters characteristics of the relaxation process through which we can identify the 

microscopic mechanism responsible for the anelastic behavior. 

3.2.3.1-	Temperature	dependent	relaxation	process	

When considering the mechanical models of the standard anelastic solids, we assumed 

that t=constant, which is equivalent to assume that T=constant, according to Eq. (3.17), 

and this means that we were in isothermal conditions. In this situation, the 

characterization of the dynamic behavior of the solid (described by Debye equations) 

requires the experimental measure of a frequency dependent spectrum covering between 

two and four orders of magnitude in w. Actually, this is difficult to do and it is much 

easier and precise to work at w=constant and employ the Eq. (3.18) derived from Eq. 

(3.17). 

>Q = 	>Q:. exp
lMm9
#n 			Þ   oN(>Q) = ln >Q: +	lMm9#n  (3.18) 

The Debye equations Eq. (3.12) and Eq. (3.14) will continue to be valid, however, Eq. 

(3.18) allows for exchanging the representation of the Debye equations based on 

log(wt), see Fig. 3.20, by another representation dependent on 1/T. Obviously the width 

of the Debye peak at half maximum is not constant anymore but it will be given by Eq. 

(3.19) in the new representation versus 1/T [Now72]. 

Δ
1
n = 1.144. oN10.

#
luv3

= 2.635.
#
luv3

 (3.19) 
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This means that the width of a Debye peak depends on the activation energy Eact of the 

relaxation process. Such IF peak (wt=1), happening at T=TP, corresponds to a process 

with a unique relaxation time and allows for acquiring the activation energy Eact and the 

limit relaxation time t0 via the representation of the Arrhenius diagram through Eq. 

(3.20). 

>Q = 1					Þ       oN> = − ln Q: −	lMm9#nz
 (3.20) 

The determination of Eact and t0 is the main interest of mechanical spectroscopy 

technique because, as they are characteristic of the corresponding relaxation 

mechanism, it is possible to establish a quantitative relationship between the 

experimental results and the theoretical models in order to identify the process 

responsible for the relaxation. In addition, the strength of the peak is directly related 

with the quantity of mobile defects contributing to the process, i.e., the number of 

relaxed elements per unit of volume. 

The dynamic response functions (tanf and J1
-1) considered, can only be directly 

measured in experiments performed at frequencies well below any resonance of the 

employed mechanical system and are referred as subresonant experiments. So, these are 

the type of experiments carried out throughout the present work by using a High-

Temperature Mechanical Spectrometer. The equipment was completely design and 

constructed in the Internal Friction laboratory, belonging to the Research Group of 

Physical Metallurgy (GIMF) of the University of the Basque Country, and described 

during the dissertation of P. Simas [Sim12]. Even though the apparatus has been 

previously described in depth [Sim10b, Sim12], a brief description of its fundamental 

aspects will be given in the next section together with the new calibrations and 

improvements achieved within the framework of the present study.  
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3.2.4-	High-temperature	mechanical	spectrometer	

 
Fig. 3.22: High temperature mechanical spectrometer. 

The mechanical spectrometer employed, shown in picture Fig. 3.22, is based on a high 

resolution inverted torsion pendulum working in a sub-resonant mode, i.e., under an 

applied forced vibration of frequency w well below the natural resonance frequency of 

the mechanical system so as to neglect the inertial terms in the equation of motion 

[Now72]. The advantage of the sub-resonant method lies on the possibility of 

performing either temperature dependent experiments or frequency dependent ones. In 

practice, our spectrometer provides measurements in a broad temperature range between 

300 K and 1800 K, either under isothermal conditions or during heating and/or cooling, 

and in a frequency range between 10-3 Hz and 10 Hz. 

3.2.4.1-	Description	of	the	mechanical	system	

The equipment shown in Fig. 3.22 is assembled on an anti-vibratory table made up with 

three pneumatic dampers in order to absorb mechanical noise vibrations and supply 

stability to the pendulum. The hole in the table permits locating the vertical electrical 

furnace under it and, thus, shifting down the center of gravity of the whole system. The 

upper part of the mechanical system appears covered by a bell that will allow to keep all 

the system under high vacuum (<10-5 mbar). The functional scheme depicted in Fig. 
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3.23(a) and Fig. 3.23(b) and showing in detail the zone that appears when we raise the 

vacuum bell, will facilitate the understanding of the running of the equipment. 

Notice that the sample, drawn in purple, appears clamped in between two rods. These 

rods are made of a high temperature resistant molybdenum alloy so-called TZM. On the 

one hand, the upper mobile rod is tied up to an extension rod that has a permanent 

magnet located in the magnetic region of a pair of Helmholtz coils. This extension rod 

is hanged on the upper side by a W torsion wire from the balanced suspension and by 

another W torsion wire on the lower side, located in between the extension and the 

mobile rod, completing that way the double balanced suspension counterweight system. 

This balanced counterweight system is able to follow the displacement associated to the 

thermal expansion of the mobile rod during heating, and this way minimizes the tensile 

pull on the wires at very high temperatures and suppresses axial stresses while avoiding 

creep deformation of the sample. On the other hand, the lower rod is clamped to the 

lower part of the system, beneath the vertical furnace. This way the sample keeps 

located in the middle of the vertical furnace assuring the effective heat transfer. When 

an alternating current goes through the Helmholtz coils, a torque acts on the magnet 

causing oscillations of the extension rod and, in turns, of the mobile rod; in 

(a) (b) 

  
Fig. 3.23: The functional scheme of the pendulum (a) and the accessible zone once the vacuum bell is 

raised up, showing the suspension system and the magnetic excitation region (b). 
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consequence, the sample clamped suffers a deformation under torsion. This deformation 

belongs to the anelastic range and it is captured through an optical detector that registers 

the reflection of the beam in a mirror located in the mobile rod, as displayed in Fig. 

3.23(a). This way the phase lag between the applied tension and the anelastic 

deformation is collected. To avoid any permanent deformation and irreversible 

variations of the microstructure, the voltage applied to the Helmholtz coils is 

determined so as to produce a maximum oscillation amplitude of e=2x10-5 at room 

temperature.  

3.2.4.2-	Improvements	and	set-up	

• Damping of the vacuum pumps 

Vacuum system is required not only to reduce the transmission of external acoustic 

vibrations and to avoid any friction of the mechanical system with air, but also to 

prevent the oxidation and the overheating of the sample at high temperatures. Therefore, 

we work under vacuum levels in the order of 10-5 mbar or below, achieved by a rotatory 

pump, responsible for the previous vacuum, connected by a rubber hose to a 

turbomolecular pump that is directly connected to the vacuum chamber (covered by the 

vacuum bell in Fig. 3.22).  

During the first research-steps of the present dissertation, vibrations coming from the 

vacuum pumps were detected both by direct hand-touch and by a small noise signal 

observed in the collected spectra. In consequence, to secure the lowest background 

damping in the measurements and the maximum reliability of the collected results, we 

decided to improve the isolation of both vacuum pumps by introducing several damping 

systems. Firstly, as can be observed in Fig. 3.24(a) we make the rubber hose cross a 

container full of cement. This way the vibrations coming from the rotatory are 

completely absorbed by the cement and not transmitted to the turbomolecular. Then, a 

turbo-V vibration damper was inserted between the turbomolecular pump and the 

vacuum chamber as shown in Fig. 3.24(b), in order to isolate the mechanical system 

from the vibrations coming from this last pump. As a consequence, the collected spectra 

appeared with a considerable noise reduction, i.e., the curves exhibited a smoother 

aspect. 
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• Maintenance of the vacuum sensor 

The vacuum sensor consists of two separate measurement systems: the Pirani and the 

cold cathode system according to the inverted magnetron principle. They are combined 

in such a way that they behave as one single sensor gauge: the Pfeiffer PKR 251 

Compact Full Range Gauge (Fig. 3.25 (a)). 

This improvement was motivated by small fluctuations observed on the high vacuum 

signals, or rather low pressure values, that lead as to suspect that the vacuum sensor was 

not working properly. So, we used the operating manual to follow the disassembling 

instructions and separate all the constituent parts as it is compiled inFig. 3.25. Once we 

had all the parts separated (Fig. 3.25 (b)) we realized that the problem could be the 

contamination accumulated inside the measuring chamber and on the cold cathode (Fig. 

3.25 (c) and (d) respectively). Indeed, the cold cathode is in charge of the higher 

vacuum signals as, besides de Pirani circuit is always on, the cold cathode 

measurements circuit is controlled by the Pirani circuit and it is activated only at 

pressures < 1x10-2 mbar, corresponding to the values below which the defective signals 

were detected.  

 

(a) (b) 

 
 

Fig. 3.24: The rubber hose passing through the cement container acting as the rotatory vibration 

damper (a), and the turbo-V vibrations damper (b). 
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(a)  (b)  

(c)  (d)  

Fig. 3.25: Pfeiffer gauge as connected to the mechanical system (a) and once we disassembled the 

constituent parts (b). Detailed picture of the measuring chamber (c) and the cold cathode (d). 

For the cleaning of the measurement chamber we employed a cotton swab steeped into 

agglomerated alumina of 0,05µm and, then, we introduced it into ultrasonic bath with 

distilled water for 5 minutes. For the maintenance of the cold cathode we previously 

used a 4000-grade wet grinding on SiC-papers to remove all the particles stuck on the 

cathode, and then we proceeded with the cotton swab steeped into agglomerated 

alumina followed by a 5-minutes ultrasonic bath of distilled water mixed with cleaning 

alcohol. As a result of this improvement no more vacuum signal fluctuations were 

observed and the measured pressure levels achieved become slightly lower than before 

the maintenance. 

• Substitution of the wires and calibration of the counterweight 

The inverted configuration allows balancing the mechanical system with a 

counterweight system that removes the longitudinal tensions on the sample. This aspect 

is critical at high temperatures (T > 0.6TF) at which the residual tension could deform 

the sample under creep. In fact, by proper height of the counter balance weight, the 

tensile stress on the wire can be reduced to only a few grams per square millimeter. To 

ensure that the suspension has only a negligible effect on the measurements, the 

suspension must be made from a material of low IF and its torsional stiffness must be 

very much smaller than that of the specimen [Now72], i.e., the wires has to be highly 

resistant to the deformation so that they would present just an elastic component. 
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We decided to go on with the substitution of the wires when we realized that a 

precession movement was occurring on the sample. In fact, the inverted torsion 

pendulum has three frequencies of resonance which could give rise to different 

movements on the sample: a torsion movement, a flexion movement in the direction of 

the inertial member and another flexion movement at right angle to the direction of the 

inertial member. In an ideal experiment, with all the mechanical system and the torsion 

wires perfectly aligned and with the correct equilibration of the counterweights, the 

flexion movements do not appear and the measured deformation belongs only to the 

torsion suffered by the sample, what in fact is what we actually want to measure. 

However, if the mechanical system is not adequately calibrated a coupling of the three 

mentioned movements happen, causing a precession movement on the sample that can 

be observed through the cell-measurement screen of the software controlling the 

pendulum. That was what we certainly observed for some frequencies as presented in 

Fig. 3.26(a).  

          (a) 

            (b) 

Fig. 3.26: Cell-screen of the software that controls the pendulum when the sample was suffering a 

precession coupling (a) and once the mishap was resolved (b). 

Therefore, we decided to replace the torsion wires to achieve not only a perfect 

alignment but also to assure that the wire properties were adequate and not deteriorated 

by use and time. After the replacement of the wires the counterweight were recalibrated 

in consequence, and, this way, the mishap was satisfactorily resolved for all frequencies 

as could be observed in the mentioned screen (Fig. 3.26 (b)). 
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Sample 

3.2.4.3-	Sample	assembly	

The samples of 50x5x1 mm3 were cut by spark erosion and mechanically grinded on the 

surface. To carry out the clamping of the sample with the mobile and the clamped rods, 

a rod-holder, presented in Fig. 3.27, is employed. This holder permits the assembly of 

samples between 30 and 50 millimeters long, leaving an effective length 10 millimeters 

smaller in all cases as 5 millimeters are needed for clamping at each side. Thus, in our 

case, the effective dimensions of the samples for IF measurements are 40x5x1 mm3. To 

avoid any diffusion between the sample, the rods and the clamps, and also to prevent the 

screws to be jammed to the clamps, a mixture of boron nitride dust with distilled water 

and ethanol is employed on all the contact areas of the clamps. 

  
Fig. 3.27: Sample assembly by clamping with the mobile and the clamped rods.  

3.2.5-	Analysis	methods	for	the	internal	friction	spectra	

The methods for the analysis of IF spectra are divided depending on they are applied 

either to processes with a single relaxation time (Debye peak) or to processes with a 

distribution of relaxation times around a mean value. In practice, all the processes use to 

be, at least, slightly distributed and, hence, for a comparison with the theoretical Debye 

function the inclusion of a distribution factor will be required. In this section, the 

methods employed throughout this work for the analysis of the IF spectra in the general 
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case of distributed relaxation processes are described, including the mentioned novel 

method. 

3.2.5.1-	Method	to	analyze	the	high	temperature	background	

The high temperature background (HTB) appears on the high-temperature side of the IF 

spectrum and it is a common phenomenon in the measurements at high temperatures. 

The importance of its analysis comprises of two main aspects: on the one hand, it could 

provide information about microscopic mechanisms of defects mobility involved in 

high-temperature creep behavior, as it has been demonstrated in several works [Sim10a, 

Sim11, Cas16, Kle17], and, on the other hand, because once the HTB is characterized it 

is possible to remove it from the IF spectra allowing for a better analysis of the 

relaxation peaks [Fan01]. So, the identification of the mechanisms responsible for that 

IF increasing HTB, provides information for the design of deformation resistant alloys. 

The HTB generally shifts towards lower temperatures when decreasing the frequency, 

which means that the processes controlling the HTB are thermally activated and, 

therefore, if we consider the model of the anelastic standard solid, it will be related to a 

very distributed relaxation process with very high relaxation intensity and a maximum 

located out of the measurable thermal range [Sch64]. Under those conditions, the HTB 

can be understood as the low temperature side of a relaxation peak and, thus, the 

condition wt>>1 can be applied to the equation Eq. (3.12) reaching the expression for 

the ideal viscoelastic relaxation Q-1=1/wt. However, Weller et al. [Wel04] suggested a 

generalization of the viscoelastic behavior by introducing a distribution parameter n, 

with 0 £ n £ 1, that takes the deviation from ideal viscoelasticity (n=1) into account, 

which physically corresponds to a distribution of the relaxation time t associated with 

the microscopic mechanisms controlling the thermally activated processes. Then, the 

internal friction for the HTB is given by: 

{2- =
1

>. Q(n) | (3.21) 

The application of this equation Eq. (3.21)) to the experimentally measured HTB, 

requires the determination of the variables n and t(T). To that end, a suitable high-

temperature range is selected for the series of obtained IF spectra as shown in Fig. 

3.28(a) where the dashed lines delimit an example of temperature area used for the 

analysis of the HTB. Within the selected area, several temperatures are taken: T1, T2, 
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T3, T4 and T5 for instance. That way, using the data given by each spectrum for the 

selected temperatures (IF value and w) and taking natural logarithms in Eq. (3.21),  

ln(Q-1) versus ln(w) can be represented to get a plot similar to Fig. 3.28(b): 

oN({2-) = −NoN Q(n) + NoN> (3.22) 
 

This way, from the slopes of the linear regressions for each temperature (Fig. 3.28(b)) 

we get the average value of the distribution factor, n, and from the ordinate at the origin 

the discrete values of t for the selected temperatures. These values of t will allow us to 

trace the Arrhenius diagram Eq. (3.23) for the so-called apparent relaxation time 

t*(T)	≡	tn (Fig. 3.29(a)); then, from the slope of that linear regression we can determine 

the activation energy of the HTB and from the ordinate at the origin the limit relaxation 

time t0: 

Q∗ ≡ Q| = Q:|. 0.~
|�ÄhÅ
(b

		→ 			oNQ∗ = N. oN Q: + |�ÄhÅ
(b

  (3.23) 

And so, the HTB will remain completely characterized by the variables n, t0 and EHTB. 

Finally, combining Eq. (3.21) and Eq. (3.23) we reach the theoretical expression of the 

internal friction for the HTB, Eq. (3.24): 

(a) (b) 

  
Fig. 3.28: (a) Series of IF spectra measured at different frequencies, where the dashed lines delimit an 

example of temperature area used for the analysis of the HTB. (b) Plot obtained from the data extracted 

from the selected temperatures and by applying Eq. (3.22). 
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{2- = 1

>. Q:. 0.~
lÉbÑ
#Ñ. n

| 
(3.24) 

This expression allows us to generate the HTB (red curve in Fig. 3.29(b)) and remove it 

from the experimental IF spectrum (blue curve) leading to a better analysis of the rest of 

the relaxation processes through the resulting spectrum (black curve). 

3.2.5.2-	Method	of	the	Arrhenius	diagram	from	the	maximum	of	the	relaxation	peak	

Once the HTB is subtracted from the experimental IF spectrum measured at different 

frequencies, the most direct and precise method for obtaining the activation energy of a 

relaxation peak consist of plotting the corresponding Arrhenius diagram with the largest 

possible number of points in order to improve the fitting and minimize the error of the 

estimation of the peak maximum temperature. To this purpose, after carrying out the 

whole series of measurements, the values corresponding to the maximums of the peak at 

different frequencies are considered; following which, Eq. (3.20) is employed to depict 

ln(w) versus the inverse of the temperature at peak maximum for each frequency. 

Finally, the points are fitted to a straight line whose slope will give as the Eact and the 

ordinate at the origin the value for t0. 

(a) (b) 

  
Fig. 3.29: (a) Example of Arrhenius diagram for the HTB using the data obtained from (Fig. 3.28(b)) 

and Eq. (3.23). (b) Generated HTB through Eq. (3.24) (red curve) and the resulting IF spectrum (black) 

once the HTB is subtracted from the experimental spectrum (blue). 
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3.2.5.3-	Method	of	the	fitting	with	a	Debye	theoretical	peak	

Despite the experimental peak is already characterized by employing the method of 

Arrhenius diagram, in order to know the kind of defects responsible for the relaxation 

we need to determine the broadening of the peak as well. This broadening is indeed 

related to the distribution of energies of the prevailing atomistic mechanisms. It is 

possible to obtain the thermodynamic parameters that characterize the relaxation from 

the shape of the relaxation peak. If we use a variable change given by Y=ln(wt), then 

Eq. (3.12) takes the short form: 

KL = 9MN(O) =
∆

2 1 + ∆
cosh2- Ψ =

Δ
2
cosh2- Ψ (3.25) 

where Δ is the mean relaxation strength and hence it is related with the maximum IF 

value of the peak as follows: 

9MNäuã(O) =
Δ
2

 (3.26) 

So, inserting Eq. (3.17) into the new variable Y and replacing Eq. (3.18) and Eq. (3.20) 

the following expression for the new variable Y is reached: 

Ψ =
luv3
#

1
n −

1
nå

 (3.27) 

After all, the theoretical expression for the Debye peak, Eq. (3.28), is obtained by 

combining the last three equations Eq. (3.25), Eq. (3.26) and Eq. (3.27) [San 01], with 

tanfmax the height of the peak maximun and TP the temperature of the maximum of the 

peak: 

tanO = 	 tanOäuã	. cosh2-
luv3
# .

1
n −	

1
nè

 (3.28) 

The equation Eq. (3.28) corresponds to a Debye peak and gives us a representation of 

the peak versus 1/T centered at 1/TP. However, during IF experiments, we do not really 

have a single relaxation time, which corresponds to just a unique type of defect in an 

exact atomic configuration jumping a barrier with a fixed activation energy, as it was 

represented in Fig. 3.21 in a double-well potential. In fact, what happens is that the 

relaxation observed is the result of different contributions having slightly different 

Debye peaks associated. Each of the contribution results from more or less 

microstructural units per volume, depending on the peak intensity, with the same atomic 
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configurations. The difference between the contributions, i.e., the reason why different 

Debye peaks take part on a relaxation process, might be due to the presence, or not, of 

interstitial or substitutional atoms in nearest-neighbor positions, or, to the nature, or 

position, of the jumping punctual defect. In the case of dealing with linear defects, the 

difference could be derived, for instance, from the motion of dislocations in a multi-well 

energetic diagram depending on the length of dislocations and the local stresses. 

Therefore, the peak appearing in the IF spectra actually corresponds to the peak 

resulting from the addition of all these slightly different contributions. By way of 

illustration see Fig. 3.30 where the gray peaks would correspond to the mentioned 

different contributions giving rise to the resulting black peak that will be the one 

appearing during the IF measurement. Notice that the majority of the defects 

contributing to the observed relaxation process (black peak) are represented by the most 

intense gray peak, which in terms of statistical distribution means that it is the most 

probable defect configuration. 

 
Fig. 3.30: Debye peaks, in gray, corresponding to different contributions. In black, the surrounding 

broadened peak observed during measurements. 

In conclusion, the experimental peak is wider than the theoretical Debye peak related to 

the standard anelastic solid, and thus, a broadening factor is needed in order to compare 

the experimental peak with the Debye’s theoretical one. To reach that goal, we need to 

select the mathematical function that will allow us to do the easiest analysis of the 

spectra without losing the underlying physical meaning of such distribution. Providing 
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that the relaxation process has a statistical distribution of relaxation times t, it has to be 

considered as a continuous variable properly described by a Gaussian distribution 

characterized by a distribution parameter b; where b=0 belongs to a process with a 

unique relaxation time, that is the standard anelastic solid [Now72].  

In consequence, a broadening factor r2(b), related with the Gaussian distribution 

parameter as depicted in Fig. 3.31 is defined for the ratio of the experimental peak width 

(∆n2- ê ) to the Debye theoretical peak width (∆n2- 0 ) in the following way: 

ë/ ê =
∆n2- ê
∆n2- 0  (3.29) 

 

 
Fig. 3.31: Broadening factor r2 versus the distribution parameter b obtained from the data of Nowick 

and Berry [Now72]. 

Then, the appropriate mathematical expression of the theoretical peak which includes 

the associated distribution and that is employed to be compared with the experimental 

one is given by the expression Eq. (3.30) [San01]. 

tanO = 	 tanOäuã	. cosh2-
luv3

#. ë/ ê
.
1
n −	

1
nè

 (3.30) 

The best adjustment between the fitted Debye peak, given by Eq. (3.30), and the 

resulting experimental peak will determine the value for r2(b). Fig. 3.32 shows, by way 

of example, a suitable fitting between a broad Debye theoretical peak with the resulting 

experimental IF peak. 

This way we finally have the required expressions, Eq. (3.20), Eq. (3.26) and Eq. (3.30), 

to completely characterize the relaxation peak in terms of the parameters t0, Eact, b, and 

Δ. 
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Fig. 3.32: Suitable fitting between the resulting experimental IF peak (black curve) and a broadened 

Debye peak (red). 

3.2.5.4-	Method	of	the	peak’s	low	temperature	side	

The simplest method to obtain the activation energy for an observed IF peak requires, at 

least two IF spectra, i.e., in the case of working by varying the temperature, we will 

need two temperature dependent spectra measured at different frequencies, w1 and w2. 

The Peak’s Low Temperature Side Method is based on the fact that even though Eq. 

(3.20) arises from the condition of the maximum, it is also valid for any point of the 

peak. Consequently, we can apply this equation to the temperature-values (T1 for w1 and 

T2 for w2) of the low temperature side of the peak that seems less affected, which 

normally correspond to the point at which the slope is higher, provided that the peaks at 

different frequencies are normalized [San01][Now72], and reach the following equation 

Eq. (3.31) from which the Eact can be obtained: 

oN
>-
>/

= 	
luv3
í .

1
n/
−
1
n-

 (3.31) 

The Arrhenius line attained this way is parallel to the one that would be derived from 

the maxima of the peak for different frequencies, and, hence, their slope would be the 

same, and therefore the activation energy, but not their ordinate at the origin, giving t0. 

To solve this issue the adjustment of the experimental peak with the theoretical Debye 
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peak via Eq. (3.30) is very useful not only to evaluate the broadening of the 

experimental peak but also to get the correct value of the pre-exponential factor t0. 

This method is not as accurate as the other methods for the analysis of the peak, but it is 

very useful for the characterization of peaks that appear strongly overlapped on the high 

temperature side with either a secondary IF peak or a high temperature background 

(HTB) impossible to be extracted from the spectrum; or even for cases of very broad 

peaks with flatten maxima or significantly affected by noise.  

3.2.5.5-	Novel	methodology:	frequency	dependent	series	for	analyzing	the	HTB	

Due to the importance of characterizing the HTB we have developed a new 

methodology in order to be able to identify its corresponding parameters whenever 

conventional temperature dependent measurements do not allow it. In some cases, the 

material under study cannot be heated up enough to observe the HTB and, hence, the 

designed novel analysis method based on frequency dependent measurements is 

required. As mentioned before, working in sub-resonant mode gives the possibility to 

obtain both temperature dependent and frequency dependent measurements. So, for the 

novel analysis, a series of frequency dependent isothermal measurements is carried out 

firstly, and, then, from the data collected, ln(Q-1) versus ln(w) is represented for each 

isotherm following Eq.(3.22). Next, from the linear regression the average value of the 

distribution factor and the discrete values of t for each isotherm are determined. Then, 

as for the case of temperature dependent measurements, Eq. (3.23) is used to determine 

the characteristic parameters of the HTB: EHTB and t0. Finally, with the required 

parameters already identified, the HTB is generated from the theoretical expression Eq. 

(3.24) in order to remove it from the temperature dependent spectra. 

In summary: we make use of the frequency dependent series of measurements to 

identify the HTB and afterwards, we use the obtained parameters to generate the HTB 

curve for removing it from the temperature dependent spectra. Therefore, both kind of 

experimental series are required: temperature dependent ones and frequency dependent 

ones. In consequence, the equations utilized for the novel methodology are, of course, 

the same as in the conventional method, since we are dealing with the same 

phenomenon; nevertheless, it is indeed a novel method as it gives a solution to a 

problem that otherwise remained unsolved.  
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In chapters 4, 5 and 6 all the methods described here are employed for the IF analysis of 

the alloys studied within the framework of the present work. In particular, the novel 

methodology is successfully applied for the analysis of the promising TNM+-FL alloy 

(also called TNM+ nano-lamellar). 
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Chapter	4-	 RESULTS	I:	 TiAl+Mo	FAMILY	

This chapter compiles all the experimental data obtained and analyzed for the TiAl+Mo 

family, together with the main conclusions these results led us to.  

For the TA7M alloy, mechanical spectroscopy technique was employed to study not 

only the behavior of the as-received condition state, but also to carry out several phase 

transformations in order to elucidate the influence of the microstructure into the internal 

friction (IF) response. To that end, fundamental microstructural analysis is presented for 

each case. All these results, summarized and analyzed in section 4.1, allowed us to 

identify the b-phase as the one responsible for the observed relaxation. Besides, 

examined IF data for TA3M alloy in the as-received condition, both by mechanical 

spectroscopy and microstructural characterization techniques, are collected in section 

4.2 and go along with that hypothesis, pointing the effect of the alloy composition out. 

Therefore, a relaxation mechanism responsible for the observed relaxation peak is 

proposed in the conclusions section together with the discussion related to all the 

collected data (section 4.3). 

A residual high-temperature IF peak is kept unidentified in both alloys, however, the 

discussion of its nature and the related atomistic mechanism is left for chapter 7. 

Most of these findings have been exposed in different scientific dissemination events 

and international congresses and are part of an international publication [Usa17] in the 

field of intermetallics and materials science. This article can be found at the end of the 

present dissertation and related supplementary material is available online at 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.msea.2017.06.014. 

 

• Starting point 

This family is composed by two members named TA3M and TA7M whose 

composition are Ti-44.58Al-3.23Mo-0.12B and Ti-43.94Al-6.78Mo-0.09B (in at%) 

respectively and are studied in their as HIP-ed condition. They were proposed as 

prototype alloys for the design of so-called b/g alloys, with microstructures in which 

homogeneously distributed b and g phases are the main constituents [Sch10]. 
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The individual microstructural features of the two alloys in the as-HIP condition were 

characterized by SEM and reported by Mayer et al. [May11b], and are reminded below. 

Fig. 4.1(a) displays the SEM image of the alloy TA3M: globular g-grains (black) and 

lamellar (a2+g)-colonies (light gray), in which a small volume fraction of bo (white) is 

embedded.  

(a) TA3M (b) TA7M 

  

Fig. 4.1: SEM images of (a) TA3M and (b) TA7M (in as-HIPed condition) taken in BSE mode, wherein 

the bo-phase shows the brightest contrast, the g-phase appears dark and the a2-phase exhibits a light-gray 

contrast. Adapted from [May11b].  

Fig. 4.1(b) shows the microstructure of the TA7M, where former β-grains are 

intersected by elongated γ-grains, which were formed during a solid-state phase 

transformation. As expected, the βo-phase fraction of TA7M at RT is significantly 

higher as compared to TA3M, what is indeed confirmed by the phase fractions for each 

alloy, collected in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1: mass fractions (wt.%) of the phases for each TiAl+Mo alloy related to Fig. 4.1:. Adapted from 

[Pfl14]. 

 a2 (wt.%) bo (wt.%) g (wt.%) 

TA3M 9 28 63 

TA7M - 48 52 
 

 

4.1-	CHARACTERIZATION	OF	TA7M	ALLOY	

Different experiments are distinguished here: the main experiment (ME) carried out in 

the as-received condition, and two additional experiments (AE1 and AE2) causing 
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phase transformations and designed to determine the nature of the main relaxation peak 

observed during ME. 

4.1.1-	Main	experiment:	measurements	in	the	as-received	condition	

IF spectra and DM curves for TA7M sample in the as-received condition have been 

measured at eight different frequencies (from 2Hz down to 0.01Hz) while heating from 

600K up to 1328K as shown in Fig. 4.2. An IF peak is observed for all frequencies (at 

around 1065K for 0.10Hz) superimposed to a fast increase of the IF that constitutes the 

high temperature background (HTB). The peak (denoted as P1) and the HTB are both 

accompanied by a drop of the DM curve and they shift towards low temperatures when 

decreasing the frequency, as it corresponds to thermally activated processes. 

 
Fig. 4.2: experimental IF spectra and dynamic modulus variation (DM) curves measured at several 

frequencies for the TA7M alloy. The high temperature background (HTB) and the relaxation peak P1 

are indicated.  

4.1.1.1-	Analysis	of	the	High	Temperature	Background	(HTB)	

Note that for the spectra measured at 2 and 1 Hz, the curve shifts to temperatures so 

high that the fast increase of the HTB is not properly observed and, hence, the data they 

provided is not suitable for characterizing the HTB. Therefore, the spectra 
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corresponding to the mentioned two frequencies are not employed for the analysis. 

Applying the theoretical expressions presented in chapter 3 (section 3.2.5.1) to the 

experimental data in Fig. 4.2, the parameters n, t0 and EHTB can be determined. By 

getting logarithms into equation (3.21) and plotting ln(IF) as a function of ln(w) for five 

different temperatures (1280K, 1290K, 1300K, 1310K and 1320K) from the spectra of 

Fig. 4.2, Fig. 4.3(a) is obtained. From the slopes of the linear regressions we get the 

average value of the distribution factor, n = 0.300 ± 0.005, and from the ordinate at the 

origin the apparent relaxation time t*(T) for each considered temperature. Assuming 

that t* depends on temperature via the Arrhenius equation (3.23), Fig. 4.3(b) is obtained 

for lnt*(T) plotted as a function of 1/T. From the slope of the linear adjustment, the 

activation energy EHTB= 4.75 ± 0.05 eV is determined, and from the ordinate at the 

origin the pre-exponential factor t0= 0.77x10-15 s. In addition, the value of n allows to 

calculate the broadening factor r2(b)=1/n, and so the b parameter of the Gaussian 

distribution to be considered for the activation energy: r2(b)=3.35 and b=4.85, 

according to function (Fig 3.31) described in Refs [Now72, San01]. These results on the 

HTB will deserve a further discussion in the last section of the chapter.  

(a) (b) 

  
Fig. 4.3: Analysis of the HTB for the TA7M alloy. (a) Logarithmic plot of expression (3.21), at five 

constant temperatures for the IF spectra measured at different frequencies (0.01Hz, 0.02Hz, 0.05Hz, 

0.1Hz, 0.2, and 0.5Hz); data extracted from Fig. 4.2. (b) Arrhenius diagram for Ln(t*) from the ordinate 

at the origin of the plot in (a) at five different temperatures. 
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4.1.1.2-	Analysis	of	the	relaxation	peak	P1	

As mentioned before, the IF spectra present a relaxation peak P1 that clearly overlaps 

the HTB. So, once we have experimentally determined the values of EHTB, n and t0, we 

can calculate the function representing the HTB and remove it from the spectra in order 

to isolate P1. In Fig. 4.4 the blue curve corresponds to the experimental one measured at 

0.1Hz and the red one is the corresponding HTB generated through equation (3.24) and 

using the parameters obtained from Fig. 4.3. The remarkably good fitting of the HTB 

function should be noted here. The subtraction of the HTB from the experimental IF 

spectrum, giving the black curve (Fig. 4.4), shows not only the expected P1 peak but 

also another small peak (denoted as P2) appearing as a shoulder on the high-temperature 

side of P1 as shown in the inset. 

 
Fig. 4.4: IF depending on 1/T for the spectrum measured at 0.1Hz (blue curve) on the TA7M sample. 

Theoretical curve of the HTB (red) using equation (3.24) and the data extracted from Fig. 4.3. IF after 

subtraction of the HTB (black) to get the relaxation peaks P1 and P2 (black curve), which have been 

re-scaled in the inset.  

Both P1 and P2 shift in temperature with frequency according to the typical behavior of 

the relaxation peaks, but unfortunately P2 is so strongly overlapped to the HTB that 
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even small deviations in the HTB function give place to strong fluctuations of this 

remaining shoulder P2, preventing a proper analysis of the related relaxation 

phenomenon. However, the nature and meaning of this high-temperature peak (P2) will 

be discussed in the chapter 7. 

On the contrary, the main relaxation peak P1 can be well isolated by removing the HTB 

for all frequencies, thus, the resultant spectra for five frequencies are depicted in Fig. 

4.5(a). From the condition of the peak maximum, w.t=1, assuming an Arrhenius 

behavior for t and getting logarithms, the activation energy of the relaxation can be 

obtained from equation 3.20. However, it can be argued that due to the overlapping of 

the shoulder P2 with the main peak P1, it could be difficult to determine the right 

temperature TP1 of the maximum required for equation 3.20. Therefore, we employed 

the method of the peak’s low temperature side already explained in chapter 3 (section 

3.2.5.4). So, we take the values, corresponding to the half-height of the normalized 

peaks, meeting the horizontal line drawn in Fig. 4.5(a). Those values give rise to the 

Arrhenius plot (Fig. 4.5(b)) from which the activation energy of EP1= 3.55 ± 0.05 eV is 

obtained.  

(a) (b) 

  

Fig. 4.5: Analysis of the relaxation peak P1. (a) Normalized IF spectra of P1 at five frequencies 

(0.05Hz, 0.10Hz, 0.20Hz, 0.5Hz and 1.00Hz) after the subtraction of the HTB. (b) Arrhenius diagram 

from the half-height of the low temperature side of the P1 peaks, where the fitted straight line serves to 

obtain the activation energy. 
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• Fitting with the Debye theoretical peak 

The mathematical expression (3.30) is employed to generate the theoretical Debye peak 

and adjust its broadening to fit the experimental one. The best fitting of the spectra for 

the measured EP1 is reached for r2(b)=1.45 (b=1.41) as depicted in Fig. 4.6 for the data 

at 0.1Hz (red), whose subtraction from the experimental spectrum (black) allows to 

isolate the residual peak P2 (blue) although, as commented before, we are not able to do 

a suitable analysis of this peak. Now, taking the peak temperature TP1 from the fitted 

Debye peak and using the measured activation energy from Fig. 4.5(b), the pre-

exponential factor t0=2.47x10-17s is determined through equation (3.20). 

 
Fig. 4.6: Fitting of the relaxation peak P1 at 0.1Hz to the theoretical expression (3.30) of a broadened 

Debye peak (red curve) that allows the calculation of the broadening factor r2. The high temperature P2 

peak remains completely isolated (blue curve). 

4.1.1.3-	Microstructural	analysis	after	ME	

The SEM micrographs obtained in BSE mode and taken by the JSM 6400 microscope 

after the ME are shown in Fig. 4.7. The yellow rectangle in Fig. 4.7(a) indicates the 

magnified area shown in (b). The resulting microstructure is equivalent to the one 

before the ME (see Fig. 4.1(b): white former bo-grains intersected by elongated black g-

grains. 
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(a) (b) 

  
Fig. 4.7: TA7M alloy’s BSE micrographs at different magnifications taken after the main experiment. 

The yellow rectangle in (a) indicates the magnified area shown in (b). JSM-6400: 10kV, 10nA and 

WD=15mm. 

The EDX qualitative maps carried out by the JSM 6400 in the measured-sample and 

collected in Fig. 4.8(b), (c) and (d), show that the g-phase (black) is rich in Al and poor 

in Mo while for the bo-phase the contrary happens, what it is in well agreement with the 

reported chemical composition (see Table 2.5).  

(a) BSE image (b) Ti 

  
(c) Al (d) Mo 

  
Fig. 4.8: (a) BSE micrograph of the TA7M measured-sample where EDX analysis was performed. Red 

arrows indicate light-gray color a2-phase. Images in (b), (c) and (d) correspond to the qualitative maps of 

the Ti, Al and Mo respectively. JSM 6400: 10kV, 10nA and WD=15mm. 
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So, we may ask about the phase in which the observed relaxation is taking place. A 

priori, a relaxation peak as P1 is not expected in the g-phase because it should have been 

already observed in such phase in other g-TiAl intermetallics studied in previous works 

[Cas16, San14]. Nevertheless, the microstructure of the present alloy, with bo and g 

phases, is noticeably different from previously studied g-TiAl based alloys, which 

contain predominantly a2 and g phases, and consequently additional experiments are 

required to confirm the phase responsible for P1. 

4.1.2-	Additional	IF	experiments	

In order to identify the phase where the relaxation mechanism P1 is taking place, 

additional IF experiments were designed, using for each one a new TA7M sample 

identical to the one employed in the ME. The first additional experiment (AE1) consists 

in measuring IF during heating up to 1635K to go into the single b-phase domain, see 

the phase diagram of Fig. 2.8, keeping at such temperature for 60 minutes and then 

cooling down to 600K at a slow cooling rate (1.5K/min) while measuring again IF. The 

second additional experiment (AE2) consists in two steps: during step 1 the sample is 

heated up to 1635K, homogenized at that temperature for 20 minutes and then quickly 

cooled down to 600K at furnace fast cooling (50K/min) and then, through step 2, it is 

heated up to 1328K in order to measure again the IF since the fast cooling rate of step 1 

allows no measurement while cooling. By way of illustration, the scheme in Fig. 4.9 

compiles the main experiment ME that takes place completely within the bo+g field 

region, and the two additional experiments (AE1 and AE2) going up into the single b-

phase region. 

 
Fig. 4.9: schematic illustration of the ME together with the two additional experiments (AE1 and AE2).  
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4.1.2.1-	Additional	experiment	1	(AE1)	

The corresponding IF spectrum and DM curve measured during the heating up are 

shown in Fig. 4.10(a), where the sharp drop of the IF should be noticed when reaching 

1613K accompanied by a rise in the DM. This behavior typically corresponds to a grain 

growth or a recrystallization, and in our case, attending to the phase diagram (Fig. 2.8) 

and phase transition and disordering temperatures while heating (see Table 2.3), is 

assumed to be produced when crossing the line into the single b-phase field region. 

(a) (b) 

  
Fig. 4.10: AE1. (a) IF spectrum and DM curve during heating up to 1635K. Note the recrystallization at 

1613K when going into the b-single phase field region. (b) Comparison of the P1 relaxation peak during 

heating (red) and subsequent cooling at 1.5k/min. 

Then, after keeping at 1635K for 60 minutes, the sample was cooled down at slow 

cooling rate of 1.5K/min, while measuring again IF. The IF spectrum of this cooling run 

is plotted in Fig. 4.10(b) (blue curve), together with the previous heating run (red 

curve), where the scale has been amplified to provide a clear view of the P1 peak. When 

cooling from the single b-domain, it is expected that the sample will contain a higher 

amount of b/bo phase and, thus, this could be correlated with the observed increase of 

the P1 peak’s intensity. However, it could be argued that due to the slow cooling rate, 

the g-phase could eventually have enough time to precipitate during cooling. Indeed, 

that was what we observed when looking at the resulting microstructure given in 
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Appendix (section 1)1. In order to clarify the relation between the b/bo-phase amount 

present in the microstructure and the intensity of P1, the AE2 was designed. 

4.1.2.2-	Additional	experiment	2	(AE2)	

It worth mentioning here, that prior to this AE2 experiment, a furnace-quenching from 

the single b domain was tried in another identical TA7M sample. Nevertheless, the 

quenched microstructure is so brittle, as it corresponds to high amounts of ordered b, 

and presents so much cracks that accepts no mechanical experiments on it, even the 

non-destructive mechanical spectroscopy. Whoever may be interested, can find the 

obtained brittle microstructure in Appendix (section 2) together with the high-

temperature furnace and the system that was designed for quenching. 

So, during the step 1 of AE2, after the heating run up to 1635K, whose corresponding 

IF curve is collected in Fig. 4.11(a) (red), the sample was homogenized for 20 minutes 

as such temperature and then, quickly cooled down to 600K inside the pendulum at 

about 50K/min, resulting in the microstructure depicted in Fig. 4.11(b). The parts of the 

sample in contact with the clamps suffer a different thermal cycle due to the thermal 

conductivity of the rods that affect the clamped zones of the sample; therefore, it is 

important to be aware of the zone in which we focus on when analyzing the 

microstructure of those samples where phase transformations has been induced. 

Certainly, the microstructure observed in the clamped zones, that corresponds to the 

first and final 3-4 mm of the sample (see Figure 3.27), differs considerably from the one 

of the free part of the sample (~40mm) representing the real scheduled thermal cycle. 

The differing microstructure at clamped zone is collected in Appendix (section 3). 

Thus, attending to the resulting microstructure (Fig. 4.11(b)), it is obvious that during 

the homogenization treatment the microstructure changes dramatically, indeed the b-

grains grow up to ~300µm because of very fast diffusion processes, as it was seen in 

previous studies for this alloy [Ras15]. All along the fast cooling, the formation of a/a2 

is completely suppressed; however, some g-particles have time enough to precipitate, 

mainly at the grain boundaries as can be esteemed in Fig. 4.11(b) and (c); the area 

framed in yellow in (c), appears magnified in (d). It is expected that the g-precipitates 

                                                
1 The reason to present the corresponding microstructure within an appendix is that it was an 
unexpected finding that gave rise to further research and discussions outside the scope of the 
present work. 
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nucleate and grow with the OR to the bo-matrix reported in chapter 2 (equation (2.3)). 

Now it becomes evident that the percentage of bo-phase (white) is much bigger than the 

percentage of g-phase (dark).  

(a) (b) 

 

 

c) d) 

  
Fig. 4.11: Second additional experiment (AE2): a) red curve (step 1) is the IF measured during the heating 

up accompanied by its fitted Debye peak (in black), that corresponds to the as-received condition 

microstructure (Fig. 4.1(b)). Green curve (step 2) is the IF measured during the second heating up, after the 

homogenization-treatment at 1635K, and its fitted Debye peak (in dark green) whose corresponding 

microstructure is shown in (b), (c) and (d) at different magnifications. Note the strength of the peaks before 

and after the heating into the single b-field. b), c) and d). JSM-6400 microscope in BSE mode, at 20 kV, 

0.58nA and WD=8mm, after fast cooling from the single b-phase field region. 

At such cooling rate the system is not able to measure the IF, therefore, we 

accomplished step 2 by measuring again the IF spectrum while heating up to 1328K to 

see how the change in amount of bo affects the strength (meaning intensity) of the peak; 
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and we obtain the green spectrum appearing in Fig. 4.11(a). Both spectra in Fig. 4.11(a) 

are plotted against 1/T in order to illustrate both the P1 of each curve and the fitting 

with their corresponding Debye peak (painted in black for the red spectrum, 

corresponding to the as-received condition´s microstructure in Fig. 4.1(b), and in dark 

green for the light green spectrum corresponding to the high-temperature microstructure 

in Fig. 4.11(b)). 

After fast cooling from b domain (green spectrum), the peak shifts towards lower 

temperature, which corresponds to a lower activation energy, and becomes slightly 

broader r2 = 1.75, as expected from an out-of-equilibrium condition. Besides, the 

strength of the peak (D) is about 72% higher and definitely the increase of the P1 peak 

strength can be clearly associated to the higher amount of bo phase. Then, we concluded 

that the relaxation mechanism responsible for P1 peak is taking place inside the bo 

phase and therefore is, from now on, termed P(bo). The involved relaxation mechanism 

will be discussed in section 4.3.2.1. 

4.2-	CHARACTERIZATION	OF	TA3M	ALLOY	IN	THE	AS-RECEIVED	

CONDITION	

From the experience gained with the IF experiments in TA7M alloy and as TA3M alloy 

has the same alloying constituents and phases than TA7M but with the difference that 

TA3M alloy presents a three-phase microstructure a2+bo+g (see Fig. 2.8 and Table 4.1) 

and slightly different composition, we decided to reproduce the ME on this sample. 

4.2.1-	IF	measurements	

IF spectra and DM curves for TA3M sample in the as-received condition have been 

measured for eight different frequencies (from 2Hz down to 0.01Hz) while heating from 

600K up to 1328K as shown in Fig. 4.12. Once again, an IF peak, that in the following 

is referred as P3, is observed for all frequencies (at around 1020K for 0.10Hz) 

superimposed to the HTB. Both P3 and the HTB are accompanied by a drop of the DM 

curve and a shift towards low temperatures when decreasing the frequency, as it 

corresponds to thermally activated processes. 
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Fig. 4.12: experimental internal friction spectra (IF) and dynamic modulus (DM) curves measured at 

several frequencies for the TA3M alloy. The high temperature background (HTB) and the relaxation 

peak P3 are indicated. 

4.2.1.1-	Analysis	of	the	High	Temperature	Background	(HTB)	

As in the case of the IF data analysis of the TA7M alloy, and for the same reason, the 

spectra corresponding to the frequencies 2 and 1 Hz are not employed for the IF 

analysis of the TA3M. 

Getting logarithms into equation (3.21) and plotting ln(Q-1) against ln(w) for five 

different temperatures (1280K, 1290K, 1300K, 1310K and 1320K) from the spectra of 

Fig. 4.12, Fig. 4.13(a) is obtained. From the slopes of the linear regressions we get n = 

0.280 ± 0.005, which corresponds to a broadening factor of r2(b)=3.57, and from the 

ordinate at the origin the apparent relaxation time t*(T) for each considered 

temperature. Assuming that the t* depends on temperature via the Arrhenius equation 

(3.23), Fig. 4.13(b) is extracted for lnt*(T) plotted against 1/T. Then, from the slope of 

the linear adjustment in (b), the activation energy EHTB= 4.58 ± 0.05 eV is determined, 

and from the ordinate at the origin the pre-exponential factor t0= 2.85x10-15 s. 
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(a) (b) 

  
Fig. 4.13: Analysis of the HTB for the TA3M alloy. (a) Logarithmic plot of expression (3.21), at five 

constant temperatures from the IF spectra measured at different frequencies (0.01Hz, 0.02Hz, 0.05Hz, 

0.10Hz, 0.20Hz and 0.50Hz); data extracted from Fig. 4.12. (b) Arrhenius diagram for Ln(t*) from the 

ordinate at the origin of the plot in (a) at five different temperatures. 

4.2.1.2-	Analysis	of	the	relaxation	peak	P3	

Once we have experimentally determined the values of EHTB, n and t0, we can calculate 

the function representing the HTB and remove it from the spectra in order to isolate the 

observed relaxation peak P3. In Fig. 4.14 the blue curve corresponds to the 

experimental one measured at 0.1Hz and the red one the corresponding HTB generated 

through equation (3.24). Once again, the subtraction of the HTB from the experimental 

IF spectrum, giving the black curve (Fig. 4.14), shows not only the expected peak P3 

but also another peak (denoted as P4) clearly appearing on the high-temperature side of 

P3 as shown in the inset. 

Both P3 and P4 shift in temperature with frequency according to the typical behavior of 

the relaxation peaks, but unfortunately once more, the high-temperature peak P4 is so 

strongly overlapped to the HTB that even small deviations in HTB function would give 

place to strong fluctuations of P4, preventing a proper analysis of the related relaxation 

phenomenon. However, the nature and meaning of this high temperature peak (P4) will 

be discussed in the chapter 7. 
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Regarding peak P3, we could be tempted to analyze it in the same way as done for the 

P1 in TA7M alloy; even though, in the case of the TA3M alloy, the peak is less intense 

and, thus, is more affected by the overlapping with both P4 and HTB. So, any method 

of analysis applied to such peak will give rise to uncertain results; anyway, at the end of 

the present chapter (section 4.3.2) a theoretical decomposition is proposed. 

4.2.2-	Microstructural	analysis	

The SEM micrographs obtained in BSE mode with the JSM 6400 microscope for the 

measured-sample TA3M, are shown in Fig. 4.15. This final microstructure is once again 

equal to the initial one previously depicted in Fig. 4.1(a). The yellow rectangle in Fig. 

4.15(a) indicates the magnified area shown in (b); while the green rectangle in (b) 

corresponds to the region where the EDX qualitative analysis was carried out. From 

these elements-maps it is confirmed (see Table 2.5) that the g-phase (black in BSE 

image) is rich in Al and poor in Mo while for the bo-phase (white in BSE image) the 

contrary happens. 

 
Fig. 4.14: IF depending on 1/T for the spectrum measured at 0.1Hz (blue curve) on the TA3M sample. In 

red, the theoretical curve of the HTB using equation (3.24) and the data extracted from Fig. 4.13, and in 

black, IF spectrum after subtraction of the HTB to get the relaxation peaks P3 and P4, which have been 

re-scaled in the inset.  
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For this alloy, the percentage of a2-phase is not negligible, being 9wt.% according to 

Table 4.1. Indeed, Fig. 4.15(b) shows a significant percentage of light-gray color grains 

which can be more easily distinguish in the qualitative map corresponding to Titanium 

(Fig. 4.15(c)), where the a2-phase corresponds to Ti-rich white regions. However, most 

of the a2-phase appears within the lamellar a2/g colonies, where the EDX resolution 

shows no contrast for the very fine lamellae. 

(a)

 

(b)

 

(c) Titanium

 

(d) Aluminum

 

(e) Molybdenum

 
Fig. 4.15: TA3M alloy’s BSE micrographs at different magnifications taken after IF main experiment. 

The yellow rectangle in (a) indicates the magnified area shown in (b). The green rectangle in (b) shows 

the region where the EDX maps for the titanium (c), aluminum (d) and molybdenum (e) were obtained. 

JSM 6400: 10kV, 10nA and WD=15mm. 

4.3-	DISCUSSION	AND	CONCLUSIONS	

For the discussion of the obtained data we will also make use, from a comparative point 

of view, of the IF results reported in previous works [San14, Cas16] and at the end of 

chapter 2 for the TNM alloy as well as for the Ti-46Al-1Mo-0.2Si alloy. 
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4.3.1-	Comparison	of	the	measured	HTB-s	

Regarding the ME experiments, the microstructural analysis taken after them on each 

alloy confirm that the microstructure of both TA7M and TA3M remained unchanged 

and so, that those IF experiments were completed in a non-destructive way. Therefore, 

the conclusions extracted in the following paragraphs are representative of such 

microstructures (Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8 for TA7M alloy and Fig. 4.15 for TA3M) and, 

hence, of the as-received state condition. 

The activation energy measured for the HTB in TA7M is EHTB= 4.75 ± 0.05 eV, while 

in TA3M is EHTB= 4.58 ± 0.05 eV. This means that the processes controlling the HTB 

are more easily activated in the case of the TA3M alloy, and, regarding that they 

correspond to thermally activated processes, they are activated at lower temperature 

than for the TA7M alloy. This statement becomes evident from Fig. 4.16(a), where the 

increase of the IF occurs at lower temperatures for the TA3M alloy in comparison with 

TA7M.  

(a) (b) 

  
Fig. 4.16: comparison of (a) the rough spectra obtained for the TiAl+Mo family, and (b) the amplified 

region of the relaxation peaks. 

Moreover, we can infer that TA7M alloy has higher creep resistance than TA3M alloy 

in view of the mentioned in chapter 3: that the HTB is related to the thermally activated 

motion of microstructural defects contributing to creep strain at high temperature. Then, 

the effect of increasing the Mo content not only reduces the amount of a2- and g- phases 

present in the bulk material, and thus, increases the volume fraction of the bo-phase 
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[Pfl14], but also has influence on the creep behavior by increasing the creep resistance 

of the Mo-rich alloy TA7M beside TA3M. However, we have to note that this is simply 

a conceptual idea, because these prototype alloys have not been designed for creep 

resistance in service conditions. 

The high broadening factors measured for both HTB (r2(b)=3.35 for TA7M and 3.57 for 

TA3M), clearly indicates that the involved mechanism is linked to the mobility of 

dislocations. Then, the mechanism controlling the creep deformation in TiAl+Mo 

family would presumably be once again the dislocation climbing by self-diffusion and 

jog-pair formation in g-phase [Cas16] as schematically represented in Fig. 2.17 from 

chapter 2. 

4.3.2-	Origin	and	nature	of	the	measured	relaxation	peaks	P1	and	P3	

From the rough spectra compared in the amplified area in Fig. 4.16(b), it seems that the 

main peak of each alloy (P1 for TA7M and P3 for TA3M) presents lower intensity for 

the case of the TA3M alloy. However, the suitable balancing should be done once the 

HTB has been subtracted from the spectra, as it is the case for the insets in Fig. 4.4 and 

Fig. 4.14; whose comparison makes clear the intensity difference of P1 and P3. Besides, 

a shift in temperature occurs, as P3 appears at 1020K while P1 does at 1065K for 0.1Hz. 

A shift in temperature can be justified by an out-of-equilibrium condition such as the 

presence of more vacancies when coming from high-temperature heat treatments as it is 

the case of the AE2 reflected in Fig. 4.11(a). But, that is not the case for the spectra of 

TA3M alloy that was measured in the as-received condition, and so, other 

circumstances should be considered. 

TA3M alloy presents a three-phase microstructure a2+bo+g (Table 4.1) in the as-

received condition under which it was measured; in consequence, its IF spectra should 

reveal both the relaxation mechanism taking place in a2, known from previous works 

[San14, Cas16], and the one taking place in bo already identified for the TA7M alloy. 

However only P3 and P4 are visible after the subtraction of the HTB, and P4 is out of 

the reasonable temperature range for representing relaxation neither in a2 nor in bo. It 

worth remembering from the literature that a relaxation peak related to the a2-phase 

(from now on named P(a2) peak) was identified both in the TNM alloy, with an 

activation energy of 3.10eV [San14], and in the Ti-47Al-1Mo-0.2Si (hereafter referred 
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as “1Mo” for practicality) with and activation energy of 2.99eV [Cas16]. So, let’s 

compare in Fig. 4.17(a) the spectrum for the TA3M alloy (red curve) with two already 

identified spectra at the same frequency, e.g. 0.1Hz: the spectrum for the TA7M alloy 

(green curve) where the P(bo) has been recognized and the one for the 1Mo alloy (black 

curve) with P(a2). Fig. 4.17(a) collects also the fitted Debye peaks for each alloy: in 

dark green the one for the TA7M alloy representing P(bo) and in gray for the 1Mo alloy 

representing P(a2). 

(a) (b) 

 

 T (K)  
at 0.1Hz Eact(eV) 

1Mo 990 2.99 

TA3M 1020 - 

TA7M 1065 3.55 
 

Fig. 4.17: (a) comparison of resulting peaks for TA3M alloy (red), TA7M alloy (green) with its fitted 

Debye peak P(bo) (dark green) and 1Mo alloy (black) with the fitted Debye peak P(a2) (gray). (b) 

parameters corresponding to the main relaxation peaks observed on the alloys compiled in (a). 

We can see from the representation in Fig. 4.17(a) that the main peak P3 of TA3M alloy 

(the one in red on the right side of the plot) remains between the P(bo) of TA7M alloy 

(green) and P(a2) (gray) of 1Mo alloy, as stated from the temperature value in Fig. 

4.17(b). So, it is reasonable to associate peak P3 as given rise by the contributions of 

less intense P(a2) and P(bo) peaks; after all, both phases coexist in TA3M alloy but in 

less proportion than in TA7M alloy ( in the case of bo) and 1Mo alloy (in the case of 

a2).  

With that in mind, a theoretical deconvolution of the TA3M spectrum is proposed in 

Fig. 4.18 using the parameters given in Fig. 4.17(b). The proposed Debye peaks (with 

r2=1.2) are less intense than the ones corresponding to TA7M (in the case of P(bo)) and 
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1Mo alloy (case of P(a2)), which is consistent with the lower bo- and a2-phase fractions 

appearing in TA3M alloy compared to TA7M and 1Mo alloy (see Table 4.1 and 

reference [Cas16]). Indeed, the lower the phase fraction, the less are the relaxing units 

that could take place in the relaxation phenomenon related to that phase, and hence, the 

lower is the intensity of the peak. The blue peak in Fig. 4.18 is the result of both 

contributions (P(a2)+ P(bo)) and the good fitting with the measured red spectrum is 

remarkable. So, we concluded that while the main relaxation peak measured in TA7M 

alloy corresponds to a relaxation mechanism occurring in the bo-phase, that is P(bo) 

peak, the main peak observed in TA3M alloy is actually the resultant of two relaxation 

mechanism: one related to the a2-phase and another one to the bo-phase. 

Finally, if the main peak of TA3M, being P(a2)+ P(bo), is subtracted from the spectrum, 

the remaining high-temperature peak P4 is isolated. As it happens for the high-

temperature peak P2 in TA7M, this peak cannot be properly analyzed, and will be 

 
Fig. 4.18: theoretical deconvolution of the TA3M spectrum at 0.1Hz. Gray peak P(a2) represents the 

relaxation mechanism taking place in a2-phase already known form literature ([San14, Cas16]) and green 

peak P(bo) is the contribution of a relaxation mechanism occurring in the bo-phase. This two peaks, both 

with r2=1.2, give rise to the resulting dark-blue one, P(a2)+ P(bo), that fits remarkably well with the 

measured red spectrum. The subtraction of this blue peak left the remaining high-temperature peak P4 

(light-blue) completely isolated. 
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discussed in chapter 7, where all the knowledge acquired in other alloys presented along 

the other results chapters will be employed. 

4.3.2.1-	Proposed	relaxation	mechanism	for	P(bo)		

As mentioned before, the mechanism responsible for P(a2) is already known from the 

literature (see chapter 2 section 2.4.1 and reference [San14]). So, let us now analyze the 

possible mechanisms giving rise to P(bo). It presents a small broadening factor in the 

TA7M alloy, where it was analyzed, meaning that the relaxation should be associated to 

some kind of point-defect related mechanism. Concerning the phase to which it is 

related, the bo-phase is a B2 ordered phase (see Fig. 2.2(c) in chapter 2) consisting of Ti 

atoms sublattice and Al atoms sublattice stacked alternately. From Ab initio calculations 

[Hol16], it was concluded that Mo exhibits preference for the Al substitution in that 

phase. Additionally, previous studies [Ras15] indicate that the ordered bo phase is 

enriched of Mo atoms at the expense of g-phase (see Table 4.1) and hence, bo could 

behave as a Ti-rich phase (49.6at.%Ti versus 37.2 at.% Al). In that case, Ab initio 

calculations [Hol16] predict not only that Mo will occupy Al positions in the Al-

sublattice, but also that, with similar formation energy, Mo can be a substitutional atom 

in the Ti-sublattice, like an anti-site atom. Moreover, if all atoms place in the Al-

sublattice, then the bo phase could be considered as Al+Mo rich phase (50.4at%) and 

the excess of Mo atoms would be in anti-site positions [Hol16]. Consequently, Mo 

atoms can be found in both Al and Ti sublattices.  

On the other hand, within the βo phase, with 13.2 at% Mo, a high concentration of Mo-

Mo atom-pairs at nearest-neighbor (NN) will be present, and each atom-pair will 

constitute an elastic dipole, which will be susceptible to be reoriented by an external 

applied stress during the internal friction measurements. Thus, from the above 

description there are two possible atomic configurations of elastic dipoles susceptible of 

contributing to an anelastic relaxation. First, a dipole with tetragonal symmetry 

constituted by two Mo atoms in the Al sub-lattice in next-nearest-neighbor (NNN) 

substitutional positions, with three possible < 100 > directions, as illustrated in Fig. 

4.19(a). Second, a dipole with trigonal symmetry constituted by one Mo atom in the Al 

sub-lattice and another Mo atom in its NN position in the Ti sub-lattice, like an anti-site 

atom. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.19(b) and such dipole exhibits four possible 

orientations in <111> directions. 
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Evidently the most probable configuration is the one contributing to the minimization of 

the local lattice energy. In the present case, it is expected that a binding energy (EB) 

between the two Mo atoms EB(Mo-Mo) will contribute to decrease the lattice energy. In 

fact, the formation of a tetragonal or a trigonal defect will be given by the difference of 

binding energies defined as EB(Mo-Mo at NN)-EB(Mo-Mo at NNN). It is also assumed 

that both of this Mo-pairs could have a strong attractive influence on the vacancies, as it 

has been extensively reported for heterosolute substitutional atoms, and, hence, the 

binding energy EB(Mo-Mo-VAl/VTi) must be considered. Nevertheless, the quantitative 

analysis of these binding energies is out of the scope of the present work, and we will 

focus on the response of these two dipoles to the applied stress, that induces the 

reorientation or rotation required to give an anelastic relaxation, which could be very 

different and is commented as follows. 

(a) (b) 

  
Fig. 4.19: Diatomic Mo-Mo dipoles susceptible of giving an internal friction relaxation process, 

according the symmetry rules for the cubic βo phase. (a) Tetragonal <100> oriented Mo-Mo dipole. (b) 

Trigonal <111> oriented Mo-Mo dipole.  

The reorientation of the tetragonal dipole (Fig. 4.19(a)) can start by the exchange of a Ti 

vacancy (VTi) with a Mo atom, but in this case the complete rotation of the dipole 

requires at least a six-jumps-cycle of the vacancy with the intermediate formation of 

two AlTi and TiAl anti-site defects. This is a very complex and energetically non-

favorable atomic exchange cycle, which is not expected to be able to occur in a half-

oscillation of the external applied stress during the IF measurement. Another possibility 

for the reorientation of the tetragonal defect could be a direct exchange of an Al 

vacancy (VAl) with a Mo atom at NNN on one of the <100> directions of the Al sub-

lattice, followed by a second exchange of the same vacancy with the other Mo atom of 
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the dipole. However, although this diffusion mechanism by < 100 > direct vacancy 

jumps has been invoked for bcc metals [Boc83], it has not been explicitly considered for 

diffusion in β titanium [Mis00]. Besides, in our case we are not dealing with individual 

atom jumps, but with two consecutive jumps strongly correlated, and their probability is 

expected to be very low. Hence, this mechanism can be disregarded as responsible for 

the observed relaxation.  

On the contrary, the reorientation of the trigonal dipole (Fig. 4.19(b)) only requires two 

simple NN jumps to rotate from one < 111 > orientation to another equivalent one. At 

this point, we should take into account that this rotation can be triggered either by a VAl 

or a VTi, as illustrated in Fig. 4.20(a) and (b) respectively. In both cases, the rotation 

would have only an intermediate state, with a slightly higher energy, when the <111> 

dipole pass through the <100> orientation, before reaching the next completely 

equivalent position as represented in the energetic diagram shown in Fig. 4.20(c). 

All in all, the observed P(bo) relaxation can be attributed to this Zener-like [Zen47] 

mechanism of the <111> Mo-Mo dipole, which rotates passing through the different 

atomic configurations under the external applied stress (Fig. 4.20(d)). The measured 

activation energy E(P(bo)) = 3.55eV will then correspond to the short distance diffusion 

of the Mo atoms in the βo phase: Eβο(Mo). This means that the activation energy for Mo 

diffusion is slightly higher than the self-diffusion energies of both species Eβo(Ti) = 

3.40eV and Eβo(Al) = 3.36eV given in the literature [Mis00] in agreement with the idea 

that Mo is a slow diffuser in β phase [Mis00]. In addition, it is expected that the binding 

energy EB (Mo-Mo-V) will preferentially capture the available vacancies, preventing 

the further normal diffusion of Al and Ti atoms. Obviously, small fluctuations of the 

local atomic configuration around the Mo-Mo dipole could be responsible for some 

distribution of the activation energy and consequently some broadening of the 

relaxation peak, as confirmed by the broadening factor r2 = 1.45. 

Concerning AE2, after fast cooling from the single β phase field region, Mo-Mo dipoles 

would have captured the excess of out-of-equilibrium vacancies; that situation together 

with the driving force for the γ-phase precipitation, would be responsible for a decrease 

of the effective activation energy [Per98] and consequently for a shift of the P(bo) peak 

towards lower temperature. Besides, an increase of the multiplicity of atomic 

configurations is expected in an out-of-equilibrium condition and consequently a higher 
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broadening of the relaxation, in agreement with the r2 = 1.75 experimentally observed, 

which still remains in the range of the point defect processes. 

(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) (d) 

  

Fig. 4.20: Atomic relaxation model for the rotation of the trigonal <111> Mo-Mo dipole by exchange 

with a vacancy. (a) Steps followed by the Mo-Mo dipole rotation activated by exchange with an Al 

vacancy, passing through an intermediate atomic configuration (“2”) with slightly higher energy. (b) 

Steps followed by the Mo-Mo dipole rotation activated by exchange with a Ti vacancy, with a similar 

intermediate atomic configuration “2”. (c) Schematic description of the energies associated to each 

atomic configuration “1-3” in both previous cases. (d) Expected jumps of the atoms for the above 

atomic configurations during an oscillation of the torsion pendulum which stimulates the jumps in 

resonance during the relaxation responsible for P(bo). 
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Chapter	5-	 RESULTS	II:	 	

	 	 TNM	ALLOYS	AND	TN1.5Mo+C	FAMILY	

The present chapter is divided into three sections and contains the obtained results, both 

by mechanical spectroscopy and by microstructural analysis, of the TNM alloys and of 

the improved alloys, on the basis of the TNM alloys, considered within the first step of 

the improvement, that is the TN1.5Mo+C family. 

The first section (5.1) is a combination of the previously acquired knowledge in the 

TNM alloys and new microstructural analysis. It is split into 3 subsections: the first two 

compile an overview of already published results in three different TNM alloys with 

different heat treatments (HT), despite some graphics non-published until now are 

included, and the third one collects the new deep microstructural analysis carried out 

during the present work in order to achieve a better understanding of the microstructural 

aspects as regards to the comparison with the improved alloys. 

The first step to improve the TNM alloys was to add C so as to increase creep strength 

and hardness at elevated temperature. Additionally, as it is a strong a-stabilizer, the Mo 

content was increased from 1 to 1.5at% in order to maintain the b-solidification 

pathway. That way the TN1.5Mo+C family arises as a good candidate. The two 

members of the aforementioned family gave rise to the results gathered in the second 

section (5.2). 

Within the last section, the discussion concerning the summarized results for the two 

families is developed and the comparison between them from the IF point of view is 

given, leading to the conclusions that increasing the Mo content of the TNM alloys and 

adding C improves the creep resistance and increments the activation energy of the 

relaxation mechanism taking place in the a2-phase. 

5.1-	TNM	ALLOYS	OVERVIEW	AND	NEW	MICROSTRUCTURAL	ANALYSIS	

It was mentioned in chapter 2 that in order to achieve a stable microstructure under 

service conditions, thus up to 1073K, a two-step HT was applied to the TNM alloy, 

consisting of an annealing at 1500K for 1 hour, and then air-cooled, followed by an 

aging at 1123K for 6 hour and subsequent furnace cooling [Wal09, Sim11, San14]. 
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Actually, the TNM alloy (Ti-43.5Al-4Nb-1Mo-0.1B) was extensively studied in three 

different conditions, that is, having undergone three different HTs as indicated in Table 

5.1: the TNM annealed at 1500K for 1hour and then air-cooled called TNM1500, the 

TNM1223 alloy that after the annealing-step was aged at 1223K (950°C) for 6 hour 

followed by furnace-cooling, and the TNM1123 alloy that after the annealing-step was 

aged at 1123K (850°C) for 6 hour and then cooled inside furnace. 

Table 5.1: the three TNM alloys extensively studied and the heat treatments suffered by each of them. AC 

refers to air cooling and FC to furnace cooling. 

TNM alloy Heat Treatment 

TNM1500 1500K/1h + AC 

TNM1223 (1500K/1h + AC) + (1223K/6h + FC) 

TNM1123 (1500K/1h + AC) + (1123K/6h + FC) 
 

5.1.1-	Main	microstructural	aspects	

SEM micrographs obtained in BSE mode and taken by the JSM 7000F microscope for 

each of the TNM alloy in Table 5.1 are collected in Fig. 5.1. In the SEM images, 

different phases exhibit composition dependent contrasts: bo appears white as it 

contains the highest amount of Nb and Mo, g is dark and a2 shows light gray contrast. 

Fig. 5.1(a) is the microstructure of the TNM1500 sample under two different 

magnifications, where the light gray color areas correspond to supersaturated a2-grains 

of an average size of 20µm [Wal09] that represent the majority phase, and a small 

volume fractions of g- and bo- phases exist along the a2 grain boundaries and triple 

points. During the second step of the HT, fine g laths have precipitated into the 

supersaturated a2 grains, forming a2+g lamellar colonies (Fig. 5.1(b) and (c)) fulfilling 

the Blackburn OR (equation 2.2) as determined in several works [Wal09, Cha11, 

Cle13a]. Besides, due to the strong thermodynamic and chemical imbalance after the 

first step of the HT, derived from the relatively fast air cooling, during the second step 

lens-shaped g-platelets have formed inside the globular bo grains. It was found that the 

close-packed planes of g and bo are parallel to each other, which leads to the OR 

described in equation 2.3 [Cha11]. 
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(a) TNM1500 

  

(b) TNM1223 

  

(c) TNM1123 

  

Fig. 5.1: SEM micrographs taken in BSE mode by JSM-7000F microscope, at 10kV, 1.78nA and 

WD=10mm. (a) different magnifications of the TNM1500 alloy showing different globular bo, g, and a2 

grains. (b) TNM1223 showing a2+g colonies and (c) TNM1123 with finer lamellae in the a2+g colonies, 

in both cases surrounded by discontinuous precipitation. 
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The sample TNM1223 (Fig. 5.1(b)) displays the formation of the cellular reaction, also 

called discontinuous-precipitation, occurring at (a2+g) colony-boundaries and triple 

points and which has consumed a significance amount of the lamellar colonies. The size 

of cellular regions varies between 5 and 20 µm and the transformed area consist of 

irregularly shaped a2, g, and bo constituents [Cha11]. Despite this reaction also appears 

in the TNM1123 alloy, it is more clearly identified in the TNM1223 (note the lamellar 

colony-amount difference between Fig. 5.1(b) and (c)). 

The temperature at which the second step of the HT is conducted not only has influence 

on the amount of the lamellar colonies, but also affects the local refinement of the 

microstructure through the mean lamellar interface spacing. Certainly, Wallgram et al. 

[Wal09] determined that holding at 1223K for 6h (TNM1223) gave rise to an average 

interface spacing of 27nm, including a2/g and g/g interfaces, while for the TNM1123 

alloy (kept at 1123K for 6h) an average interface spacing of about 13nm was 

determined [Wal09]. 

5.1.2-	IF	and	creep	results	

The IF measurements carried out while heating on the TNM1500 sample by San Juan et 

al. [San14] reflect the instability of its microstructure by showing a transitory IF peak 

accompanied by an increase of the dynamic modulus variation linked to the 

precipitation of g-laths from supersaturated a2-grains. To avoid the microstructural 

evolution, they stabilized the microstructure by conducting an in-situ thermal treatment 

on the TNM1500 alloy at 1223K for 6h inside the pendulum. Consequently, the 

resulting microstructure was expected to be the same as the one of the TNM1223 alloy. 

That fact was confirmed by the IF measurements accomplished at different frequencies 

after the in-situ ageing that appeared completely equivalent to the corresponding IF 

spectra obtained for the TNM1223 alloy as shown in Fig. 5.2(a). 

So, the TNM1500 alloy has no engineering interest itself as its microstructure is not 

stable and, hence, the corresponding heat treatment step (1500K/1h + AC) should by 

exclusively understand as an intermediate homogenizing step for the TNM1223 and 

TNM1123 alloys. 

A comparison of the IF spectra at different frequencies corresponding to the TNM1223 

and TNM1123 alloys is given in Fig. 5.2(b), where the red curves refer once again to 
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TNM1223 alloy and the blue ones to TNM1123 alloy. It was found by Simas et al. 

[Sim11] that the observed relaxation peak, at 975K for 0.10Hz (or at 945K for 0.03Hz), 

for both alloys in Fig. 5.2(b) is the same in both cases with an associated activation 

energy of 3.10±0.05eV [Sim11, San14] and referred in the previous chapter as peak 

P(a2). By way of example, the good fitting of the experimental peak P(a2) with the 

determined broadened Debye peak is evidenced in Fig. 5.3 for the spectra measured at 

0.10Hz and at 0.03Hz in the TNM1123 alloy. 

(a)  (b) 

  
Fig. 5.2: comparison at different frequencies: between the IF spectra for the TNM1500 alloy after the in-

situ ageing at 1223K for 6h (green curves) and the spectra for TMM1223K alloy (red curves) (a), and 

the IF spectra corresponding to TNM1223 (red curves) and TNM1123 (blue curves) (b). 

(a)  (b) 

  
Fig. 5.3: Fitting of the measured relaxation peak P(a2) (black curve) in the TNM1123 alloy to the 

theoretical expression (3.30) of a broadened Debye peak (red curve) that allows the calculation of the 

broadening factor r2 at: (a) 0.10 Hz and (b) 0.03 Hz. 
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The related atomic mechanism was identified as a stress-induced reorientation of Al-

VTi-Al dipole defects taking place in the a2-phase [San14] as summarized in chapter 2 

(section 2.4.1). 

Concerning the HTB, for TNM1223 alloy the reached temperature supplied enough data 

to allow a proper analysis of the HTB from which an activation energy of 

EHTB(TNM1223)=4.08eV was obtained [Sim11]. On the other hand, since the 

TNM1123 alloy was not possible to heat up above the temperature it was aged (1123K), 

only a small part of the spectra related to the HTB is observed. Consequently, it was not 

possible to determine the activation energy of its HTB, but when comparing the spectra 

of the TNM1123 with those of the TNM1223, collected in Fig. 5.2(b), it is clear that the 

HTB of the first one is shifted to higher temperatures attending to the IF value for each 

alloy, at the same temperature and for the same frequency. Therefore, a higher 

activation energy is assumed for the HTB of the TNM1123 alloy, what was confirmed 

by creep tests carried out in air at 1073K and 300MPa for both the TNM1123 (squares) 

and TNM1223 (triangles) alloys (Fig. 5.4) [Wal09]. The results show a better creep 

behavior of the TNM1123 alloy confirming the assumption of a higher related 

activation energy for the HTB. 

 
Fig. 5.4: results of creep test conducted in air at 1073K and 300MPa for TNM1123 and TNM 1223 

alloys. Adapted from [Wal09]. 

As in case of the tensile properties, the creep strength is controlled by the average 

lamellar spacing of the lamellar colonies and the volume fraction of the globular γ- and 

βo-grains [Cle16]. Thus, the average a2/g and g/g interface spacing measured by 

Wallgram et al [Wal09] are coherent with the obtained creep and HTB results, since 

they stablished that a reduction of the mean interface spacing significantly improves the 

creep behavior of the alloy. 
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5.1.3-	Microstructural	analysis	of	TNM1123	

During the present dissertation, a deep microstructural analysis was carried out in the 

TNM1123 alloy, hereinafter simply denoted as TNM alloy, after the IF measurements 

in order not only to probe the non-destructive condition of the measurements but also to 

relate the good creep behavior with the observed microstructural characteristics. This 

analysis will also be very useful when comparing this alloy with the TNM+-FL that 

emerges like the most promising improved-TNM alloy as will be discussed in chapter 7. 

5.1.3.1-	SEM	results	

EDX distribution maps of the TNM alloy, shown in Fig. 5.5 and obtained by the FIB-

Helios microscope, present a small contrast difference in the Al content of the lamellae. 

But, firstly, we will focus on the precipitates appearing at the colonies’ grain 

boundaries. From these maps, it is evident that the black precipitates have clearly more 

Al content and less Ti, while for the white ones the contrary happens. 

 
Fig. 5.5: EDX distribution maps for the TNM alloy, showing Ti distribution in green, Al distribution in 

red and Mo distribution in grayscale. Image and maps obtained by the FIB-Helios microscope on BSE 

and EDX mode at10 kV, 1.62 nA y WD=10mm. 

Therefore, we proceeded to develop some EBSD analysis in the JEOL-JSM-7000F 

microscope in order to identify the phases forming those precipitates. We made several 

measurements in white regions (see Fig. 5.6) and all of the obtained Kikuchi patterns 

indexed as B2, that is the bo-phase (Fig. 5.6(a)). The same procedure in the black 

regions gave that they correspond to the g-phase (Fig. 5.6(b)). 
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Fig. 5.6: EBSD analysis carried out with the JEOL-JSM-7000F at 10kV, 1.79nA and WD=10mm. (a) 

Obtained Kikuchi pattern for the white precipitates that were indexed as B2 phase on image below. (b) 

Indexed EBSD pattern for the black precipitates which correspond to g-phase. 

5.1.3.2-	TEM	results	

SEM resolution was not enough to properly analyze lamellar colonies, therefore TEM 

was employed to that end. Besides, in order to take maximum advantage of that 

technique, TEM samples were prepared by FIB. 

The steps followed in the TEM samples’ preparation by FIB are summarized in Fig. 5.7. 

The first step, shown in (a), consist of selecting the area of interest by electron image 

capabilities in SE mode, and placing a layer of FIB-deposited platinum protection over 

the area of interest to prevent milling, or multiple image scans, from damaging the 

surface of the TEM specimen cross-section. Then, two X-s are milled with gallium ions 

to confine the area of interest, as they will be employed by the system to locate the 

working area. During the second step, large ion-beam current is employed for milling 

two trenches on either side of the already deposited-platinum. The trenches here are 

milled so as to just touch the platinum on either side, leaving a wall of material in the 

center that is typically <1µm thick as collected in (b). The trenches themselves are 

approximately 20µm wide, 15µm long and 10µm deep. Right after, three cuts are made 

to the central membrane, framing the area of interest and leaving it attached to the bulk 

material at one of the upper corners as shown in (c). 
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(a) (b) (c) 

   

(d) (e) (f) 

   

Fig. 5.7: Summarized steps of FIB lift-out technique for TEM specimen preparation. (a) image obtained 

by ETD of the area of interest marked with two X-s and with layer of FIB-deposited platinum. (b) 

milled trenches leaving a wall of material < 1µm thick. (c) lamella framed by three cuts made by FIB. 

(d) Lift-out of the sample using the onmiprobe micro-manipulator. (d) Welding of the lamella to the 

TEM-sample grid. (e) Thinning of the sample to a thickness of between 50 and 120 nm, making it 

electron transparent. (b), (c), (d), (e), and (f) images were taken by ICE detector. 

Next, the micro-manipulator is introduced and welded to the lamella in order to lift it 

out (Fig. 5.7(d)) and place it on the TEM sample-grid by welding the lower corners (e). 

Once the micro-manipulator is removed from the lamella by cutting the union with 

gallium ions, it is ready for the final thinning. That last polishing step is made by 

progressively reducing the beam current, in order to prevent damage in the final lamella, 

and brings the membrane to a thickness of between 50 and 120 nm, making it electron 

transparent as exhibited in (f). At this point, FIB microscope itself is employed to 

confirm the average lamellar interface spacing of 13nm [Wal09] by direct STEM BF 

high-resolution imaging (Fig. 5.8). 
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Fig. 5.8: TNM lamellar colony confirming the average interface spacing of ~13nm [Wal09]. Image 

taken in STEM mode at 30kV in the FIB microscope. 

Once the TNM electron transparent sample was properly prepared, we proceed to the 

TEM analysis using different microscopes and high-resolution techniques. First of all, 

Super-X EDX analysis were carried out within the Titan-cubed in order to obtain 

qualitative maps of the lamellar colonies (Fig. 5.9). 

 
Fig. 5.9: HAADF image of the TNM lamellar colony-region. Super-X EDX analysis taken with the 

Titan-Cubed microscope at 200kV, 1.3nA and 20µs, showing the qualitative distribution maps of the 

Ti (green) and Al (red) elements. Camera length 185mm. 
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In the BF image in HAADF mode collected in Fig. 5.9, we can distinguish not only the 

interfaces between the light gray and black lamellae but also between the black ones. 

The qualitative Ti- and Al-distribution maps, depicted in green and red respectively, 

display a clear composition difference: corresponding the light-gray lamellae to a Ti-

rich phase and the black ones to an Al-rich phase. So, as expected, after the IF 

measurements we still have different phases in the lamellar colonies. 

For the identification of the phases we indexed the SADP (Fig. 5.10) obtained in the 

CM200 microscope, and recognized the light gray and black phases shown in Fig. 5.9 

as a2 and g (with six different possible orientations) respectively. Here, the lamellae are 

under edge-on condition with the zone axis corresponding to the a2/g lamellar interface, 

so we were able to confirm the crystallographic alignment between the basal plane of 

the a2-phase and the {111} planes of the g (see relation (2.2)). 

 
Fig. 5.10: BF image and the corresponding SADP whose indexing gave that the observed lamellae 

correspond to a2-phase (blue) and 6 possible g-orientations (red and green) where 4 have been identified 

(V1, V4 and V2 or V6 and V3 or V5). CM200 working at 200kV. 

Additionally, micro-diffractions were performed for several lamellae in the region 

appearing in the DF image shown in Fig. 5.11(a), which appears overlapped with the 

corresponding scheme where the lamellae are labeled with different colored numbers. 

Once again, they were identified as a2- and g- phase lamellae with two different 

orientations detected for the g-lamellae (corresponding to the green and blue 

diffractions). As it is summarized in Fig. 5.11(b), in the particular case analyzed here, 

the a2 and g-lamellae appear alternated; however, as it was shown in Fig. 5.9, for 

instance, and reported in the literature, g-lamellae with different orientations can appear 

next to each other giving rise to g/g-interfaces. 
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(a)  (b) 

 

 
Fig. 5.11: (a) DF image and the corresponding scheme where micro-diffractions have been carried out into 

several lamellae obtained with the CM200 microscope at 200kV with a probe size smaller than the lamellae. 

(b) Obtained micro-diffraction (the B refers to the zone axis). Alternate a2 and g lamellae are recognized. 

Finally, working in two-beam condition, we found dislocations within the g-lamellae 

that appear parallel to each other and to the interfaces, as can be observed in the BF 

image from Fig. 5.12. 

 
Fig. 5.12: BF image taken in two-beam condition with the CM200 microscope at 200kV showing 

dislocations within the g-lamellae that appear parallel to each other and to the interface direction. 
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5.2-	CHARACTIZATION	OF	THE	TN1.5Mo+C	FAMILY	

• Starting point 

The two alloys belonging to this family have the same composition, Ti-43Al-4Nb-

1.5Mo-0.1B-0.5C (at.%), but they have suffered different HTs as summarized in Table 

5.2. 

Table 5.2: The two alloys belonging to the TN1.5Mo+C family and the heat treatments suffered by each 

of them. PA refers to patent application, AC to air cooling and FC to furnace cooling. 

 Heat Treatment 

TN1.5MC-H Homogenized (PA) + AC 

TN1.5MC-NL 
(Homogenized (PA) + AC) + 

(T below g-solvus + AC) + (1123K/6h + FC) 
 

 

This differences in the suffered heat treatments gave rise to different microstructures 

that will behave differently under IF experiments. Fig. 5.13 reminds both 

microstructures: duplex microstructure showing some lamellar-colonies for the 

TN1.5MC-H alloy (a), and nearly lamellar microstructure with a 10% of g-globular for 

the TN1.5MC-NL alloy (b) [Schwaighofer, Klein, Mayer, Clemens, private 

communication]. 

(a) TN1.5MC-H: (b) TN1.5MC-NL 

  

Fig. 5.13: SEM images of (a) TN1.5MC-H and (b) TN1.5MC-NL taken in BSE mode, wherein the βo-

phase shows the brightest contrast, the g-phase appears dark and a2-phase exhibits a light-gray contrast 

[Schwaighofer, Klein, Mayer, Clemens, private communication].  
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Despite the nearly lamellar microstructure of the NL alloy, another remarkable aspect, 

attending to the phase fractions of each alloy (Table 5.3), is the almost complete 

removal of the bo phase at RT (2wt.%). 

Table 5.3: phase fractions (wt.%) of the TN1.5Mo+C family [Schwaighofer, Klein, Mayer, Clemens, 

private communication] 

 a2 (wt.%) b/bo (wt.%) g (wt.%) 

TN1.5MC-H 28 11 61 

TN1.5MC-NL 35 2 63 
 

 

Even though the HT temperature of the H-alloy is confidential, we can assure that it is 

high enough to permit carrying out IF measurements in a sufficient temperature range 

so as to allow a whole IF analysis, as it is collected in the next section. However, the 

temperature of the last step of the heat treatment for the NL-alloy is lower, and, 

therefore, the temperature range at which the IF experiments could be carried out in 

order to maintain the microstructure unchanged, was not enough to see the HTB, and 

thus, such analysis was not feasible. For that reason, the IF spectra of the NL-alloy are 

directly discussed in section 5.2.3 in a comparative way with the IF spectra of the H-

alloy. 

5.2.1-	IF	measurements	on	the	TN1.5MC-H	alloy	

IF spectra and DM curves for TN1.5MC-H sample in the condition described in Table 

5.2, have been measured for eleven different frequencies (from 2Hz down to 0.01Hz) 

while heating from 600K up to 1225K as shown in Fig. 5.14. An IF peak is observed for 

all frequencies (at around 970K for 0.03Hz) superimposed to a fast increase of the IF 

that constitutes the high temperature background (HTB). The peak (denoted as P5) and 

the HTB are both accompanied by a drop of the DM curve and they shift towards low 

temperatures when decreasing the frequency, as it corresponds to thermally activated 

processes. 
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Fig. 5.14: experimental IF spectra and DM curves measured at several frequencies for the TN1.5MC-H 

alloy. The high temperature background (HTB) and the relaxation peak P5 are indicated.  

5.2.1.1-	Analysis	of	the	High	Temperature	Background	(HTB)	

Note that for the spectra measured at higher frequencies (2.00, 1.00 and 0.50 Hz), the 

curve shifts to temperatures so high that the fast increase of the HTB is not properly 

observed and, hence, the data they provided is not suitable for characterizing the HTB. 

Therefore, in this case, the spectra corresponding to the mentioned three frequencies is 

not employed for the analysis. 

Applying the theoretical expressions presented in chapter 3 (section 3.2.5.1) to the 

experimental data in Fig. 5.14, the parameters n, t0 and EHTB can be determined. By 

getting logarithms into equation (3.21) and plotting ln(Q-1) as a function of ln(w) for 

nine different temperatures (from 1180K to 1220K) from the spectra of Fig. 5.14, Fig. 

5.15(a) is obtained. At this point it worth remembering that the HTB is understood as 

the low temperature side of a very intense relaxation peak (see chapter 3, section 

3.2.5.1); therefore, the lower the temperature we consider the further away from that 

hypothetical peak the points will be. So, for an appropriate characterization of the HTB, 

we have to take care about the frequencies we consider for representing the HTB at each 

temperature, as for lower temperatures the higher frequencies are so far from the HTB’s 
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fast increase that they do not properly represent it. That is the reason why in Fig. 5.15(a) 

some frequencies are missing for the lowest temperatures of the range. 

 (a) (b) 

  
Fig. 5.15: Analysis of the HTB for the TN1.5MC-H alloy. (a) Logarithmic plot of expression (3.21), at 

nine constant temperatures from the IF spectra measured at different frequencies (0.01Hz, 0.02Hz, 

0.05Hz, 0.1Hz and 0.2Hz); data extracted from Fig. 5.14(b) Arrhenius diagram for Ln(t*) from the 

ordinate at the origin of the plot in (a) at nine different temperatures. 

Then, from the slopes of the linear regressions in Fig. 5.15(a) we get the average value 

of the distribution factor, n = 0.310 ± 0.005, and from the ordinate at the origin the 

apparent relaxation time t*(T) for each considered temperature. Assuming that t* 

depends on temperature via the Arrhenius equation (3.23), Fig. 5.15(b) is obtained for 

lnt*(T) plotted as a function of 1/T. From the slope of the linear adjustment, the 

activation energy EHTB= 4.15 ± 0.05 eV is determined, and from the ordinate at the 

origin the pre-exponential factor t0= 1.07x10-13 s. In addition, the value of n allows to 

calculate the broadening factor r2(b)=1/n, and so the b parameter of the Gaussian 

distribution to be considered for the activation energy: r2(b)=3.21 and b=4.65, 

according to function (Fig 3.31) described in Refs [Now72, San01]. These results on the 

HTB will deserve a further discussion in the last section of the chapter. 

5.2.1.2-	Analysis	of	the	relaxation	peak	P5	

As mentioned before, the IF spectra present a relaxation peak P5 that clearly overlaps 

the HTB. So, once we have experimentally determined the parameters related to the 

HTB, we can remove it from the spectra in order to isolate P5. In Fig. 5.16 the blue 
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curve corresponds to the experimental one measured at 0.1Hz and the red one is the 

corresponding HTB generated through equation (3.24) using the values obtained from 

Fig. 5.15. The subtraction of the HTB from the experimental IF spectrum, giving the 

black curve, shows not only the expected P5 peak but also a shoulder on the high-

temperature side of P5 as shown in the inset. 

 

 
Fig. 5.16: IF depending on 1/T for the spectrum measured at 0.10Hz (blue curve) on the TN1.5MC-H 

sample. Theoretical curve of the HTB (red) using equation (3.24) and the data extracted from Fig. 5.15. 

IF after subtraction of the HTB to get the relaxation peak P5 and the high-temperature shoulder (black 

curve), which have been re-scaled in the inset.  

At this point it will be courageous to assure that the shoulder represents a high 

temperature peak as it appears completely overlapped to the more intense P5. Even with 

the HTB already removed it is not possible to analyze that shoulder, however, its nature 

and significance will be discussed in chapter 7.  

The relaxation peak P5 can be well isolated by removing the HTB for all frequencies, 

thus, the resultant spectra for six frequencies are depicted in Fig. 5.17(a). Due to the 

presence of the shoulder, that may influence the apparent position of the maximum of 

the peak, the method of the peak’s low temperature side already explained in chapter 3 
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(section 3.2.5.4) is employed. That way, the values corresponding to the half-height of 

the normalized peaks that meet the horizontal line drawn in Fig. 5.17(a), give rise to the 

Arrhenius plot depicted in (b) from which the activation energy of EP5= 3.35 ± 0.05 eV 

is obtained. 

(a) (b) 

 
 

Fig. 5.17: Analysis of the relaxation peak P5. (a) Normalized IF spectra of P5 at six frequencies 

(0.01Hz, 0.02Hz, 0.05Hz, 0.10Hz, 0.20Hz and 0.50Hz) after the subtraction of the HTB. (b) Arrhenius 

diagram from the half-height of the low temperature side of the P5 peaks, where the fitted straight line 

serves to obtain the activation energy. 

• Fitting with the Debye theoretical peak 

The best fitting with the theoretical Debye peak (equation (3.30)) for the measured EP5 

is reached for r2(b)=1.3 (b=0.90) as depicted in Fig. 5.18 for the data at 0.10Hz (red), 

whose subtraction from the experimental spectrum (black) allows to isolate the residual 

shoulder (blue). Now, taking the peak temperature TP5 from the fitted Debye peak and 

using the measured activation energy from Fig. 5.17(b), the pre-exponential factor 

t0=1.41x10-17s is determined through expression 3.20. 
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Fig. 5.18: Fitting of the relaxation peak P5 at 0.10Hz for the TN1.5MC-H alloy to the theoretical 

expression (3.30) of a broadened Debye peak (red curve) that allows the calculation of the broadening 

factor r2. The shoulder appears isolated taking the form of a high temperature peak (blue curve). 

5.2.2-	Microstructural	analysis	of	the	TN1.5MC-H	alloy	

The SEM micrographs obtained in BSE mode and taken by the JSM 6400 microscope 

after the IF experiments are shown in Fig. 5.19. The yellow rectangle in (a) indicates the 

magnified area shown in (b). The resulting microstructure appears equivalent to the one 

before the IF measurements (see Fig. 5.13(a)): a duplex microstructure that consists of 

globular a2-(light gray), bo- (white) and g-(black) grains, accompanied by lamellar a2/g 

colonies. 

(a) (b) 

  
Fig. 5.19: TN1.5MC-H alloy’s BSE micrographs taken after the IF experiments. The yellow rectangle in 

(a) indicates the magnified area shown in (b). JSM 6400: 10kV, 1nA and WD=15mm. 
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We obtained some EDX maps on the region appearing in Fig. 5.20(a), in order to 

confirm qualitatively the constituent phases. The maps corresponding to the Ti, Al, Nb, 

Mo and C ((b), (c), (d), (e) and (f) respectively) show that, once again, the bo-phase 

(white) is poor in Al and rich in Mo and Nb and also in C. On the contrary, the a2-phase 

(light gray) is rich in Al and poor in Mo and C. Finally, the g-phase (black) seems to be 

rich in Ti and C and poor in Nb. 

(a) BSE image

 

(b) Titanium

 

(c) Aluminum 

 

(d) Niobium

 

(e) Molybdenum

 

(f) Carbon

 
Fig. 5.20: (a) BSE micrograph of the TN1.5MC-H measured sample where EDX analysis was performed. 

(b), (c), (d), (e), (f) and (g) correspond to the qualitative maps of the Ti, Al, Nb, Mo and C respectively. 

JSM 6400: 10kV, 15nA and WD=15mm. 

5.2.3-	Comparative	evaluation	with	the	TN1.5MC-NL	alloy	

In Fig. 5.21(a) IF and DM spectra obtained for the TN1.5MC-NL alloy are collected. As 

the IF curves shift to lower temperatures when decreasing frequency, low frequency 

values were taken (0.14, 0.10, 0.07 and 0.05Hz) in order to obtain the more possible 

information on the high-temperature side. A relaxation peak, denoted as P6, is clearly 

distinguished followed, on the high-temperature side, by a shoulder. Note that the HTB 

is not even reached at the measured temperature range, therefore is not possible to 

characterized it and neither to extract it from the spectra, and, hence, the relaxation peak 

and the shoulder cannot be isolated. So, the activation energies for the NL-alloy cannot 
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be properly determined, but we can use the collected data to compare them with the data 

from H-alloy and reach some conclusions. 

(a) 

 

(b) (c) 

  
Fig. 5.21: (a) IF and DM spectra obtained for the TN1.5MC-NL alloy, where the HTB is not even 

reached at the measured temperature range. (b) and (c) TN1.5MC-NL alloy’s BSE micrographs at 

different magnifications taken after IF experiments. The yellow rectangle in (b) indicates the magnified 

area shown in (c). Helios NanoLab 650: 5kV, 0.80nA and WD=4.1mm. 

The SEM micrographs obtained in BSE mode and taken by the Helios NanoLab 650 

microscope after the IF experiments for the NL-alloy are shown in Fig. 5.21(b) and (c). 

The yellow rectangle in (b) indicates the magnified area shown in (c). The resulting 

microstructure appears equivalent to the one before the IF measurements (see Fig. 

5.13(b)): a nearly lamellar microstructure of a2/g-lamellar colonies with globular grains 

that have precipitated during cooling at the grain boundaries and triple points. 

Despite the HTB in NL-alloy is not observed, from the comparison with the H-alloy, 

depicted in Fig. 5.22, we can conclude that even if the HTB of the NL-alloy would 
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increase very rapidly, it would be shifted to temperatures higher than those 

corresponding to the HTB of the H-alloy. That means that the NL-alloy presents a better 

creep resistance than the H-alloy, what it is consistent with the proven-statement that 

the nearly lamellar microstructures present higher creep resistance than duplex 

microstructures [App16]. Besides, from Fig. 5.21(b) and (c), it can be deduced that the 

lamellar interface spacing of the a2/g colonies in the NL-alloy is smaller than in the H-

alloy (Fig. 5.19(b)), what supports the conclusion that the NL-alloy has higher creep 

resistance. 

Concerning the observed peaks, P5 and P6, from Fig. 5.22 it is clear that they appear at 

the same temperature for the same frequency. Moreover, taking into account that both 

alloys have the same composition, it can be concluded that both peaks correspond to the 

same relaxation mechanism for which an activation energy of 3.35eV has been 

obtained. This value falls between the value obtained for P(bo) in the TiAl+Mo family 

(3.55eV) and the value for P(a2) obtained for the TNM alloy (3.10eV). Nevertheless, 

the bo-phase fraction of the present alloys is really small (see Table 5.3), being 11wt.% 

for the H-alloy and 2wt.% for the NL. So, it seems not reasonable to see such intense 

peaks related to a phase that appears in such a small proportion. On the other hand, 

taking into account the a2-phase fraction reported in Table 5.3 it could be argued that if 

the peak is related to a mechanism a2-phase, then the H-alloy containing slightly less 

a2-phase fraction should be less intense than the peak of the NL-spectra. However, it is 

 
Fig. 5.22: Comparison of the rough spectra for the TN1.5MC family: H-alloy in shades of blue and 

NL-alloy in reds.  
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important to understand that, as it was mentioned in the previous chapter, the 

comparison has to be done between the isolated peaks; indeed, both the HTB and the 

shoulder are closer to the peak in the case of the H-alloy, and hence, they significantly 

contribute in rising the apparent intensity of that peak within the rough spectra. In 

consequence, it is suspected that both P5 and P6 are the same peak and that they 

correspond to the P(a2) peak; an issue that is discussed in the last section of the present 

chapter.  

Finally, the nature of the shoulder seems to coincide with the high-temperature peaks P2 

and P4 observed for the TiAl+Mo family and will be discussed in chapter 7. 

5.3-	DISCUSSION	AND	CONCLUSIONS	

5.3.1-	Concerning	the	TNM	alloys	

The properties of Ti-Al alloys are essentially determined by two factors: the chemical 

composition and the microstructure [Ley03]. So, once the composition is set, the only 

possibility is to look for different microstructures in order to find the one satisfying the 

required mechanical properties. That is achieved by designing different heat treatments. 

Within that framework, the different TNM alloys, here named TNM1500, TNM1223 

and TNM1123, were studied. 

Attending to the IF experiments it makes evident that the considered TNM1500 has no 

technological interest itself, from the engineering point of view, as its microstructure is 

not stable at the operating temperatures (up to 1073K). However, its microstructural 

aspects allowed for a better understanding of the microstructural evolution during the 

second step of the heat treatment giving rise to TNM1123 or TNM1223. 

Taking into account the temperature of the second step of the HT, we could be tempted 

to consider the TNM1223 as a more promising alloy when compared to the TNM1123 

since, being aged at higher temperature, it is expected to present a stable microstructure 

up to higher temperatures. Indeed, at first sight, the two alloys show a similar 

microstructure, but the TNM1223 will present an extra temperature margin of 100K 

above that of the TNM1123. However, IF and microstructural analysis results contradict 

that assumption.  
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From the IF and creep measurements results [Wal09], it has been stablished that the 

TNM1123 alloy presents a better creep behavior associated to the finer lamellar a2/g 

and g/g interface spacing. Certainly, both the tensile properties and the creep strength 

are controlled by the average lamellar spacing of the lamellar colonies and the volume 

fraction of the globular γ- and βo-grains [Cle16]. Evidently, the presence of globular γ-

grains as well as the appearance of the cellular reaction, which leads to a local reduction 

of the nearly lamellar microstructure in the TNM1223 alloy, have a negative impact on 

creep strength.  

The microstructural analysis developed for the TNM1123, has revealed that the lamellar 

grains after the IF measurements are still recognized as a2+g colonies with the same 

average interface spacing that they presented before the experiments. No discontinuous 

precipitation nor lamellar growth was observed, so the microstructure of the TNM1123 

remained unchanged and hence the IF experiments are representative of such 

microstructure as they were carried out in a non-destructive and reproducible way. We 

have also found that an important amount of parallel dislocations is accommodated 

within the g-lamellae parallel to the lamellar interfaces, as shown in Fig. 5.12.  

We have confirmed that the lamellar colonies satisfied the Blackburn OR, with the basal 

planes of the α2-phase and the {111} planes of the γ-phase lying parallel to each other. 

That leads to, atomically flat interfaces, over large distances, between α2 and γ. On the 

other hand, in the γ/γ interfaces coherency stresses and a large amount of misfit 

dislocations are present due to the slight variation from unity in the c/a ratio of the L10 

structure [App11]. That means that dislocations will have no problem to cross the 

atomically flat a2/g interfaces, but then they will have difficulties to cross the g-lamellae 

due to the reduced diffusivity, what would explain the observation of dislocations 

within g-lamellae, and, finally, will kept stacked at the g/g interfaces. This behavior 

could be attributed to the Nb content, as the addition of this element seems to reduce 

diffusivity of the g-TiAl phase [Cle00] and consequently the diffusion-assisted climb 

processes. That would explain the good creep resistance as the diffusion-assisted climb 

processes are the rate controlling mechanisms during creep deformation. However, in 

this case the composition of the studied TNM-alloys is the same and the parameter 

making the difference in the creep response is the mean lamellar interface spacing. 

Indeed, the high number of lamellar interfaces acts as an effective barrier for dislocation 

glide and the stress required for the dislocation motion through a2/g and g/g interfaces is 
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inversely proportional to the square root of the mean interface spacing [Wal09]. 

Therefore, a lower interface spacing results in a reduction of the dislocation motions 

and, hence, improves the creep behavior.  

We can conclude that TNM1123 exhibits very good creep resistance, which is also 

predicted by IF measurements. The revealed good creep behavior was one of the 

reasons why the TNM1123 was considered as the more suitable TNM alloy for 

aerospace applications and thus, took on the simplified and generic TNM name. So, 

from this point on, the TNM1123 alloy is referred directly as TNM alloy. 

5.3.2-	TN1.5Mo+C	family	versus	TNM	alloy	

The comparative evaluation carried out in the previous section has led us to the 

confirmation that the NL microstructure presents a better creep behavior than the duplex 

microstructure corresponding to the H-alloy, for alloys with the same composition, as it 

is the case for the TN1.5Mo+C family members. 

We have also concluded that the observed peak is the same in both alloys: P5=P6. As 

we have been able to complete the analysis of that peak for the TN1.5MC-H alloy, we 

can compare it with the spectra and Debye fit obtained in the TNM alloy for the P(a2) 

in order to argue if P5 corresponds to a shifted P(a2) peak as we suspect. 

The spectra measured at 0.10 Hz in both alloys (in black for the TNM alloy and in gray 

for the TN1.5MC-H alloy) are compared in Fig. 5.23(a) where the corresponding fitted 

Debye peaks are also drawn (in red for the peak P(a2) of the TNM alloy and in purple 

for the peak P5 of the TN1.5MC-H alloy). Concerning the HTB it makes clear that the 

increment on the Mo content up to 1.5Mo(at.%) and the addition of 0.5C (at.%) have 

retarded the activation of the high-temperature processes causing a shift of the HTB to 

higher temperatures. This shift means an improvement in the creep behavior and a 

higher resistance of the alloy as it was already reported by Schwaighofer et al. [Sch14b] 

within a study that led to the conclusion that alloying with Mo and C was an efficient 

alloying strategy to improve creep performance of the TNM-based alloys. Moreover, it 

was qualitatively shown that the interlamellar spacing is significantly smaller in carbon 

containing alloys [Kle13], which contributes to a higher creep resistance. 

On the other hand, attending to the fitted Debye peaks that are re-scaled and plotted 

versus 1/T in Fig. 5.23(b), they are almost located at the same temperature: at 975K for 
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the TNM alloy and at 990K for the TN1.5MC-H alloy. This small temperature 

difference of 15K together with the argumentation given in the previous section in 

relation to the improbability of having an observable peak related to the bo-phase in the 

TN1.5Mo+C family, led us to the conclusion that the observed IF peaks in this family 

are indeed the P(a2) peak. So now, we may wonder why the activation energy measured 

for the P5 is higher.  

(a) (b) 

  
Fig. 5.23: Comparison between the spectrum at 0.10Hz: in black for the TNM alloy and in gray for the 

TN1.5MC-H alloy. (a) Experimental spectra accompanied by their corresponding fitted Debye peaks. 

(b) Fitted Debye peak versus 1/T for the TNM alloy (red) and TN1.5MC-H alloy (purple). 

Despite C can form carbides, they are not observed in the TN1.5Mo+C family, as far as 

the employed magnifications have shown, so that element is acting, at least to a greater 

extent, as an interstitial element. Certainly, the presence or not of carbides in such alloys 

depend on the HT temperature [Sch14b]. Besides, Holec et al. [Hol16] found that C acts 

as an interstitial element located at Ti-rich octahedral positions corresponding to Ti6 and 

2Al+4Ti spaces. So, it is expected a high presence of C atoms in the octahedral 

interstices of the a2-phase (up to 1.5at% [Sch14b]).  

Taking into account the relaxation mechanism related to the P(a2) peak it makes clear 

that the presence of a C atom in an octahedral position will hinder the exchange of Ti 

atoms with Ti vacancies (Fig. 5.24). That is, the rotation of the strain-dipole Al-VTi-Al 

will be obstructed by the presence of C atoms in octahedral spaces, due to the binding 

energy between the C atom and the vacancy. Therefore, more energy will be necessary 
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in order to those dipole-rotations take place, and hence, will translate into higher 

activation energy of the process as it is the case. 

 

 

 

 

  

 
Fig. 5.24: relaxation mechanism associated to P(a2) but with a C atom in a Ti6 interstice located at VTi 

nearest-neighbor position (a). (b)The dipole rotation Al-VTi-Al mechanism does not change by the 

presence of the C atom, but the binding energy between that C atom and the VTi would definitely 

hinder the dipole rotation. 
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Chapter	6-	 RESULTS	III:			TNM+	FAMILY	

With the knowledge acquired during the study of the TN1.5Mo+C family, the TNM+ 

family was conceived as the state-of-the-art improved TNM alloy. To that end TNM 

alloy was microalloyed with 0.3at.%C and 0.3at.%Si following two different 

manufacturing routes and suffering three different heat treatments. That way, three 

members were obtained for the TNM+ family: the TNM+-H, the TNM+-NL and the 

TNM+-FL alloys.  

The present chapter is divided into four sections. The first three sections contain the 

obtained results, both by mechanical spectroscopy and by microstructural analysis, for 

the promising TNM+ family. Additionally, section 6.3 summarizes the deep 

microstructural analysis carried out for the TNM+-FL alloy in order to identify the 

microstructural changes taken place during the IF experiments. 

The already known relaxation mechanism related to the a2-phase has been once again 

observed during the IF experiments of the three alloys, but, as it happened with the 

TN1.5Mo+C family, the corresponding relaxation peak presents a higher activation 

energy than for the case of the TNM alloy. 

During the measurements of the TNM+-NL and TNM+-FL alloys, a high-temperature 

relaxation peak was observed and, for the first time, we were able to completely analyze 

and characterize it.  

All these results, discussed in section 6.4, lead us to the conclusion that microalloying 

with C and Si further improve the creep resistance of the TNM alloy, and, what turn out 

very interesting, we have identify the g-phase as the one responsible for the observed 

high-temperature relaxation peak. 

Most of these findings have been exposed in different scientific dissemination events 

and international congresses, and are part of an international publication [Kle17] in the 

field of materials science. This article can be found at the end of the present dissertation. 

Besides, another two publications are being prepared with the novel analysis and results 

concerning the high-temperature relaxation peak related to the g-phase [Usa18]. 
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• Starting point and fundamental aspects of the TNM+ family 

Unlike the other materials, that were produced by vacuum arc remelting with centrifugal 

casting (Cast) , TNM+-FL alloy was processed by plasma arc melting (PAM). The three 

members of this family have the same nominal composition, Ti-43Al-4Nb-1Mo-0.1B-

0.3C-0.3Si (at.%), but they have undergone the different HTs summarized in Table 6.1. 

 
Table 6.1: The three alloys belonging to the TNM+ family and the heat treatments suffered by each of 

them. PA refers to patent application, AC to air cooling and FC to furnace cooling. 

TNM+ family Processing Heat Treatment 

TNM+ -H Cast + HIP Homogenized (PA) + AC 

TNM+ -NL Cast + HIP 
(Homogenized (PA) + AC)  
+ (T below g-solvus + AC) 

+ (1123K/6h + FC) 

TNM+ -FL PAM + HIP 
(1553K/30min + AC) + 

(1173K/3h + FC) 
 

 

The different HTs gave rise to different microstructures that will behave differently 

under IF measurements. Fig. 6.1 reminds the microstructure present on each alloy: the 

duplex microstructure, showing some rambling lamellar-colonies for the TNM+-H alloy 

(a), the nearly lamellar microstructure with a 10% of g-globular for the TNM+-NL alloy 

(b) [Schwaighofer, Klein, Mayer, Clemens, private communication], and the fully 

lamellar microstructure, of the TNM+-FL alloy (notice in the inset the small lamellar 

spacing that is the reason why the second-name nano-lamellar is employed for this fully 

lamellar alloy) [Kle17]. 

As for the previously studied family, the NL lamellar microstructure shows smaller bo 

fraction (for the benefit of a2) (Table 6.2). Besides, the FL microstructure itself presents 

a negligible b/bo fraction. 
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 (a) TNM+-H (b) TNM+-NL 

  

(c) TNM+-FL 

 
Fig. 6.1: SEM images of (a) TNM+-H and (b) TNM+-NL taken in BSE mode, wherein the βo-phase shows 

the brightest contrast, the g appears dark and the a2-phase exhibits a light-gray contrast [Schwaighofer, 

Klein, Mayer, Clemens, private communication]. (c) Microstructure of the TNM+ - FL alloy which 

consist of a2/g-colonies of small lamellar spacing (see TEM micrograph in inset) and discontinuous 

precipitation (DP) along the grain boundaries with globular bo-grains (white color) [Kle17].  

 
Table 6.2: phase fractions (wt.%) at RT for the TNM+ family [Schwaighofer, Klein, Mayer, Clemens, 

private communication, Kle17]. 

 a2 (wt.%) b/bo (wt.%) g (wt.%) 

TNM+ - H 24 13 63 

TNM+ - NL 34 2 64 

TNM+ - FL 24.5 <0.5 75 
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Despite the HT temperature of the H-alloy is confidential, we can assure that it is high 

enough to permit carrying out IF measurements in a sufficient temperature range so as 

to allow a whole IF analysis, as it is collected in the next section. However, the 

temperature of the last step of the HT for the NL- and FL- alloys is so low that the 

temperature we could reach without changing the microstructure was not enough to see 

the HTB in the temperature dependent experimental series. 

Now, some interesting aspects observed in the preliminary spectra of both NL and FL 

alloys (Fig. 6.2), encouraged us to innovate by designing a novel methodology in order 

to be able to analyze their IF spectra. To that end, both alloys were studied concurrently 

as, besides their identical composition, their corresponding IF spectra are very similar. 

Indeed, we are confident that the two peaks (P8 and P9) appearing on each spectrum at 

Fig. 6.2 (in orange for the TNM+-NL alloy and in blue for the TNM+-FL alloy) coincide 

in both alloys. So, the information subtracted from the NL-alloy was employed in the 

FL-alloy and vice versa, whereas for a question of order and clarity, first the complete 

analysis of the TNM+-NL alloy is given in section 6.2, and afterwards, in section 6.3, 

the whole analysis of the FL one is exposed. 

 
Fig. 6.2: the spectra of the TNM+-NL alloy in orange color and in blue the one corresponding to the 

TNM+-FL alloy. Both of them taken at 0.03Hz and showing two clearly distinguishable peaks (P8 and 

P9). Note that for the FL alloy we could heat up 50K up more (see Table 6.1) and hence the HTB can be 

observed but will not be easy to analyze as it is strongly superimposed to the high temperature peak here 

denoted as P9. 
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6.1-	CHARACTERIZATION	OF	THE	TNM+-H	ALLOY	

6.1.1-	IF	measurements	on	the	TNM+-H	alloy	

IF spectra and DM curves for the TNM+-H sample, in the condition described in Table 

6.1, have been measured at twelve different frequencies (from 2Hz down to 0.01Hz) 

while heating from 600K up to 1225K as shown in Fig. 6.3. An IF peak is observed for 

all frequencies (at around 965K for 0.03Hz) superimposed to the HTB. The peak 

(denoted as P7) and the HTB are both accompanied by a drop of the DM curve and they 

shift towards low temperatures when decreasing the frequency, as it corresponds to 

thermally activated processes. 

 
Fig. 6.3: experimental IF spectra and DM curve measured at several frequencies for the TNM+-H alloy. 

The high temperature background (HTB) and the relaxation peak P7 are indicated.  

6.1.1.1-	Analysis	of	the	High	Temperature	Background	(HTB)	

Once again, the frequencies representing the HTB at different temperatures are carefully 

selected. On this occasion, the spectra corresponding to 2 and 1 Hz are completely 

suppressed. So, we use the theoretical expressions presented in chapter 3 (section 

3.2.5.1) to determine the parameters n, t0 and EHTB from the experimental data depicted 

in Fig. 6.3. By getting logarithms into equation (3.21) and plotting ln(Q-1) as a function 
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of ln(w) for nine different temperatures (from 1160K to 1210K) from the spectra of Fig. 

6.3, Fig. 6.4(a) is obtained. From the slopes of the linear regressions we get the average 

value of the distribution factor, n = 0.310 ± 0.005, and from the ordinate at the origin 

the apparent relaxation time t*(T) for each considered temperature.  

Assuming that t* depends on temperature via the Arrhenius equation (3.23), Fig. 6.4(b) 

is obtained for lnt*(T) plotted against 1/T. From the slope of the linear adjustment, the 

activation energy EHTB= 4.35 ± 0.05 eV is determined, and from the ordinate at the 

origin the pre-exponential factor t0= 7.06x10-15 s. In addition, the value of n allows to 

calculate the broadening factor r2(b)=1/n, and so the b parameter of the Gaussian 

distribution to be considered for the activation energy: r2(b)=3.21 and b=4.65, 

according to function (Fig 3.31) described in Refs [Now72, San01]. These results on the 

HTB will deserve a further discussion in the last section of the chapter. 

(a) (b) 

  
Fig. 6.4: Analysis of the HTB for the TNM+-H alloy. (a) Logarithmic plot of expression (3.21), at six 

constant temperatures from the IF spectra measured at different frequencies; data extracted from Fig. 

6.3. (b) Arrhenius diagram for Ln(t*) from the ordinate at the origin of the plot in (a) at the six different 

temperatures. 

6.1.1.2-	Analysis	of	the	relaxation	peak	P7	

As mentioned before, the IF spectra present a relaxation peak P7 that clearly overlaps 

the HTB. However, once we have experimentally determined the parameters related to 

the HTB, we can remove it from the spectra in order to isolate P7. In Fig. 6.5 the blue 

curve corresponds to the experimental one measured at 0.10Hz and the red one is the 
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corresponding HTB generated through equation (3.24) using the values obtained from 

Fig. 6.4. The subtraction of the HTB from the experimental IF spectrum, giving the 

black curve, shows, once again, not only the expected P7 peak, at around 995K, but also 

some evidence of a small shoulder on the high-temperature side of P7 as shown in the 

inset. 

 
Fig. 6.5: IF depending on 1/T for the spectrum measured at 0.1Hz (blue curve) on the TNM+-H sample. 

Theoretical curve of the HTB (red) using equation (3.24) and the data extracted from Fig. 6.4. IF after 

subtraction of the HTB to get the relaxation peak P7 and the high-temperature shoulder (black curve), 

which have been re-scaled in the inset.  

Note that in this case the shoulder is not as pronounced as it was for the previously 

analyzed alloys; hence, it could be considered as the resultant of the noise appearing 

while measuring or even as the possible small error derived from the subtraction of the 

HTB. However, as this effect is observed in all the studied alloys, either as a clearly 

observable peak or as a shoulder, we will consider that it really represents some 

phenomenon taking place in the material. So, once again, its nature and significance 

will be discussed in chapter 7.  

The main relaxation peak (P7) can be isolated by removing the HTB for all frequencies, 

thus, the resultant spectra for ten frequencies are depicted in Fig. 6.6(a). Due to the 
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presence of the shoulder, that may influence the apparent position of the maximum of 

the peak, the method of the peak’s low temperature side already explained in chapter 3 

(section 3.2.5.4) is employed. So, the values corresponding to the half-height of the 

normalized peaks that meet the horizontal line drawn in Fig. 6.6(a), give rise to the 

Arrhenius diagram depicted in (b), from which an activation energy of EP7= 3.30 ± 0.05 

eV is obtained. 

(a) (b) 

  
Fig. 6.6: Analysis of the relaxation peak P7. (a) Normalized IF spectra of P7 at ten frequencies after the 

subtraction of the HTB. (b) Arrhenius diagram from the half-height of the low temperature side of the 

P7 peaks, where the fitted straight line serves to obtain the activation energy. 

• Fitting with the Debye theoretical peak 

The best fitting with the theoretical Debye peak (expression (3.30)) for the measured 

EP7 is reached for r2(b)=1.3 (b=1.1) as depicted in Fig. 6.7 for the data at 0.10Hz (red), 

whose subtraction from the experimental spectrum (black) allows to isolate the high-

temperature shoulder (blue). Now, taking the peak temperature TP7 from the fitted 

Debye peak and using the measured activation energy from Fig. 6.6(b), the pre-

exponential factor t0=2.79x10-17s is determined through equation 3.20. 
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Fig. 6.7: Fitting of the relaxation peak P7 at 0.10Hz to the theoretical expression (3.30) of a broadened 

Debye peak (red curve) that allows the calculation of the broadening factor r2. The shoulder appears 

isolated taking the form of an apparent high-temperature peak (blue curve). 

6.1.2-	Microstructural	analysis	of	the	TNM+-H	alloy	

The SEM micrographs obtained in BSE mode and taken in the JSM 6400 microscope 

after the IF experiments are shown in Fig. 6.8. The yellow rectangle in (a) indicates the 

magnified area shown in (b). 

(a) (b) 

  
Fig. 6.8: TNM+-H alloy’s BSE micrographs at different magnifications taken after IF experiments. The 

yellow rectangle in (a) indicates the magnified area shown in (b). JSM 6400: 10kV, 1nA and 

WD=15mm. 
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The resulting microstructure appears equivalent to the one before the IF measurements 

reported in Fig. 6.1(a). It is a very similar microstructure to that of the TN1.5MC-H 

alloy, as it corresponds to a duplex microstructure of globular a2-(light gray), bo- 

(white) and g-(black) grains, accompanied by lamellar a2/g colonies. In addition, in the 

present case, we can observe small round white precipitates (indicated by red arrows in 

Fig. 6.8(b)) that, as reported in the literature [Sch14c], are identified as z-Ti5Si3 

silicides. 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 
Fig. 6.9: (a) BSE image of the on the TNM+-H alloy: spectrum 1 corresponds to the white grain, 

spectrum 2 to the black one and spectrum3 to the medium-gray. (b) EDX point spectra where spectrum 

1 (black curve) shows high Mo and low Al content, spectrum 2 (green curve) high Al and bit lower Ti 

content and spectrum 3 (blue curve) low Al and high Ti contents. Thus, they correspond to bo-, g- and 

a2-phases respectively. JSM 6400: 10kV, 10nA and WD=15mm. 
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In addition, we made some EDX spectra, at the same working conditions, on the 

globular grains appearing in Fig. 6.9(a), in order to confirm qualitatively the constituent 

phases. Fig. 6.9 (b) collects each of the obtained spectra: in black for the white grain 

(spectrum 1), in green for the black grain (spectrum 2) and in dark-blue for the medium-

gray grain (spectrum 3). The spectrum 1 showing more Mo content, and hence, less Al, 

as the Mo substitutes for Al, is identified as bo-phase. Then, a2 and g are easily 

distinguishes attending to the Al and Ti contents. The a2-phase (spectrum 3) contains 

more Ti and less Al than the g-phase (spectrum 2). 

6.2-	CHARACTERIZATION	OF	THE	TNM+-NL	ALLOY	

From Fig. 6.2 and taking into account that both the NL and the FL alloys have the same 

composition and similar microstructures (see Fig. 6.1(b) and (c)), we identified the 

peaks P8 and P9 appearing in both spectra as being the same but with more strength 

(intensity) in the case TNM+-NL alloy. So, the low-temperature peak is called P8 and 

the high-temperature one P9 for both alloys. The P9 high-temperature peak becomes of 

great interest as it is clearly marked on the NL-alloy’s spectrum and therefore once it is 

characterized here, it could be reproduced in the FL-alloy’s spectrum. However, to 

characterize de P9 peak in the NL alloy, not only the HTB has to be removed, but also 

the P8 itself. To deal with that difficulty, we first characterized the P8 peak, by the 

method of the low-temperature side, using the FL-alloy. So, in the present section, we 

just took the obtained values (that will be collected in the section corresponding to the 

FL alloy) to generate the Debye peak corresponding to that peak P8 in order to subtract 

it from the spectra of the NL-alloy and isolate the P9. 

6.2.1-	IF	measurements	on	the	TNM+-NL	alloy	

As mentioned before, the preliminary spectra measured for the TNM+-NL alloy (Fig. 

6.10(a)) was not able to reach the HTB for temperatures below the one of the HT. But, 

without removing the HTB, the peaks cannot be properly analyzed. That is, we needed 

to surpass or at least reach the temperature of the heat treatment in order to be able to 

analyze the HTB even though that could change the microstructure of the alloy. 

So, to ensure that the peaks were still representative of the as-received microstructure, 

we employed three different samples of the same alloy and measure their IF spectrum 
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only once; that way the possible changes appearing during the heating up to the heat 

treatment temperature will not influence on the IF peaks as no subsequent 

measurements were done on each sample. Hence, three different samples were 

employed to measure a unique IF spectrum per sample, heating at 1K/min from 600K to 

1173K, each one measured at a different frequency (0.01Hz, 0.03Hz or 0.07Hz) as 

depicted in Fig. 6.10(b). 

(a) (b) 

  
Fig. 6.10: IF spectra obtained for the TNM+-NL alloy. (a) The preliminary spectra where the HTB is not 

even reached. (b) The three spectra measured up to HT temperature, during the first heating run, on 

three different samples: green sample measured at 0.01Hz, orange sample measured at 0.03Hz, and red 

sample at 0.07Hz. Here the HTB clearly manifests. 

6.2.1.1-	Analysis	of	the	High	Temperature	Background	(HTB)	

The HTB was characterized as it has been done for all the previous cases, however we 

consider that the microstructure can have suffered slight changes once the temperature 

of the HT is reached. Therefore, the parameters determining the HTB will be definitely 

useful to generate it and remove it from the spectra but cannot be considered as 

representative of the alloy’s original microstructure. So, as the parameters has no 

physical meaning in that case, they cannot be related to creep and, thus, they are 

meaningless. The attention is hence focused on the good matching, shown in Fig. 6.11, 

of the generated HTB (in red) with all the three measured IF spectra (in blue). 
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(a) (b) (c) 

   
Fig. 6.11: Matching of the generated HTB (in red) with the three measured spectra (in blue), allowing the 

isolation of the peaks (black curves). 

6.2.1.2-	Analysis	of	the	relaxation	peak	P9	

The objective here was to analyze the high-temperature P9 peak (appearing at 1045K 

for the spectrum measured at 0.03Hz). To that end, not only the HTB had to be removed 

but also the low-temperature peak P8 that is completely overlapped with P9. 

Fortunately, this P8 peak was adequately analyze in the TNM+-FL alloy giving an 

activation energy of 3.20±0.05eV (see section 6.3.1.2 for detailed analysis). So, we just 

took the parameters obtained for that peak P8 and generate the corresponding broadened 

Debye peak. In Fig. 6.12 it can be observed, for the spectrum measured at 0.03Hz, that 

good fitting with the theoretical peak is reached for r2(b)=1.4 (b=1.35) (red curve), and 

that once it is subtracted from the experimental curve (in black) leaves the P9 peak 

completely isolated (blue curve).  

Fig. 6.13(a) compiles the isolated peak P9 for the three normalized spectra. The method 

of the low temperature side is not suitable for the analysis of P9 as on that side the 

removal of P8 could have given rise to small errors or fluctuations in the resultant 

spectra; thus, the method for the maximum of the relaxation peak (see chapter 3, section 

3.2.5.2) is employed instead. This way, the values corresponding to the maximum of the 

normalized peaks represented in Fig. 6.13(a), give rise to the Arrhenius diagram 

depicted in (b), from which the activation energy of Ea(P9)= 3.65 ± 0.05 eV and the 

limit relaxation time t0= 1.3x10-17s is obtained. 
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Fig. 6.12: The high-temperature peak P9 appears isolated (blue curve) when the fitted peak P8 (red) is 

removed from the experimental spectrum (black). The parameters to generate the red theoretical peak 

P8 were taken from section 6.3.1.2 (Ea(P8)=3.20eV). The fitting of the broadened Debye peak (red 

curve) allows the calculation of the broadening factor: r2=1.4. 

 (a) (b) 

  
Fig. 6.13: Analysis of the relaxation peak P9. (a) Normalized IF spectra of P9 at the three measured 

frequencies after the subtraction of both the HTB and the P8 peak. (b) Arrhenius diagram from the 

maximun of the P9 peaks, where the fitted straight line serves to determine both the activation energy 

and the limit relaxation time.  
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• Fitting with the Debye theoretical peak 

An almost perfect fitting with the theoretical Debye peak (expression (3.30)) is reached 

when taking the upper limit of the Ea(P9), that is 3.70eV, and r2(b)=1.45 (b=1.41). In 

Fig. 6.14, it is shown how the superposition or sum (green curves) of the generated 

Debye peaks for P9 (purple curves) and P8 (red curves) with the determined values, 

reproduce almost exactly the experimental spectra (black curve) for all the measured 

frequencies.  

(a) (b) (c) 

   
Fig. 6.14: theoretical broadened Debye peak P8 generated through the parameters determined from the FL-

alloy in section 6.2.5 (red peak) together with the broadened Debye peak P9 generated through the 

parameters obtained from the analysis of the preset alloy (purple peak). The superposition or sum of both 

peaks (green curve) reproduces almost exactly the experimentally measured spectra for the three 

frequencies (black curves). The coordinate system is equally scaled in the three plots. 

The good matching between the theoretically generated peaks, through the 

experimentally determined values, with the original measured data, reinforces our initial 

assumption that the peaks observed in the present alloy were the same as the ones 

reflected in the spectra of the FL-alloy (remember that the parameters employed to 

generate P8 were determined from the analysis of the FL-alloy’s spectra). Moreover, it 

highlights the adequacy of the employed method of analysis. 

6.2.2-	Microstructural	analysis	of	the	TNM+-NL	alloy	

The SEM micrographs obtained in BSE mode and taken by the JSM 7000F microscope 

after the IF experiments are shown in Fig. 6.15. The yellow rectangle in (b) indicates 

the magnified area shown in (c). 
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(a)  (b) 

  

(c) 

 
Fig. 6.15: TNM+-NL alloy’s BSE micrographs at different magnification taken after IF experiments. 

The yellow rectangle in (b) indicates the magnified area shown in (c). JSM 7000F: 5kV, 0.52nA and 

WD=7.9mm. 

In order to identify the constituent phases, we carried out some EBSD measurements on 

the precipitates appearing within the triple points. To that end, we changed the working 

conditions of the JEOL 7000F microscope and obtained the EBSD map summarized in 

Fig. 6.16. Judging by the indexations they consist of bo-precipitates where g-laths with 

two different orientations have grown. 
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Fig. 6.16: EBSD map for the precipitate shown in Fig. 6.15(c), showing g-laths with two different 

orientations grown inside the bo grains (B2). JSM 7000F: 10kV, 1nA and WD=10mm. 

By comparing Fig. 6.15 with Fig. 6.1(b) we observe identical microstructures: nearly 

lamellar microstructures formed by a2/g-colonies with a ~10% of g-globular and bo-

precipitates within the triple points where g-laths have grown up. However, from the 

literature we are aware of the growth of the g-lamellae at the expense of a2-lamellae 

when heating up to such temperatures at which the IF experiments have been carried 

out. Moreover, Si is repelled from the g-phase and accumulates in the a2-phase while 

heating, and z-silicides have been perceived to form in regions between the colonies 

and more precisely in the bo-phase [Kle16]. So, despite the similarities exhibited in the 

BSE micrographs of both the measured and the non-measured TNM+-NL alloy, the re-

distribution of the Si, and even the possible small variations in the overall g-lamellae 

thickness, might have affected the creep resistance. Thus, we took to the decision of not 

considering the HTB parameters obtained here as representative of the creep behavior in 

the TNM+-NL. 

6.3-	CHARACTERIZATION	OF	THE	TNM+-FL	ALLOY	

6.3.1-	IF	measurements	on	the	TNM+-FL	alloy	

IF spectra and DM curves for the TNM+-FL sample in the condition described in Table 

6.1, have been measured at seven different frequencies (from 0.14Hz down to 0.01Hz) 
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while heating from 600K up to 1153K at 1K/min obtaining the spectra collected in Fig. 

6.17. We will focus our attention on the peak P8 that appears at 955K for the spectrum 

measured at 0.03Hz. 

 
Fig. 6.17: experimental IF spectra and DM curve measured at several frequencies for the TNM+-FL 

alloy. The high temperature background (HTB), the relaxation peak P8 and the shoulder corresponding 

to peak P9 are indicated.  

6.3.1.1-	Analysis	of	the	High	Temperature	Background	(HTB)	

The first step to properly analyze the P8 peak is to characterized the HTB in order to 

remove it from the spectra. However, the high-temperature range available with these IF 

spectra collected by the conventional measurement procedure is too narrow and not 

sufficient for a suitable characterization of the HTB due to the presence of the 

mentioned peak P9. As we cannot measure up to higher temperatures due to the fact that 

we need to keep the temperature inside the pendulum under the final temperature of the 

HT (1173K), we have developed a novel experimental methodology by measuring IF 

while varying frequency for different isotherms.  

As the whole IF spectrum shifts to lower temperatures when decreasing the frequency, 

the lower the frequency the larger would be the high-temperature range available for the 

characterization of the HTB. Hence, for the new methodology IF was measured at five 

different isotherms, 1112K, 1122K, 1132K, 1143K and 1153K, in a low frequency 
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range between 0.1Hz and 0.005Hz. The obtained data are summarized in Fig. 6.18(a) 

after taking logarithms into equation (3.21) and representing ln(Q-1) as a function of 

ln(w) for the five selected temperatures. Notice that only frequencies below 0.035 were 

considered since the lower the frequency the more faithful would be the characterization 

of the HTB. The slopes of the linear regressions bring the average value of the 

distribution factor n=0.36 and the ordinates at the origin provide the apparent relaxation 

time t*(T) for each isotherm. As the apparent relaxation time obeys the Arrhenius 

equation (3.23), the activation energy of the HTB and the pre-exponential factor being 

Ea(HTB)=5.1 ± 0.1eV and t0=0.77x10-15s respectively, can be determined as shown in 

Fig. 6.18(b). In addition, the value of n allows to calculate the broadening factor 

r2(b)=1/n, and so the b parameter of the Gaussian distribution to be considered for the 

activation energy: r2(b)=2.78 and b=3.9, according to function (Fig 3.31) described in 

Refs [Now72, San01]. These results on the HTB will deserve a further discussion in the 

last section of the chapter. 

(a) (b) 

  
Fig. 6.18: Analysis of the HTB for the TNM+-FL alloy. In (a) the logarithmic plot, according expression 

(3.21), for five isotherms is displayed for the low frequency range below 0.035Hz. In (b) the Arrhenius 

plot fitting the ordinates of the origin from (a) is presented giving the activation energy of 5.1eV for the 

HTB. 

6.3.1.2-	Analysis	of	the	relaxation	peak	P8	

The HTB is inherent to the alloy and does not depend on the measurement procedure. 

Thus, the HTB determined by means of the expression (3.24) and the parameters 
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obtained from the measurements at constant temperature, also works for the data 

collected at constant frequency and, therefore, it can be removed from each spectrum 

depicted in Fig. 6.17.  

In Fig. 6.19 the blue experimental curve measured at 0.03 Hz and the red HTB function, 

generated by entering the obtained parameters n, EHTB and t0 into expression (3.24), are 

represented. Despite the collected data are limited in temperature, the experimental 

curve and the HTB exhibit a suitable fitting and suggest a good matching at higher 

temperatures. The subtraction of the HTB from the experimental IF spectrum, giving 

the black curve, shows clearly discernible the two mentioned peaks: P8 and P9 on the 

high-temperature side of P8 as shown in the inset. 

 
Fig. 6.19: IF depending on 1/T for the spectrum measured at 0.03Hz (blue curve) on the TNM+-FL 

sample. Theoretical curve of the HTB (red) using equation (3.24) and the data extracted from Fig. 6.18. 

IF spectrum after the subtraction of the HTB (black) to get the relaxation peak P8 and P9, re-scaled in 

the inset.  

The subtraction of the HTB from the experimental IF spectra measured at constant 

frequency (Fig. 6.17) is depicted in Fig. 6.20 once the curves have been normalized to 

the maxima of peaks P8. Due to the overlapping with P9, that may influence the 
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apparent position of the maximum of P8, the method of the peak’s low temperature side 

already explained in chapter 3 (section 3.2.5.4) is employed. So, the values 

corresponding to the half-height of the normalized peaks that meet the horizontal line 

drawn in Fig. 6.20(a), give rise to the Arrhenius diagram depicted in (b), from which an 

activation energy of EP1= 3.20 ± 0.05 eV is obtained. 

(a) (b) 

  

Fig. 6.20: Analysis of the relaxation peak P8. (a) Normalized IF spectra of P8 at the seven measured 

frequencies after the subtraction of the HTB. (b) Arrhenius diagram from the half-height of the low 

temperature side of the P8 peaks, where the fitted straight line serves to obtain the activation energy. 

• Fitting with the Debye theoretical peak 

The suitable fitting with the theoretical Debye peak (function (3.30)) for the measured 

EP8 is reached for r2(b)=1.4 (b=1.35) as depicted in Fig. 6.21 for the data at 0.03Hz 

(red), whose subtraction from the experimental spectrum (black) allows to isolate the 

high-temperature peak P9 (blue). Now, taking the peak temperature TP8 from the fitted 

Debye peak and using the measured activation energy from Fig. 6.20(b), the pre-

exponential factor t0=4.64x10-17s is determined through equation (3.20).  

Note that for the fitting with the Debye peak, we cannot attend exclusively to peak P8, 

but we have to do the best fitting for both P8 and P9 simultaneously, as we have done 

for the TNM+-NL alloy. So, it is important to be aware that the experimental profile 

(black curve in Fig. 6.21) represents the contribution of both peaks P8 and P9 (plus 

experimental noise and the small residual errors that might be introduced when 
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extracting the HTB). Hence, the maximum shown for P8 in the black curve do not 

represent the real maxima of the P8 itself, but the sum of that maxima with the tail of 

the low-temperature side of P9. That is why in Fig. 6.21, the maximum of the fitted 

Debye peak (red) does not fit with the maximum of the experimental curve (black). 

 
Fig. 6.21: Fitting of the relaxation peak P8 at 0.03 Hz to the theoretical expression (3.30) of a 

broadened Debye peak (red curve) that allows the calculation of the broadening factor r2. The high-

temperature peak P9 appears completely isolated (blue curve) once the fitted Debye peak (red) is 

removed from the resulting experimental spectrum (black) of the TNM+-FL alloy. 

Now, taking the values determined for P9 in the NL-alloy we can generate the 

experimental spectra representing both peaks P8 and P9 through the fitting with their 

corresponding Debye broadened peaks. An almost perfect fitting with the theoretical 

Debye peak (function (3.30)) is reached when taking, once again, the upper limit of the 

Ea(P9), that is 3.70eV, and r2(b)=1.5 (b=1.55). In Fig. 6.22, it is shown how the 

superposition or sum (blue curves) of the generated Debye peaks for P9 (purple curves) 

and P8 (red curves) with the determined values, reproduce almost exactly the 

experimental spectra (black curve) for different measured frequencies (here 0.03 Hz and 

0.07 Hz are given by way of illustration). 
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 (a) (b) 

  
Fig. 6.22: theoretical broadened Debye peak P9 generated through the parameters determined from the 

NL-alloy in section 6.2.1.2 (purple peak) together with the theoretical Debye peak P8 generated through 

the parameters obtained from the analysis of the preset alloy (red peak). The superposition or sum of 

both peaks (blue curve) reproduces almost exactly the experimentally measured spectra (in black). 

6.3.1.3-	Verification	of	the	IF	spectra	

As we are accustomed to do upon completing the IF experiments, we repeated some IF 

spectra in order to verify that they remained unchanged during the whole series of 

measurements. On the previously presented alloys those verifications have been omitted 

as they showed no variation. However, something different happened on the present 

TNM+-FL alloy. Fig. 6.23 shows the verification spectrum obtained after the complete 

mechanical spectroscopy experiments (in orange) together with the spectrum collected 

at the beginning of the IF study (in blue) at two different frequencies: 1 Hz (a) and 0.03 

Hz (b). 

As it can be observed, in the spectra after the experiments (orange spectra in Fig. 6.23) 

the main relaxation peak (P8) appears less intense and the high-temperature peak (P9) 

less noticeable than in the spectra before the IF measurement series (blue spectra). 

Besides, the HTB after the experiments shifts to lower temperatures, which suggests 

that the creep properties worsened during the IF experiments despite the HT 

temperature was not reached. In view of this finding, a deep microstructural analysis 

was carried out on both the measured sample and non-measured sample (as-received 

condition), as it is reported in the next section. 
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(a) (b) 

  
Fig. 6.23: IF spectra after the hole measurements compared to the ones before the measurements at 1 Hz 

(a) and 0.03 Hz (b). Note that the internal friction is differently scaled on each plot. 

6.3.2-	Microstructural	analysis	of	the	TNM+-FL	alloy	

6.3.2.1-	SEM	results	before	IF	experiments	

In view of the microstructural evolution detected after the IF experiments (Fig. 6.23), 

we collected some BSE images in a non-measured sample, also referred as as-received 

condition sample, using the JSM 7000F microscope (Fig. 6.24), so as to compare with 

the microstructure of the measured-sample and identify the possible microstructural 

changes appeared during the IF experiments. Red arrows in Fig. 6.24(b) and (c) point 

out small round white precipitates that are understood as silicides due to their bright 

appearance [Kle16]. To confirm that assumption and also to identify the phases present 

at grain-boundaries and triple points in the as-received condition sample, the region 

displayed in Fig. 6.25(a) was analyzed in EDX-qualitative mode. 
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(a)  (b) 

  

(c) 

 
Fig. 6.24: TNM+-FL alloy’s BSE micrographs at different magnifications taken before the IF 

experiments. (a) Overall view of the microstructure. (b) Magnified image where red arrows point out the 

silicides, that can be discriminated by their bright appearance, and the green rectangle indicates the 

magnified area shown in (c). JSM 7000F: 5 kV, 0.58 nA and WD=7.9 mm. 

Fig. 6.25(b) collects each of the X-ray spectra: in black for the light-gray grain 

(spectrum 1), in green for the medium-gray grain (spectrum 2), in dark-blue for the 

black grain (spectrum 3) and in red for the white round precipitate (spectrum 4). 

Spectrum 1, showing more Mo content, and hence, less Al, as the Mo substitutes for Al, 

is identified as b-phase. Then, a2 and g are easily distinguishes attending to the Al and 

Ti contents. The a2-phase (spectrum 2) contains more Ti and less Al than the g-phase 

(spectrum 3). Finally, the white round precipitate presents high Si and Mo contents with 

low Al content, evincing that it is a silicide. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 
Fig. 6.25: EDX point spectra on the non-measured TNM+-FL alloy. (a) Spectrum 1 corresponds to the 

light-gray grain, spectrum 2 to the medium-gray, spectrum 3 to the black one and spectrum 4 to the 

white round precipitate. (b) Spectrum 1 (black line) shows high Mo and low Al and Ti contents, 

spectrum 2 (green) low Al and high Ti, spectrum 3 (blue) high Al and bit lower Ti and Mo, and 

spectrum 4 high Si and Mo with low Al contents. Thus, they correspond to b-phase, a2-phase, g-phase 

and silicide precipitate respectively. JSM 7000F: 5kV, 0.58nA and WD=7.9mm. 

So, the microstructure before the experiments is dominated by a2/g colonies with an 

average size of ~40µm as it has been already reported in our recent work [Kle17]. 

Residual but very limited bo phase is visible as it was quantified in Table 6.2 and the 

colony boundaries appear decorated by a zone of discontinuous precipitation (DP). 

Silicides are visible at the grain-boundaries and triple points, and also randomly spread 

over the colony-regions  
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6.3.2.2.-	SEM	results	after	IF	experiments	

The SEM micrographs obtained in BSE mode and taken by the JSM 7000F microscope, 

at different magnifications, after the IF experiments on the TNM+-FL are shown in Fig. 

6.26.  

(a)  (b) 

  

(c) 

 
Fig. 6.26: TNM+-FL alloy’s BSE micrographs at different magnifications taken after IF experiments. 

The yellow rectangle in (b) indicates the magnified area shown in (c) where the DP at the grain 

boundaries is discernible. JSM 7000F: 5kV, 0.58nA and WD=7.9mm. 

As expected it is formed by nano-lamellar colonies with DP at the grain boundaries 

[Kle17], being, at least down to those magnifications, equivalent to the microstructure 

before the experiments. 
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We also collected some EDX maps using the Helios NanoLab 650 microscope on a 

grain grown in a triple point. The maps corresponding to the Ti (green), Al (red), Nb, 

Mo and Si in Fig. 6.27 confirm that the white phase is poor in Al and rich in Mo and Nb 

and also in Si. On the contrary, the dark phase is rich in Al and poor in Mo. The Ti 

appears more homogenously distributed. 

 
Fig. 6.27: BSE micrograph of the TNM+-FL measured sample and the corresponding EDX qualitative 

maps of the Ti (green), Al (red), niobium, Mo and Si. FIB-microscope: 10kV, 0.40nA and WD=4.2mm. 

In order to confirm qualitatively the constituent phases of such grains at the triple 

points, we employed the EBSD technique. On previous studies [Kle17] it was identified 

that both the grains at triple points and the DP in the TNM+-FL alloy are mainly formed 

by bo- and g-phases, but some presence of a2-phase is also expected as it is the case for 

the grain depicted in Fig. 6.28. The EBSD maps summarized in Fig. 6.28 were obtained 

at the JEOL 7000F microscope and judging by the indexations they consist of the three 

phases of the phase diagram: a2 (medium grain), bo (white) and g (black). 
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Fig. 6.28: EBSD map for the precipitate located on the left-hand of the yellow rectangle in the 

micrograph of Fig. 6.26(b), showing that the grain is constituted by the three phases: g-phase (black), a2-

phase (medium gray) and B2- or bo-phase (white). JSM 7000F: EBSD mode at 10 kV, 1 nA and WD=10 

mm. 

So, the microstructure, from the morphology and constituent phases point of view, 

remains unchanged with respect to the one before the experiments. However, in the 

microstructure after the experiments, aside from the randomly appearing silicides, 

visible in the SEM micrographs, some small white particles shown up around the triple 

points and grain boundaries which were not there before (notice the small white 

particles discernible around the grain analyzed in Fig. 6.27). Therefore, we decided to 

focus our attention on those white precipitates, and, as they are in the nano-scale, we 

made use of the TEM technique 

6.3.2.3.-TEM	results	after	IF	experiments	

First of all, to get an idea of the average lamellar interface spacing, that was determined 

to be of 9nm on previous works [Kle17], the FIB microscope was employed by direct 

STEM BF high-resolution imaging (Fig. 6.29). This image was taken on a TEM sample, 

of the measured TNM+-FL alloy, prepared by FIB in the way done in chapter 5 for the 

TNM alloy. 
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Fig. 6.29: TNM+-FL lamellar colony showing a very small lamellar spacing, that was determined to be of 

~9nm by Klein et al. [Kle17]. Image taken in STEM mode at 30kV and 0.2nA in the FIB microscope. 

Despite the lamellar spacing is discernible in Fig. 6.29, its resolution is not enough to 

identify the possible showing precipitates, so we decided to employ our most powerful 

TEM: the TITAN-Cubed microscope. 

The image on the left side of Fig. 6.30(a) shows the microstructure of the DP region, 

around a triple point, taken in BF mode. Working with the Super-X EDX detector, the 

qualitative composition maps of the zone enclosed by the orange rectangle was 

analyzed, obtaining the results summarized on the right side. The red arrow indicates a 

~25nm size pear-shaped precipitate presenting high Si- and low Al-contents. While the 

bigger particle located below, is Mo-rich and poor in Al and Ti contents. From the 

compositions given by the quantitative analysis and summarized in Fig. 6.30(b), we 

fathom that the pear-shape precipitate corresponds to a Ti5Si3 – silicide and the Mo-rich 

particle to a bo-precipitate. 

In order to confirm the identification of those precipitates, we made some diffractions 

under parallel beam using the NanoProbe (due to the small size of the precipitates) as 

depicted in Fig. 6.30(c). This way it was confirmed that the Mo-rich precipitates shown 

in (a) and appearing in dark-gray in the BF image from (c) are indeed bo-particles; and 

in the case of the Si-rich particle, it was confirmed to be a z-silicide.  
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 6.30: (a) BF micrograph of the TNM+-FL measured sample, and from top to bottom HAADF image 

and EDX qualitative maps: Al (blue), Nb (orange), Mo (red), Si (pink) and the superposition of all of 

them with the Ti labeled in yellow. Red arrows indicate the Si-rich precipitate. (b) quantitative analysis 

where both a z-silicide and bo-precipitates are identified. TITAN-Cubed at 200kV, 0.37 nA CL=185mm, 

Tacq=13min, Dwell=23µs and tilt=0º. (c) The diffraction patterns obtained using a parallel beam, confirm 

that the Si-rich particle identified in (b) is a z-silicide, and that the dark precipitates in the BF image are 

bo-precipitates.  
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From the literature, we are aware that the silicon and molybdenum is repelled from the 

g-phase and accumulates in the a2-phase while heating, and that silicides have been 

perceived to form in regions between the colonies and more precisely in the bo-phase 

[Kle16]. So, there is reason to suspect that those silicides may also affect the lamellar 

colonies. Therefore, we carried out a deep microstructural analysis of the lamellar 

regions. Fig. 6.31(a) shows two images of a lamellar region taken in STEM mode and 

edge-on condition: the green rectangle in the image on the left shows the area amplified 

at the image on the right. 

 
Fig. 6.31: (a) Lamellar region images adquired at different magnification in STEM mode and edge-on 

condition with CL=185mm and I=0.088nA. The red arrow indicates the region studied in Fig. 6.32. (b) 

On the left the parallel diffractions of the SADP of lamellar-colonie grain (f=600nm), showing that the 

parallel lamellae are form by a2 (blue) tilted and 6 possible g-orientations (red and green) where 4 have 

been identified (V1, V4 and V2 or V6 and V3 or V5) for the sample under edge-on condition. On the 

right-side parallel difractions showing two differently oriented g-lamellae (g1 and g2) between which 

dislocations are dinstinguished in (a). TITAN-Cubed working at 200kV. 
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In Fig. 6.31(b), the superposition of all the diffractions on the left, obtained under 

parallel beam, show that the lamellar colony is formed by a2 (blue) and 6 possible g-

orientations (red and green) where 4 were identified (V1, V4 and V2 or V6 and V3 or 

V5) under the edge-on condition. As expected, a2/g and g/g interfaces are found. On the 

right side, parallel difractions show two different orientations of g-lamellae (g1 with V4 

orientation and g2 with V2 orientation) between which dislocations are celarly 

dinstinguished in (a). 

The area marked by the red arrow in Fig. 6.31(a) was studied under EDX analysis and 

also by diffraction measurements. Fig. 6.32(a) shows the HAADF of that area together 

with the obtained EDX qualitative maps, where two particles are clearly distinguished 

located next to each other: a Si-rich and Al-poor one and a Mo-rich one. From the 

quantitative data obtained and summarized in Fig. 6.32(b), the Si-rich particle is 

identified as silicide and the Mo-rich one as a bo-precipitate, both of them are located 

next to each other and within an a2-lamella. The diffractions indexed in Fig. 6.32(c) and 

(d) confirm the identity of the bo-precipitate and the z-silicide respectively. 

For all the observed silicides in the TNM+-FL alloy, as it happened for the two analyzed 

in Fig. 6.30 and in Fig. 6.32, it was measured a smaller Si-concentration (~25at.%) than 

expected. In addition, their chemical composition is marked by large amounts of Nb and 

Al. The sum of transition metals (Ti, Nb, Mo) as well as the sum of Si and Al closely 

match the ideal stoichiometry of z-Ti5Si3 silicides, yielding evidence for this particle's 

identification. Moreover, the preferred site substitution of Nb and Mo at Ti sites and Al 

at Si sites is deduced, and, hence, the structure formula of these silicides should be 

adapted to (Ti,Nb,Mo)5(Si,Al)3 as it was suggested in our already published work 

[Kle17].  

We conclude that after the IF experiments, the silicides are present not only on the DP 

region, but also within the lamellar region. Concretely inside the a2-lamellae and, in 

most cases, accompanied by bo-precipitates. So, after the IF experiments the silicides 

not only are still present in the sample but new very fine precipitates seem to be 

appeared. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Fig. 6.32: Analysis of the region marked with the red arrow in Fig. 6.31(a). In (a) the qualitative element 

maps using the Super X- EDX detector where a Mo-rich precipitate appears next to a Si-rich and Al-poor 

particle. (b) Quantitative data where both the Si-rich particle and the Mo-rich precipitate are identified as 

z-silicide and bo-precipitate respectively and within a a2-lamella. Titan-cubed working at CL=185mm, 

I=0.088nA, Tacq=13min, Dwell=23µs, angle1=-15.8º and angle2=-13.5º. (c) Confirmation by diffraction of 

the bo-precipitate and (d), changing the tilting conditions, the particle shown in the BF image on the left is 

confirmed to be a z-silicide. TITAN.Cubed working at 200kV. 
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Despite, the lamellar region depicted in Fig. 6.31 shows some precipitation within the 

lamellae, it does not imply a significant evolution of the microstructure of the lamellar 

colonies. However, there are other regions where the microstructural changes are more 

evident as confirmed in the HAADF from Fig. 6.33, where not only the precipitates 

within the a2-lamellae are numerous and clearly perceptible, but also the increment of 

the interfacial roughness. This interfacial roughness is distinctive of the governing creep 

mechanisms as will be discussed in section 6.4.2. Furthermore, g-lamellae seem to grow 

up at the expense of a2-lamellae in some cases to the extent that we can see that an a2-

lamella suddenly finishes off in the middle of a g-lamella (e.g. indicated by the red 

arrow in Fig. 6.33). Hence, it is deduced that the original g-lamellae, contiguous to the 

aforesaid a2-lamella, will have grown through diffusion processes up to the point that 

they have completely consumed the a2-lamella in some parts.  

 
Fig. 6.33: HAADF of a lamellar region of the TNM+-FL alloy after IF experiments, strongly affected by 

precipitation within the a2-lamellae and by the growing of g-lamellae at the expense of a2. 

6.4-	DISCUSSION	AND	CONCLUSIONS	

6.4.1-	Measured	HTB-s	

As mentioned within the analysis, we cannot consider the HTB parameters obtained for 

the TNM+-NL alloy as representative of its creep behavior because the temperature of 

the HT is reached during the IF experiments, what would have provoked microstructural 

changes such as re-distribution of the Si and even possible small variations in the 
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overall g-lamellae thickness. Therefore, we focus our attention on the activation 

energies measured for the HTB in both the TNM+-H alloy (EHTB=4.35 ± 0.05 eV) and 

the TNM+-FL alloy (EHTB=5.10 ± 0.10 eV).  

So, on the one hand it is clear that the fully lamellar microstructure (FL alloy) presents a 

higher creep resistance that the duplex microstructure (H alloy) obeying the already 

proven-statement [App16]. On the other hand, the improvement strategy by micro-

alloying with 0.3at.%Si and 0.3at.%C has definitively enhanced the creep behavior of 

the TNM alloy whose activation energy, EHTB=4.08eV, was indeed lower and thus, the 

processes controlling it are activated at lower temperature than for the TNM+ family. 

This conclusion becomes evident when comparing their IF spectra, as shown in Fig. 

6.34 for the TNM (blue) and TNM+-FL (red) alloys for instance. 

 
Fig. 6.34: Comparison of the experimental IF spectrum at 0.03Hz for both the TNM (blue) and the 

TNM+-FL alloys (red), accompanied by their corresponding HTB. 

Our colleagues from Montanuniversitat Leoben carried out some tensile creep 

experiments on the TNM+-FL alloy leading to the same conclusions and obtaining an 

apparent activation energy of ECREEP=4.63 ± 0.07 eV [Kle17]. In the case of the tensile 

creep experiments, the apparent activation energy can be described by the general 

expression ECREEP=E0-Vact x sap, where E0 is the energy of the thermally activated 

barrier (in absence of any stress), Vact is the activation volume associated to the process 

and sap is the external applied stress. Thus, the term Vact x sap represents the work done 
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by the applied stress and is responsible for the difference between the apparent 

activation energies measured by IF and creep as was clearly stated in previous works in 

Ti-Al [Cas16]. Indeed, in IF experiments the applied stress is sIF=10-5 G while in the 

creep tests is about sCREEP=3.2 x 10-3 G (with G the shear modulus), and consequently 

due to this term Vact x sap, a difference about 0.40 eV is expected between IF and creep 

measurements. Therefore, from the activation energy measured by internal friction, 

EIF=5.1±0.1 eV, an activation energy for creep ranging from 4.60eV to 4.80 eV is 

expected, being consistent with the experimentally measured one by creep: 

Ea=4.63±0.07 eV [Kle17]. 

Despite creep measurements involve long distance mobility of the atomic defects 

occurring during plasticity, while IF measurements from mechanical spectroscopy, 

being a non-destructive technique, acts as a probe able to detect just the short distance 

processes during the activation of the initial steps of the mechanisms contributing to 

creep, both techniques are measuring the same mechanism on its basis. With that in 

mind and attending to the high broadening factors of the HTB measured for both alloys 

(r2(b)=3.21 for TNM+-H and 2.78 for TNM+-FL), which points to the mobility of 

dislocations as the involved mechanism, climbing of dislocations is considered to be the 

rate controlling process in creep deformation [Kas15b]. Furthermore, for the nano-

lamellar TNM+-FL alloy it was deduced that the motion of interfacial ledges, through 

which interfacial dislocations climb by jog-pair formation [Cas16], dominates the creep 

as it was described in our already published work [Kle17]. This process is consistent 

with the roughness observed after creep exposure [Kle17] and also after the very initial 

stages of creep, i.e. corresponding to IF experiments, as visualized by TEM in Fig. 6.33. 

6.4.2-	Microstructural	changes	detected	in	the	TNM+-FL	alloy	

As the lamellar interface spacing of the TNM+-FL alloy is too narrow to allow for 

ordinary dislocation motion within the lamella, deformation is deduced to proceed via 

the motion of interfacial ledges, whereby associated interfacial dislocations climb via 

the aforementioned jog-pair formation process. The vacancy diffusion required for this 

process, together with the combined stress and temperature exposure during both IF and 

creep experiments, that allow for a re-adjustment of phase fractions towards 

thermodynamic equilibrium, imply a diffusion process across the phase boundaries. 

Especially, the enrichment of the alloying elements Mo and Si occur close to the 
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interface (see Fig. 6 in ref [Kle17]). As the a2-phase is slightly destabilized by the 

incorporation of Mo in its crystal lattice, while the bo-phase is significantly stabilized, 

the nucleation of bo-phase is energetically favored by the enrichment of Mo in the 

vicinity of the interface.  

So, it is concluded that the segregation of Mo and Si towards lamellar interfaces during 

creep and IF measurements, facilitates the particle precipitation reactions. Mo and Si 

accumulations eventually culminate in the precipitation of bo and z particles, which 

would nucleate at the DP regions as well as in the lamellar-interfaces and then grow 

within the a2-lamellae. This nucleation and growth of the bo-precipitates will follow the 

OR between a2/bo reported in the literature (2.1). 

This diffusion and precipitation process, related with the g-lamellae growth at the 

expense of a2-lamellae observed in Fig. 6.33, is consistent with the difference in the 

phase fraction data obtained by XRD after and before creep exposure carried out by our 

colleagues from Leoben (see data in reference [Kle17]), which suggest that an a2à g 

phase transformation is elapsing during exposure. However, this transformation is very 

limited in comparison to other TiAl systems with a lamellar morphology, where the a2 

phase fraction diminishes strongly during creep [Du 02, Kar05]. 

The precipitation of bo particles and z-silicides is expected to contribute to an increased 

creep resistance of the TNM+-FL alloy as they potentially stabilized the microstructure 

and restrict interface spacing [Kle17]. Indeed, Fig. 6.33 shows a clear example of how 

the precipitate within the a2-lamellae (indicated by the red arrow) has stopped the 

withdrawing of that lamella. However, regarding the comparison between the IF 

spectrum before and after the whole series of measurements (Fig. 6.23), it seems that 

the HTB after the IF experiments is shifted towards lower temperatures, what would 

mean that it shows lower creep resistance. But, it can also be argued that due to the 

presence and strength of the high-temperature peak P9, the part of the HTB shown by 

the IF spectra could be strongly affected. Moreover, it may happen that at higher 

temperatures, the HTB of the “spectrum before the measurements” crosses the 

“spectrum after the measurements” due to a faster growth rate of the HTB. 

Consequently, despite the comparison between the spectra measured before and after 

the experiments point towards a detriment of the creep behavior due to the successive 
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measurements, the observed HTB range is not crucial for doing such statement as it is 

not clear how will those HTB appear at higher temperatures. 

So, in order to determine the influence of the precipitation of bo-particles and z-silicides 

happening during IF and creep experiments further studies and measurements are 

recommended. 

6.4.3-	Origin	and	nature	of	the	measured	relaxation	peaks	P7	and	P8	

Concerning the relaxation peaks P7 (analyzed in TNM+-H) and P8 (analyzed in TNM+-

FL) whose activation energies were determined as Ea(P7)=3.30±0.05eV and 

Ea(P8)=3.20±0.05eV respectively, we obtained that they appear at almost the same 

temperature for the same frequency: at 965K for TNM+-H and TNM+-NL, and at 955K 

for TNM+-FL when measured at 0.03Hz. Fig. 6.35 shows the adjustment of the 

corresponding Debye peak to the measured spectrum at 0.03Hz (once the HTB is 

removed) for each alloy: (a) for the H alloy, (b) for the NL alloy and (c) for the FL 

alloy.  

(a)  (b) (c) 

   
Fig. 6.35: (a) Debye peak P7 (green) with 3.30eV and r2=1.3 at 965K fitted to the resulting spectrum at 

0.03Hz of the TNM+-H alloy (black curve). Fitted Debye peak P8 (blue) with 3.20eV and r2=1.4, 

located at 965K for the resulting spectrum at 0.03Hz of the TNM+-NL alloy (dark gray curve) (b), and 

located at 955K for the resulting spectrum at 0.03Hz of the TNM+-FL alloy (deep-red curve) (c). The 

coordinate system is equally scaled in the three plots. 

The temperature difference is not enough to justify a physical reason and can be 

considered within a ±5K margin of error; so that the three spectra can be considered as 

fitted to a Debye peak (P7 in the case of the H alloy and P8 in the case of the NL and 

FL alloys) centered at 960K±5K. Moreover, taking into account that the three alloys 
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have the same composition, it can be concluded that both peaks correspond to the same 

relaxation mechanism for which an average activation energy of 3.25eV is fathomed. 

This activation energy falls between the value obtained for peak P(a2) for the TNM 

(3.10±0.05eV) and the value of peak P5 determined for the TN1.5Mo+C family 

(3.35eV) which was already identify as being the same peak shifted in temperature and 

with higher activation energy due to the influence of the C present in the TN1.5Mo+C 

family (see section 5.2.3 and section 5.3.2 in chapter 5). Therefore, it can be concluded 

that peaks P7 and P8 are indeed the P(a2) peak whose activation energy is higher than 

the one of the TNM alloy due to the presence of C, but lower than the one 

corresponding to the TN1.5Mo+C family as the C content in the TNM+ family is lower. 

However, as these considerations involve the results from chapter 5, the discussion and 

relationship between those peaks (P5, P7 and P(a2)) will be covered in chapter 7, during 

the general discussion of the whole results. 

The strength or intensity of the fitted peaks in Fig. 6.35 is related with the number of 

defects taking place during the relaxation process, that means that not only the phase 

fraction present in the alloy in crucial (a2-phase fraction in this case), but also how that 

phase appears in the microstructure of the alloy. Indeed, the relaxation mechanism 

determined for the P(a2) peak implies the exchange between a Ti-vacancy (VTi) and a 

Ti atom in the basal plane of the a2 phase [San14]; that implies diffusion of Ti atoms 

and the presence of Ti-vacancies in the a2-phase. A duplex microstructure, containing a 

majority of the a2 in globular form, will more easily retain vacancies and diffuse Ti 

atoms than a lamellar microstructure. Hence, it was predictably that the TNM+-H alloy, 

having a duplex microstructure, will present a more intense relaxation peak than the NL 

or FL microstructures. Then, between the NL and the FL alloys, both with the majority 

of the a2-phase appearing within lamellar-colonies, the phase fraction is crucial. 

Attending to Table 6.2 the a2-phase fraction of the NL alloy is higher than the one of 

the FL-alloy: 34wt.% (NL) > 24.5wt.% (FL), what implies more relaxation units 

available in the NL alloy and therefore a more intense relaxation peak. 

Finally, for the three alloys the broadening factors, r2(P7)=1.3 and r2(P8)=1.4, are 

small enough to correlate with point defect relaxations. The narrower peak in the H 

alloy implies a smaller distribution of energies meaning fewer possible configurations 

for the reorientation of the Al-VTi-Al dipole. All in all, it is concluded that P7 and P8 
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are in fact the same peak and that they correspond to the P(a2) related to an anelastic 

relaxation involving stress-induced reorientation of Al-VTi-Al dipole defects [San14] 

(see Fig. 2.16 in chapter 2). 

6.4.4-	P9	relaxation	peak	and	related	mechanism	

The high-temperature peak P9 has been observed in both the TNM+-NL and FL alloys, 

despite it was analyzed in the NL alloy, as it was more intense and marked on its 

spectra, obtaining an activation energy of Ea(P9)= 3.65±0.05eV. As it was previously 

shown, and collected again in Fig. 6.36, the adjustment of the Debye peak using the 

upper limit of Ea(P9) together with the fitted P8 peak, generates accurately the resulting 

experimental spectra in both the NL- (a) and FL-alloys (b). Furthermore, in both cases 

the peak is located at almost the same temperature: at 1044K for the NL- and at 1041K 

for the FL-alloy measured at 0.03Hz. 

 

(a) (b) 

  
Fig. 6.36: theoretical broadened Debye peak P9 generated through the parameters determined from the 

NL-alloy in section 6.2.1.2 (purple peak) using the upper limit of Ea(P9), that is 3.70eV, together with 

the theoretical Debye peak P8. The overlapping of both peaks (green curve for the NL-alloy (a) and blue 

curve for the FL-alloy (b)) reproduces almost identically the experimentally obtained spectra (black 

curve) with the HTB already removed. 

To understand the origin and nature of this peak P9, let’s take a look again to Table 6.2. 

The relaxation mechanism associated to a particular phase needs a minimum presence 

of that phase in order to be noticeable by IF, and the bo-phase fraction in both alloys is 
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practically negligible. So, two phases can be considered here as responsible for the 

observed relaxation P9: the a2- and the g-phases. Indeed, a relaxation related to the a2-

phase is already revealed in the spectra, that is the relaxation associated to P8 that we 

have identified as being the peak P(a2) related to the Ti-diffusion in that phase. We 

might think of another mechanism taken place in the a2-phase but related to the other 

prevailing element, that is related to the diffusion of the Al. But if that was the case, it 

should have appeared in previous alloys containing higher a2-contents than the two 

alloys considering here. ¿So, where does this peak come from? 

If we take into account the diffusivity parameters obtained by Mishin et al. [Mis00] for 

the TiAl alloys, the answer is not only rather simple but also very interesting: the upper 

limit of Ea(P9), that, indeed, allowed for a perfect matching of the theoretical spectra 

with the experimental spectra, matches with the Al diffusion within the g-phase Ea(Al-

g)=3.71eV. So, it seems clear that the observed peak P9 represents a relaxation 

mechanism taking place in the g-phase where the diffusion of Al-atoms are involved, 

therefore, hereafter we will refer to such peak as P(g).  

The presence of g is quite significant in both alloys so it makes sense to be able to see a 

relaxation mechanism of the mentioned nature (see Table 6.2). However, we should be 

aware that other TiAl alloys with a significant g-phase proportion have been previously 

measured without revealing such high-temperature peak ¿why did P(g) not appear in 

previously measured TiAl-alloys? ¿Are we sure that it really “did not appear”? This 

question will be discussed and answered in the next chapter. For the moment, we will 

focus on the identification of the relaxation mechanism giving rise to P(g). 

6.4.4.1-	Proposed	relaxation	mechanism	for	P(g)		

The fitted Debye peak for P(g) presents a similar broadening factor in both alloys: 

r2=1.45 for the TNM+-NL and r2=1.50 for the TNM+-FL, which are slightly bigger than 

usual but still in the range of the mechanisms related to point defects. Concerning the 

phase to which it is related, the g-TiAl is a L10 tetragonal phase (see Fig. 2.2(a) in 

chapter 2) consisting of Ti atoms sublattice and Al atoms sublattice stacked alternately. 

So, the atoms are fifty-fifty divided between the sublattice of the Al and the sublattice 

of the Ti. From the nominal composition of the alloys we have a 48at.% of 

substitutional elements (43at.%Al + 4at.%Nb + 1at.%Mo), which implies a nominal 
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composition of ~52at.% Ti. Besides, taking into account that Nb and Mo prefer the Ti-

substitution in the g-phase [Hol16] (see Fig. 2.4 in chapter 2), the overall concentration 

of elements for occupying the Ti-sublattice in that phase would be ~57at.%. This means 

an excess of Ti-atoms that would take up Al-positions in the Al-sublattice as antisite 

atoms. This deduction is reinforced by the prediction made by Mishin et al. [Mis00] for 

such concentrations in the g-phase, which implies a strong domination of antisites, 

principally of Ti atoms within the Al-sublattice, over vacancies, and a higher 

concentration of Ti-vacancies than Al-vacancies (see Fig. 2.5 in chapter 2). 

All in all, a relaxation mechanism involving a Ti-antisite atom (TiAl) and a Ti-vacancy 

(VTi) is proposed. Let´s consider the initial configuration represented in Fig. 6.37(a) 

where Ti atoms are the blue spheres and Al atoms the green ones, with a TiAl located in 

the interface between two unit cells. Here the z-axis corresponds to the c-axis of the 

tetragonal phase, that we should remember is slightly bigger than the other two axes.  

 

 (a) (b) 

  
Fig. 6.37: Two unit cells of the TiAl g-phase with Ti atoms in blue, Al atoms in green and a vacancy 

represented in pink. (a) Atomic configuration of the unit cells susceptible of giving rise to an anelastic 

relaxation mechanism under an applied stress. Note the TiAl atom and the VTi vacancy. The applied stress 

will stimulate the Al-VTi exchange. (b) The resulting configuration that corresponds to the rotation of the 

unit cell located on the right side. 

The presence of a VTi (pink sphere) could give rise to a jump between an Al atom and 

the vacancy, resulting in the rotation of the unit cell (see Fig. 6.37(b)). This jump is 

susceptible to happen under the stress applied by IF that could provoke a local 

compression along the z-axis (or even a local tensile force along the x-axis), which, in 

turn, would force the system to find a new equilibrium state by minimizing each energy. 
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That is, the applied stress will stimulate the exchange Al-VTi by generating a very small 

distortion of the crystal lattice. Notice that this exchange results in the rotation of the 

unit cell (Fig. 6.37(b)) and, hence, the elastic dipole giving rise to the anelastic 

relaxation P(g) would be the elastic deformation energy associated to that cell. Once the 

stress is withdrawn the atomic distribution will recover the initial configuration 

represented in Fig. 6.37(a). 
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Chapter	7-	 GENERAL	DISCUSSION	

The results corresponding to the different alloys studied during this PhD project were 

split into 3 chapters for a reason of clarity. Within each results-chapter a discussion 

concerning the general aspects of the collected outcomes has been presented. However, 

it worth laying out a general discussion taking all the results into account, as the 

knowledge acquired in the analysis of some alloys, on the one hand can help to shed 

light on unresolved issues for other alloys, and, on the other hand, because comparative 

considerations could be of great interest to the objective of finding the ideal TiAl-alloy. 

7.1-	HTB	and	CREEP	

All the values of the activation energies obtained for the HTB in the TiAl alloys studied 

during this work are summarized in Table 7.1. In the case of the TNM+-FL alloy the 

activation energy obtained for creep by our co-worker from Leoben is also given. 

Additionally, the HTB and creep values for the relevant alloys studied prior to the 

present research (TNM1223, TNM1123 and 1Mo) are also included. 

The activation energies for both HTB and creep are only known for the 1Mo alloys (on 

the two testing conditions) and TNM+-FL alloy. For the TNM1123 alloy, if we compare 

the IF spectra depicted in Fig. 5.2(b), it is clear that the HTB of the TNM1123 is shifted 

to higher temperatures when comparing with the IF spectra of the TNM1223. As 

reported by Sim et al. [Sim11] the shift can be certainly evidenced by comparison of the 

IF value at the same temperature for the same frequency. So, for the TNM1123 we can 

just predict a higher HTB activation energy than the one obtained for the TNM1223 as 

pointed out in Table 7.1. 

As it has been already discussed in chapter 6, both the creep experiments and the HTB 

obtained by mechanical spectroscopy are measuring the same mechanism on its basis; 

in fact, the HTB reflects the origin and first steps of the processes causing the plastic 

deformation that gives rise to creep. Therefore, the outcomes from tensile creep 

experiments and IF measurements are comparable and provide complementary 

information towards a deep perception of the micromechanisms governing high 

temperature deformation. 
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If we compare the known creep data with the corresponding HTB, it is resolved that the 

difference between the activation parameters obtained with each technique differs in 

0.30-0.45eV yielding higher values in the case of IF experiments. This deviation comes 

from the difference in the applied stress when using each technique, as was explained 

within the discussion section 6.4.1 of chapter 6 and already reported in [Cas16, Kle17]. 

This means that the activation energy measured by creep is about 8% ± 1% smaller than 

the one measured by IF. So, independently of the proposed mechanisms, the analysis of 

the HTB measured by mechanical spectroscopy offers reliable quantitative data about 

the parameters controlling high temperature creep. 

Table 7.1: Summary of the activation energies obtained for HTB and creep for the relevant alloys previously 

studied (TNM1223, TNM1123 and 1Mo) and for the ones belonging to the three families analyzed within the 

present research (TiAl+Mo, TN1.5Mo+C and TNM+ families). NL-HT and FL-HT stand for the HT giving rise 

to the nearly lamellar and fully lamellar microstructures respectively. 

ALLOY TESTING 
CONDITION HTB (eV) CREEP (eV) 

TNM1223 
Ti-43.5Al-4Nb-1Mo-0.1B  

Cast + 1123K HT 4.08 ± 0.10 [Sim11] --- 

TNM1123 
Ti-43.5Al-4Nb-1Mo-0.1B 

Cast + 1223K HT > 4.08 ± 0.10 [Sim11] 3.84 [May17] 

1Mo 
Ti-47Al-1Mo-0.2Si 

As-cast 4.40 ± 0.05 [Cas16] 4.10 [Jim05] 

Extruded 4.75 ± 0.05 [Cas16] 4.35 [Jim05] 

TA7M 
Ti-44Al-7Mo-0.1B 

Cast + HIP 4.75 ± 0.05 --- 

TA3M 
Ti-45Al-3Mo-0.1B 

Cast + HIP 4.58 ± 0.05 --- 

TN1.5MC-H 
Ti-43Al-4Nb-1.5Mo-0.1B-0.5C 

Cast + HIP + 
homogenized 4.15 ± 0.05 --- 

TN1.5MC-NL 
Ti-43Al-4Nb-1.5Mo-0.1B-0.5C 

Cast + HIP +  
NL-HT --- --- 

TNM+-H 
Ti-43Al-4Nb-0.1B-0.3C-0.3Si 

Cast + HIP + 
homogenized 4.35 ± 0.05 --- 

TNM+-NL 
Ti-43Al-4Nb-0.1B-0.3C-0.3Si 

Cast + HIP +   
NL-HT --- --- 

TNM+-FL 
Ti-43Al-4Nb-0.1B-0.3C-0.3Si 

PAM + HIP + 
FL-HT 5.10 ± 0.10 4.63 ± 0.07 [Kle17] 
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In chapter 4 it was concluded for the TiAl+Mo family that increasing the Mo content 

improves the creep behavior. However, by comparing all the data compiled in Table 7.1 

we can agree that this conclusion cannot be considered as a statement as it depends on 

the other alloying elements, processing and heat treatments suffered by the alloy under 

consideration. So, the positive effect that increasing the Mo content has on creep should 

only be considered for alloys under the same composition and microstructural 

conditions. Indeed, the TiAl+Mo family was designed as a prototype to study the effect 

exerted by Mo in replacement of Nb. 

For the two families whose members have the same composition but different 

microstructures (TN1.5Mo+C and TNM+ families), it was not possible to determine the 

activation energy of the HTB for the NL-alloys due to the temperature limitation of 

their HT. However, by comparing their IF spectra it was discussed and concluded in 

chapter 5 and 6 that the NL microstructure presents a HTB shifted to higher temperature 

in comparison with the homogenized ones, and thus a higher creep resistance. 

Additionally, FL microstructure definitively improves the creep resistance in 

comparison with the homogenized microstructure as evidenced in the TNM+ family. 

These conclusions agree with the proven-statement of the influence of the 

microstructure on the creep behavior [App16]. Additionally, the H- members of those 

two families have suffered the same HT (as it happens between the NL-members) and 

thus they only differ on the composition. This way, we can conclude that the addition of 

0.3at.%Si and 0.3at.%C to the TNM alloy is a better improving strategy for increasing 

creep resistance than microalloying it with 0.5at.%C and increasing its Mo content up to 

1.5at.%. 

An important creep-improving strategy also implies knowing when are thermally 

activated the diffusion processes taking place on each of the constituent phases of the 

TiAl alloys. Taking into account that dislocation climbing, simultaneously to gliding 

within the g-phase, is the mechanism extensively associated to creep, all the diffusion 

processes need to be activated before creep deformation occurs. In addition, as the 

dislocation motion takes place close to the lamellar interfaces, not only the diffusion 

mechanisms taking place within the g-phase itself, but also the once occurring in a2 

must be activated for the dislocations movement. In other words, creep does not show 

up until all the diffusion processes are thermally activated. Hence, if you are able to 

slow-down or delay such diffusion processes, then you will delay the appearing of 
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creep. To that end, not only is mandatory the temperature at which the diffusion 

mechanisms are released, but also the activation energy related to the process as the 

higher the activation energy, the higher will be the required stress to activate the 

mechanism. 

7.2-	P(a2)	RELAXATION	PEAK	

It has been already identified in chapters 5 and 6 that the peaks P5, P6, P7 and P8 

measured for different alloys were indeed the peak P(a2) characterized in prior studies 

for the TNM and 1Mo alloys [San14, Cas16]. Moreover, for the TA3M alloy the P(a2) 

appeared masked (together with P(bo)) by the observed peak P3 as confirmed during the 

discussion developed in chapter 4. Table 7.2 summarizes all the values for the activation 

energy and the temperature of the maximum of the peak P(a2) in all the TiAl alloys 

where it has been identified. Except for the TNM alloy, this peak appears at the same 

temperature for all the measured alloys. However, a difference of 15K is not decisive to 

imply a physical meaning. Hence, we can concluded that the relaxation peak P(a2) 

determines that the diffusion processes involving Ti diffusion in the a2-phase becomes 

thermally activated at around 990K. Of course, it can be argued that this temperature 

depends on the frequency at which the IF spectrum is obtained, but it certainly gives the 

temperature range around which the mechanism is released. 

Let´s now compare the value of the obtained activation energies for P(a2) on each alloy. 

On the one hand, for the alloys without Nb, that is the 1Mo and the TA3M alloys, the 

obtained activation energy matches with the one determined by Mishin et al. [Mis00] 

for the diffusion of Ti in a2-phase: 2.99eV. On the other hand, attending to the rest of 

the outcomes depicted in Table 7.2, it might be speculated that the presence of Nb rises 

the activation energy of the peak. In fact, it has been proved that the Nb, being a Ti-

subtitutional atom, is a slow diffuser in the a2-phase [Mis00], what could influence on 

the exchange between Ti-atoms and VTi that cause Al-VTi-Al dipole rotation 

mechanism. Moreover, previous researches developed by our department on Nb-rich 

TiAl alloys (Ti-45Al-(5-10)Nb at.%) provide an activation energy of 3.40eV for P(a2) 

[Per03]. However, the influence of the Nb in TiAl alloys is out of the scope of the 

present research work, whereas we are interested on the differences involving the 

renowned TNM alloy and its improved alloys (TN1.5Mo+C and TNM+ families). To 
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that end, in Fig. 7.1 the spectra (a) and broadened Debye peak (b) for each of the 

improved families and the TNM alloy are shown. 

Table 7.2: Summary of the activation energies obtained for P(a2) and the temperature of its maximum for 

the relevant alloys previously studied (TNM1223, TNM1123 and 1Mo) and for the ones belonging to the 

three families analyzed within the present research (TiAl+Mo, TN1.5Mo+C and TNM+ families). For the 

TA7M alloy this peak has not been detected but it is included here as it is part of the TiAl+Mo family. 

ALLOY Temperature (K) of 
P(a2) at 0.10Hz Ea (eV) 

TNM 
Ti-43.5Al-4Nb-1Mo-0.1B [San14] 

975 3.10 ± 0.05 

1Mo 
Ti-47Al-1Mo-0.2Si [Cas16] 

990 2.99 ±0.01 

TA7M 
Ti-44Al-7Mo-0.1B 

--- --- 

TA3M 
Ti-45Al-3Mo-0.1B 

990 2.99 ± 0.05 

TN1.5Mo+C family 
Ti-43Al-4Nb-1.5Mo-0.1B-0.5C 

990 3.35 ± 0.05 

TNM+ family 
Ti-43Al-4Nb-0.1B-0.3C-0.3Si 

995 ± 5 3.25 ± 0.05 

 

(a) (b) 

  
Fig. 7.1: Comparison between the spectrum at 0.10Hz: in black for the TNM alloy, in gray for the 

TN1.5MC-H alloy and in green for the TNM+-H alloy. (a) Experimental spectra accompanied by their 

corresponding fitted Debye peak. (b) Fitted Debye peak versus 1/T for TNM (red), TN1.5MC-H 

(purple) and TNM+-H (dark green) alloys. 
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The strength of the peak is related to the quantity of microstructural units taking place in 

the process. Hence, the higher is the fraction of the phase where the mechanism is 

taking place, the more will be the microstructural units contributing to the process and 

consequently the higher will be the measured IF peak. That is in fact our case, clearly 

depicted in Fig. 7.1(b), as the higher peak strength is given for the TN1.5MC, 

containing a 28wt.% of a2-phase, followed by the TNM+, with a 24wt.%, and, with the 

lower peak, the TNM having <20wt.% (according to Fig. 2.6 in chapter 2 and 

[Cle13b]). So, the strength differences show in the fitted Debye peaks are consistent 

with the a2-phase fraction present on their microstructures. 

Concerning the activation energies (Ea), we should focus on the alloying elements 

present in the improved families that are not (or in less quantity) in the TNM alloy: Mo 

and C in the case of the TN1.5Mo+C family and Si and C in the case of TNM+ family. 

Taking into account that the value obtained during prior studies for 1Mo alloy works 

also for the TA3M alloy as discussed in chapter 4, there is no reason to assign any 

influence on the Ea associated to the increment of Mo content or to the presence of Si. 

Consequently, the added C quantity in the TN1.5Mo+C and TNM+ alloys with respect 

to the TNM alloy could be responsible for this increment in the activation energy of 

P(a2).  

As discussed in chapters 5 and 6 we can assure not only the presence of Ti-vacancies 

inside the Ti3Al a2-phase [Mis00] but also of C atoms in octahedral interstitial positions 

[Hol16]. The local distortion generated by the presence of a VTi could be partially 

relieved by the proximity of another defect, e.g., an interstitial atom. Consequently, it 

will be an energetic attraction between Ti-vacancies and C-atoms that will increase the 

probability of finding a C atom in the nearest-neighbor positions of a VTi (see Fig. 

5.24), reducing that way the Ti self-diffusion and, hence, the mobility for the rotation of 

the different configurations of the elastic Al-VTi-Al dipole. This added difficulty for the 

Ti diffusion would require more energy for the reorientation of the dipole to occur, so, it 

could explain the higher activation energy measured in the improved families. This is in 

line with the C content of each family as the TN1.5Mo+C family having a 0.5at.% of C 

gives a Ea of 3.35eV while the TNM+ family (with 0.3at.% of C) exhibits a Ea of 

3.25eV. Therefore, we concluded not only that the Ea of P(a2) measured for the TNM 

alloy is increased in the improved families due to the effect of micro-alloying with C, 

but also that this increase seems to be in proportion to the added C content. 
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7.3-	NEW	DETERMINED	RELAXATION	PEAKS:	P(bo)	and	P(g)	

Apart from the previously known relaxation peak P(a2), two other relaxation were 

detected during this research and related to the bo and g-phases: P(bo) and P(g). On the 

one hand the P(bo) was observed in the TiAl+Mo family and attributed to a Zener-like 

mechanism of <111> Mo-Mo dipole that rotates through either VAl or VTi as was 

illustrated in Fig. 4.20 (a) and (b) respectively. On the other hand, the P(g) peak was 

properly characterized during the study of the TNM+ family, despite its existence was 

known intuitively through the unidentified high-temperature peaks (P2 and P4) or 

shoulders observed in every measured alloy. Its nature was already discussed in chapter 

6 and associated to an Al-VTi exchange through Al-diffusion, generating a rotation of 

the unit cell. This way, the elastic dipole giving rise to the anelastic relaxation P(g) 

would be the elastic deformation energy associated to that cell. 

For the particular case of the TA3M alloy, the three relaxation peaks were clearly 

discerned for the measured spectrum once the HTB was removed. In Fig. 7.2(a) the 

good fitting between that experimental spectrum (in red) and the one obtained as the 

result of adding the three anelastic contributions (P(a2)+P(bo)+P(g) in blue) is evinced. 

Note that the fitted P(g) Debye peak (drawn in orange), corresponds to the peak P4 that 

was kept unknown in chapter 4. 

We have already mentioned the temperatures at which each diffusion process become 

thermally activated, and also pointed out that even if this temperature depends on the 

frequency at which the IF spectrum is obtained, it gives the temperature range around 

which the mechanism is released. Indeed, from the obtained temperatures at a fixed 

frequency, summarized in Fig. 7.2(b) for the TA3M for instance, we can assure that the 

first diffusion mechanism to be activated is the one taking place in the a2-phase, that is 

P(a2), then the one related to P(bo) and finally P(g). With “first” we are referring to the 

one activating at lower temperature, that will surely be the first one released while 

heating.  
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(a) (b) 

 

 T (K)  
at 0.10Hz Eact(eV) 

P(a2) 990 2.99 

P(bo) 1065 3.55 

P(g) 1160* 3.70 
 

Fig. 7.2: (a) Matching between the experimental spectrum at 0.10Hz, once the HTB is removed, for the 

TA3M alloy (in red) and the result of adding the three determined anelastic relaxations (in blue). (b) 

Maximum temperatures and activation energies of the relaxation peaks shown in (a): P(a2) in grey, 

P(bo) in green and P(g) in orange. * This temperature of P(g) may easily fluctuate and should be taken as 

indicative but not as decisive. 

However, we should be cautious about stablishing a specific temperature for the peak 

P(g) as it might easily fluctuate from one alloy to another. Indeed, the temperature given 

in Fig. 7.2(b) differs significantly from the one obtained for the TNM+ family in chapter 

6 (~1044K). The reason for that deviation comes from the difficulty to determine its 

exact position in temperature, because it is affected not only by HTB on the high 

temperature side, but also by the other relaxation peaks located on the low-temperature 

side. That is, P(g) usually appears completely overlapped by the rest of the phenomena 

reflected within the IF spectrum, causing a quite complex isolation of this peak. 

Moreover, we have recognized that the P(g) mechanism is the latter to be thermally 

activated, indeed in the TiAl+Mo family, not only the P(a2) has been determined to 

previously released but also the P(bo) occurring at 1065K. Whereas for the other two 

families, TN1.5Mo+C and TNM+, this mechanism P(bo) does not happen or it is rather 

undetectable due to the low bo-phase fraction appearing in their microstructure (see 

Table 2.6 and table 2.7), and therefore, once the P(a2) diffusion process is released, the 

P(g) takes places. Thus, the temperature reflected for P(g) in Fig. 7.2(b) should be taken 

as indicative but not as decisive.  
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So, despite the high-temperature peaks (P2 and P4) and shoulders observed in the alloys 

studied during this research do not completely match in temperature for all the alloys, 

we understand that they correspond to the relaxation mechanism P(g) taking place in the 

g-phase and characterized in chapter 6. Table 7.3 summarizes all the detected and 

measured peaks for all the alloys studied here and the mechanism they are identified 

with. 

Table 7.3: Summary of the measured peaks for all the alloys studied here and the mechanism they are 

identified with. 

STUDIED ALLOY MEASURED 
PEAKS IDENTIFIED PEAKS ASSUMED 

ASSOCIATION 

TA7M 
Ti-44Al-7Mo-0.1B 

P1 and P2 P1 à P(bo) P2 à P(g) 

TA3M 
Ti-45Al-3Mo-0.1B 

P3 and P4 P3 à P(a2) + P(bo) P4 à P(g) 

TN1.5MC-H 
Ti-43Al-4Nb-1.5Mo-0.1B-0.5C 

P5 and high T 
shoulder P5 à P(a2) Shoulder à P(g) 

TN1.5MC-NL 
Ti-43Al-4Nb-1.5Mo-0.1B-0.5C 

P6 and high T 
shoulder P6 à P(a2) Shoulder à P(g) 

TNM+-H 
Ti-43Al-4Nb-0.1B-0.3C-0.3Si 

P7 and high T 
shoulder P7 à P(a2) Shoulder à  P(g) 

TNM+-NL 
Ti-43Al-4Nb-0.1B-0.3C-0.3Si P8 and P9 P8 à P(a2) 

P9 à P(g) 
 

TNM+-FL 
Ti-43Al-4Nb-0.1B-0.3C-0.3Si 

 

It worth noting the relevancy of this P(g) finding because it solves the controversy 

existent concerning the interpretation of the internal friction peak observed at such high-

temperature range for several g-TiAl alloys (see references [Sim12, Cas16]. 

Furthermore, it gives the key of how the diffusion processes happening in the g phase 

are, as the observed relaxation corresponds to the first step of the long-range diffusion 

process of Al. That means a step forward to the comprehension of the deformation 

behavior of the g phase. 
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7.4-	MICROSTRUCTURES	

We have verified that the NL microstructures present a better creep response than the 

duplex microstructure corresponding to the H-alloy for the two TNM-improved 

families: the TN1.5Mo+C and the TNM+. Moreover, the most promising candidate to 

improve the creep behavior and to increase the temperature field of usage of TNM alloy 

appears to be the TNM+-FL alloy. So, let´s compare the microstructures of this two 

alloys. 

Both the TNM and TNM+-FL microstructures consist of a2/g-lamellar colonies with DP 

along the grain boundaries and triple points consisting mostly of bo- and g- globular 

grains and in a lower extent of a2-grains, as confirmed by EBSD analysis in chapters 5 

and 6. Their corresponding SEM micrographs are depicted in Fig. 7.3, on the left side 

for the TNM alloy and on the right side for the TNM+-FL. 

TNM alloy TNM+-FL alloy 

  

  
Fig. 7.3: SEM micrographs of the TNM alloy (left side) and TNM+-FL alloy (right side). 

Comparison of the images shown in Fig. 7.3 makes clear that the lamellar-grains are 

bigger in the TNM+-FL alloy and that this alloy presents very fine DP along the grain 

boundaries, justifying that way the “fully lamellar” category. Whereas the lamellar-
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grains of the TNM alloy, being smaller than the ones of the TNM+-FL alloy, are 

comparable in size to the grains at triple points.  

A bigger proportion of lamellar microstructure provides itself a better creep response as 

extensively reported and also confirmed in chapters 5 and 6 with the members of the 

TN1.5Mo+C and TNM+ families. Indeed, for the TN1.5Mo+C family, the creep 

appeared already improved with regard to the TNM alloy, what was related in chapter 5 

to the alloying with C [Sch14b, Kle13]. For the TNM+-FL alloy improving strategy, 

apart from alloying with C and increasing the lamellar-colonies proportion in the 

microstructure, the lamellar spacing has been also reduced as can be noticed from Fig. 

7.4 and confirmed in previous studies [Wal09, Kle17], what definitively improves the 

creep behavior of the alloy [App11]. 

TNM alloy TNM+-FL alloy 

  
Fig. 7.4: Lamellar colonies taken in STEM mode of the TNM alloy (left) and TNM+-FL alloy (right). 

Images are equally scaled. 

We may wonder about the influence of the evolution detected during creep exposure, 

and also during IF experiments in the TNM+-FL alloy, since the average lamellar 

spacing should rise in account of the g-lamellae growth that was detected. But, we have 

to consider also the presence of the bo-precipitates and z-silicides appearing within the 

a2-lamellae, which, indeed, will act as stopping particles for this evolution, as it is 

evidenced e.g. in the zone pointed out by the red arrow in Fig. 6.33. Consequently, it is 

expected that the precipitation of bo-precipitates and z-silicides within the lamellae will 

contribute to an increased creep resistance of the TNM+-FL alloy as they will 

potentially stabilize the microstructure and restrict interface gliding [Kle17]. However, 

to assure that assumption, further studies and measurements are recommended. 
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Chapter	8-	 CONCLUSIONS	

Titanium Aluminides (TiAl) intermetallics are exceptionally good materials to replace 

Ni-based superalloys in some critical components of aircraft engines. Indeed, the last 

generation of TiAl intermetallics, i.e. the TNM alloy, is flying since 2014 in the low-

pressure turbine of the Pratt & Whitney engines equipping the aircraft A320neo from 

Airbus. However, further improvements were still possible by increasing creep 

resistance and thermal stability, and this was the objective of the present work when 

approaching the investigation of the next-coming generation of TiAl intermetallics 

named TNM+. The design of these upgraded alloys, micro-alloyed with Si and C, 

required a deep understanding of the mechanisms controlling microstructural evolution 

and creep. In the light of the obtained results and of the discussions exposed in the 

present dissertation, the following conclusions can be drawn: 

 

Concerning the methodology used to approach the present research: 

1. Mechanical Spectroscopy is a powerful tool to investigate the atomic mechanisms 

associated with the mobility of defects. Combined with Electron Microscopy it 

constitutes suitable experimental tandem giving access to both the microstructural 

balance and the physics behind the relaxation processes.  

2. The experimental and theoretical methodologies developed to study the Internal 

Friction spectra, as a function of temperature and frequency, allow the analysis of 

the atomic relaxation processes responsible for the internal friction peaks, as well 

as the access to the information included in the high-temperature background 

which is directly related to creep behavior. 

 

Concerning the observed relaxation processes in the different studied alloys: 

The research on the TiAl+Mo family, designed as a prototype to study the effect exerted 

by Mo in replacement of Nb, leads to the following main conclusions: 

3. A new relaxation mechanism (P(bo)) taking place in the bo-phase was detected in 

both alloys of the TiAl+Mo family with an activation energy of 3.55eV.  
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® This relaxation was attributed to a Zener-like mechanism of the <111> Mo-

Mo dipole that rotates through either VAl or VTi. 

® The measured activation energy will correspond to the short distance 

diffusion of the Mo atoms in the bo-phase: Ebo(Mo)=3.55eV. 

4. The presence of Mo, unlike what happened with the Nb, do not rise the activation 

energy of the mechanism taking place in the a2-phase (P(a2)), attending to the 

fitting of this peak in the TA3M alloy. 

In order to increase the temperature field of usage for the TNM alloys, new alloying 

elements and microstructures are being investigated. In this context, the new family 

TNM+, with Si & C, and the TN1.5Mo+C family have been investigated by mechanical 

spectroscopy concluding that: 

5. A new relaxation mechanism (P(g)) taking place in the g-phase was measured in 

the TNM+ family with an activation energy of 3.70eV. This measured activation 

energy corresponds to the Al diffusion within the g-phase.  

® This relaxation was attributed to an Al-VTi exchange through Al-diffusion, 

generating a rotation of the unit cell. This way, the elastic dipole giving rise 

to the anelastic relaxation P(g) would be the elastic deformation energy 

associated to that cell. 

® It is assumed that this relaxation P(g), corresponding to the first step of the 

long-range diffusion process of Al, is the one responsible for the elusive high-

temperature peak extensively observed for several TiAl alloys and not 

identified until now. 

6. The C-quantity added in the TN1.5Mo+C and TNM+ families with respect to the 

TNM alloy, is considered to be directly related to the increment of the activation 

energy measured for the relaxation P(a2): 3.10eV for TNM alloy, 3.25eV for the 

TNM+ family (0.3at.%C) and 3.35eV for the TN1.5Mo+C family (0.5at.%C). 
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® The mobility for the rotation of the different configurations of the elastic Al-

VTi-Al dipole is reduced by the presence of C atoms in octahedral interstices 

due to the binding energy between C atoms and vacancies. 

® Within those families, the C in solid solution acts as a retarder for the 

diffusion of the Ti atoms in the a2-phase. 

7. The first diffusion mechanism to be activated, in terms of temperature, is the one 

taking place in the a2-phase, that is P(a2), then the one related to P(bo) and finally 

P(g). Taking into account that all these phases are ordered-phases, creep does not 

show up until all the individual diffusion processes become thermally activated. 

 

Concerning the analysis of the High Temperature Background (HTB) and its 

relationship with creep behavior: 

8. The outcomes from tensile creep experiments and IF measurements are 

comparable and provide complementary information towards a deep perception of 

the micromechanisms governing high temperature deformation.  

® The difference between the activation parameters obtained with each 

technique differs in 0.30-0.45eV yielding higher values in the case of IF 

experiments (HTB). This deviation comes from the difference in the applied 

stress when using each technique. 

® The activation energy measured by creep is about 8% ± 1% smaller than the 

one measured by IF. So, independently of the proposed mechanisms, the 

analysis of the HTB measured by mechanical spectroscopy offers reliable 

quantitative data about the parameters controlling high temperature creep. 

9. The addition of 0.3at.%Si and 0.3at.%C to the TNM alloy is a better improving 

strategy for increasing creep resistance than microalloying it with 0.5at.%C and 

increasing its Mo content up to 1.5at.%. 

10. The most promising candidate to improve the creep response and to increase the 

temperature field of usage of TNM alloy appears to be the TNM+-FL alloy. Due 
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mainly to the bigger proportion of lamellar microstructure, outstripping NL 

microstructure, and a reduction of the lamellar spacing when comparing with 

TNM alloy. 

 

From the overall research by Mechanical Spectroscopy and Electron Microscopy, 

we finished up that: 

11. In the TNM+-FL alloy, deformation is deduced to proceed via the motion of 

interfacial ledges, whereby associated interfacial dislocation climb via jog-pair 

formation. 

® Mo and Si diffusion towards lamellar interfaces during creep and IF 

measurements facilitates the particle precipitation reactions, culminating in 

the precipitation of bo and z particles at the DP regions and in the lamellar-

interfaces, growing, then, within the a2-lamellae. 

® The precipitation of bo-precipitates and z-silicides will presumably contribute 

to an increased creep resistance of the TNM+-FL alloy as they will potentially 

stabilize the microstructure and restrict interface gliding. Indeed, the detected 

z-silicides within the a2-lamellae seems to act as stopping particles for the 

rising of the average lamellar spacing in account of the g-lamellae growth at 

the expense of a2-lamellae. However, to assure that assumption, further 

studies and measurements are recommended. 

Finally, it is concluded that, from the point of view of basic science, all the 

experimental results presented in this Doctoral Thesis, together with their respective 

discussion and analyses, constitute a valuable contribution to the understanding of the 

diffusion processes taking place in Ti-Al intermetallics and to the deformation 

mechanisms governing creep. At the same time, from the engineering point of view, the 

obtained results provide relevant information for the improvement of the TiAl alloys 

towards their suitable and economical applicability. 
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APPENDIX	

1- RESULTING	MICROSTRUCTURE	FROM	AE1	IN	TA7M	ALLOY	

Notice that all the images collected in this section 1 were taken during a research-stay 

in the Montanuniversität of Leoben in Austria. 

The microstructure resulting from the AE1 on the TA7M alloy is depicted in Fig. 1. It 

consists of ~40µm average size particles of lamellar-colonies (light and dark gray 

colors) embedded in a white matrix. Fig. 1(a) shows a SEM micrograph of the surface 

of the alloy, where the yellow rectangle appears magnified in (b), taken by a FEI Versa 

3D Dual-Beam focused ion beam system (FIB). On the other hand, Fig. 1(c) 

corresponds to the SEM micrographs of a transversal cut of the sample, where the green 

rectangle is depicted in (d), both of them taken by a FEG-SEM JSM-7001F microscope. 

(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

  
Fig. 1: SEM micrographs of the TA7M alloy after the AE1: a) image of the surface and the corresponding 

yellow area magnified in (b) taken in BSE mode by FIB microscope at 30kV and 20kV respectively. (c) 

image of the transversal cut and the amplified green area (d), taken in BSE mode by a FEG-SEM JSM-

7001F at 15kV. 
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Both microstructures (the one corresponding to the surface and the transversal one) are 

identical but certainly unexpected attending to the phase diagram in Fig. 2.8 as two 

phases seem to be inside the lamellar-colonies, what would result in a three-phase 

microstructure instead of the two-phase predicted by the phase diagram. 

So, we decided to reproduce the thermal cycle suffered by the sample inside the 

pendulum during the AE1 in order to reject any possible influence of the applied tension 

during the IF experiment. To that end, a new identical TA7M sample in the as-received 

condition was heat treated in a high-temperature furnace following the thermal cycle 

described for AE1; the resulting microstructure is shown in Fig. 2. The BSE image of 

the sample heat treated in the furnace (Fig. 2) shows an equivalent microstructure to the 

one resulting from IF experiment AE1: ~40µm size lamellar-colonies of light and dark 

gray phases embedded in a white matrix, accompanied by elongated dark-gray 

precipitates in chain-form. This finding confirms not only that such microstructure was 

not obtained by chance, but also that the heat treatment in the IF apparatus is 

reproducible and trustworthy. 

 
Fig. 2: resulting microstructure taken in BSE mode for a TA7M sample after reproducing, inside a high-

temperature furnace, the heat treatment described in AE1. 

Next step was to employed EBSD analysis in order to identify the phases and their 

distribution. Fig. 3(a) is the image quality (IQ) of the microstructure after AE1 taken in 

BSE mode, where the color-coded phase map (b) was developed with bo-phase in 
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yellow, g-TiAl in red and a2-Ti3Al in green. Additionally, inverse pole figure (IPF) of 

the three phases is depicted in Fig. 3(c) where the grain-boundaries between bo-grains 

can be distinguished highlighting the huge bo-grains that are estimated to have grown up 

to an average size of 600µm. 

(a) (b) 

  
(c) 

 
 

Fig. 3: a) IQ of the overall microstructure of the TA7M alloy after the AE1 experiment, b) color-coded 

phase map showing bo-phase in yellow, g-phase in red and a2-phase in green, and c) IPF of the three 

phases where the grain-boundaries between bo-grains can be distinguished highlighting the huge bo-

grains that are estimated to have grown up to an average size of 600µm. 
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From EBSD analysis of the overall microstructure summarized in Fig. 3, the dark-gray 

chains, appearing in red in (b), are identified as g-phase and the particles containing 

lamellar-colonies are labelled as a2-phase (green). Therefore, from these results, the 

contrast-difference obtained between the lamellae in the BSE micrograph shown in Fig. 

1(d), is not justified nor by a compositional difference, meaning a different phase, 

neither by an orientation difference (see Fig. 3(c)). However, that might be related to an 

insufficient resolution as the lamellae are very thick. Hence, specific EBSD analysis 

was done for a lamellar-colony region as shown in Fig. 4(a). Despite the resolution was 

not very high due to the small sizes of the lamellae, it was enough to identify the 

~200nm thick g-lamellae, shown in red in Fig. 4(b). 

(a) (b) 

  
Fig. 4: a) BSE image of the lamellar-colonies region and b) color-coded phase map showing g-phase in 

red and a2-phase in green. 

So, it is assumed that after keeping the sample at 1635K for 60 minutes, it would 

present a single-phase microstructure of ~600µm size bo-grains. Then, while slow-

cooling, a-phase particles would have enough time to precipitate following the OR 

given in equation 2.1 and grow up to ~40µm. Eventually g-lamellae would have 

precipitate inside the ordered a2-particles, according to the OR described in expression 

2.2, and along the bo-grain boundaries; and finally within the bo-grains following the 

OR from equation 2.3 and forming g-elongated chain-form precipitates. 

The reason why such three-phase microstructure remains once the bo+g field region is 

reached, contradicting the corresponding phase diagram (Fig. 2.8), is still under 

investigation. A reconcilable and suitable explanation could be that once the g-phase 

precipitates inside and around a2-particles, they kept stabilized and hence do not have 
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enough time to disappear during cooling. Moreover, it is reported in previous studies 

that HIP starting material is not completely in thermodynamic equilibrium [Ras15]. 

However, it is expected that if a homogenization treatment is applied to such 

microstructure, at a high-temperature within the bo+g field region, the g-lamellae will 

grow and suppress the complete presence of a2-phase. Then, the original bo- and g-

phase fractions will be recovered but not the morphology, as b-grains has grown so 

much that diffusion processes involving grain boundaries will no longer be the same. In 

any case, this matter is out of the scope of the present dissertation and the reason to 

expound it within the appendix is due to the interest it could take in future works. 

2- QUENCHING	OF	THE	TA7M	ALLOY	

The first idea to verify the influence of the amount of b-phase in the strength of the 

relaxation peak P1, was to quench a TA7M sample previously homogenized in the b-

single phase field region, and after that develop some IF measurements on it. To that 

end, we employed the Swedish Furnace AB POB 505 shown in Fig. 5(a) by making it 

work under high-vacuum in order to avoid contamination of the sample.  

(a) (b) 

 

 
Fig. 5: a) Swedish AB POB 505 vertical furnace employed during the experiment, and b) myself, 

properly dressed, next to the furnace, properly assembled. 

The performance was carried out by connecting the inside of the furnace and the 

exterior by an alumina tube, while protecting with alumina blanket the exit of the tube 
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to the outside; and then, connecting that tube to a vacuum rotatory-pump by clamping 

rings, a corrugated pipe and different high-vacuum connection fittings made of stainless 

steel. In fact, the alumina tube was directly connected to a T-piece, where one of the 

ways out was joined to the rest of the assembly and the other one to a mobile part that 

allowed to rapidly extract the sample from the furnace in order to introduce it into a 

cold-water containing tank. The sample was rolled up with a Pt wire together with a R-

type thermocouple and hanged from the mobile part. Unfortunately, there is no picture 

available of the whole assembly except for the one depicted in Fig. 5(b) where the part 

corresponding to the extraction of the sample can be appreciated on the left, behind 

myself and my security clothing. 

The idea was to heat up the sample up to 1573K at a heating rate of 40K/min and kept at 

such temperature for 30 minutes. However, once we were reaching high-temperatures 

the alumina-tube turn red-hot while the fibers of the blanket started to get burnt, so we 

decided to extract the sample when it reached 1550K and quickly quench it in cold-

water. Right after, the sample was clamped and introduced inside the pendulum and two 

heating runs up to 1328K where made (the first one at 1K/min and the second one at 

1.5K/min), both of them followed by fast furnace cooling (~50K/min). The obtained 

spectra during those heating runs made us suspect about the state in which the sample 

was, as they were really noisy and nonrealistic, as if the sample was moving away from 

the clamps. For that reason, we decided to extract the sample from the torsion pendulum 

and prepare it to look at the JEOL JSM-6400 SEM microscope. During the preparation 

of the sample, we realized that it was very brittle, a fact that was confirmed by the 

multiple cracks appearing in the SEM images taken in BSE mode as shown in Fig. 6. 

 
Fig. 6: SEM micrograph of the TA7M after the quenching and IF measurements attempts. Notice the high 

presence of cracks, mainly along interphases, revealing the brittle behavior of the quenched sample. 
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In order to identify the phases, we made some EDX analysis within the same SEM 

microscope. In Fig. 7 a line-scan, marked in yellow in the BSE image in (a), was made 

to discern qualitatively the presence of the main elements on each phase. The results of 

this line-scan are summarized in Fig. 7(b) where a clear difference is distinguished in 

the profiles of the Al (in blue) and the Mo (in green), whereas the profiles of the Ti (red) 

and B (purple) appear almost constant. 

 (a) (b) 

 

 
Fig. 7: line-scan crossing through two dark-phase particles in order to distinguish qualitatively the 

profiles of the main constituent elements of the two phases appearing in the quenched+experimented 

microstructure: a) SEM micrograph taken in BSE mode and b) profiles of the elements along the scanned 

line. 

To confirm those results, an EDX-map was obtained for the region marked with a green 

rectangle in the BSE micrograph from Fig. 8(a). Once again, a clear difference appears 

in the element-maps corresponding to the Al and Mo, verifying that the white phase 

contains less Al and more Mo compared to the dark-phase. 

Hence, the white phase was identified as the expected b-phase that is assumed to appear 

in its ordered state as the two heating runs up to 1328K carried out inside the pendulum 

would have provided sufficient time and thermal driving force for the ordering reactions 

to happen. In the same way, the dark phase is recognized as g-particles that are 

considered to have nucleate during the mentioned heating runs. 
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Unfortunately, the brittle microstructure of the quenched sample rejects any mechanical 

experiment and thus no information could by extracted from the IF measurements. For 

that reason, the AE2 experiment was conceived. 

(a) Ti Al 

 

  

Mo B 

  

Fig. 8: (a) BSE micrograph of the quenched+experimented TA7M sample, where the green rectangle 

indicates the area where the EDX analysis was developed, accompanied by the obtained EDX-maps for 

each constituent element. 

3- DIFFERING	MICROSTRUCTURE	AT	CLAMPED	ZONES 

During the IF measurements, the sample is clamped between the mobile and the fixed 

rod as it is shown in Fig.3.27. For those IF measurements where thermal treatments 

involving phase transformations are induced, it is important to be aware of the zone in 

which we focus on when analyzing the microstructure, since the parts of the sample in 

contact with the clamps suffer a different thermal cycle due to the thermal conductivity 

of the rods that affects the clamped zones of the sample. Indeed, the microstructure 

observed in the clamped zones, that corresponds to the first and final 4-5 mm of the 

sample (see Figure 3.27), differs considerably from the one of the free part of the 

sample (~40mm) representing the real scheduled thermal cycle.  

Fig. 9 shows a composition of MEB-micrographs corresponding to the end of the 

TA7M sample (after step 1 of experiment AE2) of 15 mm long, where a different 

microstructure can be distinguished for the first 3-4 mm (left side of the image). Three 

zones have been discerned for every heat-treated sample where phase transformations 

happened: the clamped-end, here labeled with a red number 1 in Fig. 9, the intermediate 
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zone, with a yellow number 2, and the right-microstructure zone representing the real 

thermal cycle, with a green number 3. 

Fig. 9: 15 mm long end of the TA7M after step 1 of AE2. Three zones are distinguished labelled with 

numbers 1, 2 and 3. The zone 1 corresponds to the clamped-end, 2 refers to the intermediate-zone and 3 

the rest of the sample whose microstructure is the one resulting from the real thermal-cycle. 

Each zone has been observed under the same magnifications by the JEOL JSM-6400 

and are collected in Fig. 10. The clamped-end (number 1) consist mainly of lamellar 

a2/g colonies embedded in a b-matrix showing a microstructure similar to the one 

observed in the alloy after the AE1 experiment (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). This is explained by 

the different cooling rate suffered by the clamped region, as the conductivity of the rods 

avoid any fast cooling, and, thus, a-phase has enough time to precipitate within the b-

grains and grow during cooling and eventually g-lamellae to precipitate inside a2-

particles as described in Appendix section 1. 

The intermediate zone (number 2) would presumably suffer an intermediate thermal 

cycle between the one corresponding to the clamps and the real one, and therefore 

presents and intermediate microstructure: a white bo matrix with small elongated a2-

grains, crossed by g-fine lamellae that are expected to grow according to the OR 

extensively reported in the literature and given in equation 2.3. 

Finally, we have the microstructure observed in the rest of the sample, that is the right-

microstructure zone (number 3) representing the real thermal cycle and as mentioned in 

section 4.1.2.2 consists of ~300mm size bo-grains, formed during the 20 minutes of 

homogenization, accompanied by small g-precipitates all along the grain boundaries and 

within the bo-grains. 
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Fig. 10: MEB micrograph of the different zones reported in Fig. 9. 1) clamped-end, 2) intermediate-zone 

and 3) right-microstructure zone. 
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a b s t r a c t

Advanced intermetallic g-TiAl based alloys, which solidify via the disordered b phase, such as the TNMþ

alloy, are considered as most promising candidates for structural applications at high temperatures in
aero and automotive industries, where they are applied increasingly. Particularly creep resistant mi-
crostructures required for high-temperature application, i.e. fine fully lamellar microstructures, can be
attained via two-step heat-treatments. Thereby, an increasing creep resistance is observed with
decreasing lamellar interface spacing. Once lamellar structures reach nano-scaled dimensions, defor-
mation mechanisms are altered dramatically. Hence, this study deals with a detailed characterization of
the elevated temperature deformation phenomena prevailing in nano-lamellar TiAl alloys by the use of
tensile creep experiments and mechanical spectroscopy. Upon creep exposure, microstructural changes
occur in the lamellar structure, which are analyzed by the comparative utilization of X-ray diffraction,
scanning and transmission electron microscopy as well as atom probe tomography. Creep activation
parameters determined by mechanical characterization suggest the dominance of dislocation climb by a
jog-pair formation process. The dislocations involved in deformation are, in nano-lamellar TiAl alloys,
situated at the lamellar interfaces. During creep exposure the precipitation of bo phase and z-silicide
particles is observed emanating from the a2 phase, which is due to the accumulation of Mo and Si at
lamellar interfaces.

© 2017 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Intermetallic g-TiAl based alloys belong to the most promising
candidates tomeet today's demand for high-temperature structural
materials of high load-bearing capacity combined with low density
[1,2]. These materials are nowadays incorporated increasingly into
latest generation propulsion systems in both aero and automotive
industries and, thereby, effectively increase fuel efficiency and
simultaneously reduce the emission of environmentally detri-
mental pollutants [3,4]. Particularly, b-solidifying alloys, such as
TNM alloys with the major alloying element additions Nb and Mo,
have emerged in recent years due to their versatility for applica-
tions and rather good processability [2,5,6]. Additionally,
augmented creep resistance of these alloys can be attained via
microalloying with C and Si [7,8], while allowing for the use of

approved manufacturing routes [9]. Thus, these alloying elements
were incorporated into a refined TNM alloying concept, denoted as
TNMþ alloy. At service temperature, which is in the range of
700 "Ce800 "C, the microstructure comprises of the three major
intermetallic phases g-TiAl, a2-Ti3Al and bo-TiAl, next to small and
varying volume fractions of uo-Ti4Al3Nb, z-Ti5Si3 silicides and p-
Ti3AlC or h-Ti2AlC carbides, depending on the exact alloy compo-
sition and its thermal history [7,9,10].

Typical microstructures of TiAl alloys that are optimized for
high-temperature applications are composed of aligned lamellar
arrangements of g and a2 phases, so-called a2/g colonies, which
form upon decomposition of a/a2 grains below the g-solvus tem-
perature [11e13]. Changeable amounts of globular g and bo con-
stituents mainly decorate the colony boundaries [2]. In this respect,
mechanical properties of TiAl alloys have been reported to be
related closely to the morphological appearance of the micro-
structural constituents, which can be adjusted via critical selection
of heat-treatment parameters [14,15]. In particular the fully
lamellar microstructure exhibits a superior combination of
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strength, creep resistance, fracture toughness and ductility.
Thereby, an increase in creep resistance has been correlated to a
reduction of lamellar interface spacing as lamellar interfaces
effectively inhibit dislocation motion [16,17].

Specifically, in terms of mechanisms governing creep in g-TiAl
based alloys, a multitude of investigations claiming different un-
derlying phenomena responsible, depending on microstructure,
chemical composition and regime of thermal exposure, have been
forwarded in the past years [18e26]. However, studies of creep
behavior of nano-lamellar structures are documented scarcely in
literature [27]. Hence, this study aims at characterizing creep
phenomena and related microstructural changes occurring in
advanced TiAl alloys with a nano-lamellar microstructure. Addi-
tionally, the analyses forwarded here may serve as model for other
nano-layered materials, e.g. cold drawn pearlite [28] or lamellar
eutectics [29,30]. In the context of this study we aim at character-
izing the creep behavior of a TNMþ alloy using tensile creep ex-
periments and mechanical spectroscopy. Special emphasis is,
moreover, placed on the characterization of decomposition re-
actions occurring in the lamellar structure. By means of scanning
and transmission electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction and atom
probe tomography, a detailed analysis of the precipitation phe-
nomena prevailing during creep exposure is conducted. Based on
these data a model for the governing creep mechanisms and the
concomitant precipitation reactions present in an advanced TiAl
alloy exhibiting a nano-lamellar microstructure is proposed.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Alloy composition and processing

The material investigated is based on the TNM alloying concept
[2] refined with nominal additions of 0.3 at.% C and 0.3 at.% Si,
which is further denominated as TNMþ alloy. The actual chemical
composition is Ti-43.3Al-4.02Nb-0.96Mo-0.12B-0.34C-0.31Si (in
at.%). The alloy, processed by plasma arc melting (PAM), was sup-
plied by Hanseatische Waren Handelsgesellschaft mbH & Co KG,
Bremen. Subsequent to casting, the material was subjected to a hot
isostatic pressing (HIP) procedure at 1200 "C and 200MPa for 4 h in
order to homogenize the microstructure and to close residual
casting porosity.

The material's microstructure investigated in the present study
was adjusted under atmospheric condition in a high-temperature
furnace Carbolite RHF 1600 equipped with three type-S thermo-
couples. The first heat-treatment step (HT#1) corresponds to a
solution heat-treatment and was conducted slightly above the g-
solvus temperature at 1280 "C for 30 min followed by air cooling.
Subsequently, the material was reheated to a temperature slightly
above the envisaged service temperature (HT#2), i.e. in this case to
900 "C for 3 h followed by furnace cooling [31]. This heat-treatment
step allows for the precipitation of fine-scaled g lamellae from the
supersaturated a2 grains, forming a2/g colonies, which represent
the nano-lamellar microstructure subjected to the detailed ana-
lyses reported here.

2.2. Mechanical properties characterization

Hardness measurements according to Vickers HV10 were con-
ducted using a universal testing machine M4C 025 G3M from
Emco-Test. All values given correspond to the arithmetic mean of
five different indents and the error given is the standard deviation
of the mean.

Creep properties were assessed by load-controlled tensile creep
experiments in air using a Mark II TC 30, Denison Mayes Group,
whereby accurate temperature control was guaranteed in the range

of ±2 "C. Specimens of 30 mm gauge length and 6 mm diameter
were mounted by metric threads (M10) and the elongation was
determined by inductive displacement sensors in a differential
circuit.

Internal friction (IF) was measured using non-destructive me-
chanical spectroscopy [32] in a high-temperature subresonant
torsion pendulum under high vacuum (<10# 5 mbar) described
elsewhere [33,34]. The samples of 50x5x1 mm3 were cut by spark
erosion and subsequent removal of the surface layer by mechanical
grinding. A detailed description of the different workingmodes and
the analysis procedures can be found in Refs. [35,36]. As the applied
stress during IF measurements is two orders of magnitude smaller
than in creep measurements (oscillating amplitude ε ¼ 10# 5), the
temperature required to activate a deformation mechanism is al-
ways slightly higher under IF than under creep conditions, and
consequently, the IF measurements must be performed up to a
higher temperature range. However, the present material was aged
at 900 "C (see subsection 2.1) and, thus, the maximum temperature
inside the pendulum should not exceed that temperature to avoid
drastic changes in microstructure. Hence, the data collected by
measuring as a function of temperature, provided insufficient data
to study the high-temperature background (HTB) and a novel
analysis method was, therefore, developed recently, which involves
measuring the IF as a function of frequency at different constant
temperatures [37]. To this end, IF data were collected at five iso-
therms, 840 "C, 850 "C, 860 "C, 870 "C and 880 "C, in a frequency
range between 1 Hz and 0.005 Hz.

2.3. Microstructural characterization

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was conducted using an
EVO 50 from Zeiss. All images were taken in back-scattered electron
(BSE) mode at an acceleration voltage of 15 kV. Specimens were
ground and electrolytically polished using the A3-electrolyte from
Struers. Evaluation of colony size, fraction of discontinuous pre-
cipitation and bo phase fraction was conducted by quantitative
image analysis using the Olympus Stream Motion 1.9 software.

Quantification of phase fractions was conducted by X-ray
diffraction (XRD) using a D8 Advance from Bruker AXS with a Cu-
Ka-radiation source. The software package TOPAS from Bruker AXS
was utilized for Rietveld refinement of the diffraction pattern [38].

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was performed on a
Philips CM 12 at 120 kV and on a Tecnai F20 at 200 kV. The Philips
CM 12 was employed for bright field (BF) imaging. For optimal
contrast of the lamellar structure in BFmode, specimens were tilted
into Blackburn orientation relationship and subsequently tilted
1e2" along the a2/g interface. High-angle annular dark field
(HAADF) imaging was conducted using the Tecnai F20 in scanning
transmission electronmode (STEM). TEM specimenswere prepared
by precision cutting and subsequent grinding to a thickness of z
100 mm, followed by electrolytic etching at # 12 "C with an A3-
electrolyte using a LectroPol-5 (both from Struers).

In this study atom probe tomography (APT) was carried out
using a local electrode atom probe (LEAP™) 3000X HR by Cameca
Instruments Inc. The experiments were performed in laser pulsing
mode at a temperature of 40 K, a pulse repetition rate of 250 kHz
and a pulse energy of 0.4 nJ. Analysis of APT data was conducted
using the Cameca IVAS™ 3.6.8 software package, whereby peak
overlaps were accounted for by peak deconvolution utilizing
knowledge about the natural abundance of the elements identified.
Needle-shaped APT specimens were prepared by electrolytic
etching of precision cut blanks using 5% perchloric acid in acetic
acid to generate a rough tip shape and subsequently using 2%
perchloric acid in butoxyethanol for final tip-shaping [39].
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3. Results

3.1. Microstructural analysis of the initial material condition

In Fig. 1 the microstructure of the TNMþ alloy subjected to the
heat-treatment detailed in subsection 2.1 is depicted taken by (a)
and (b) SEM in BSE mode and (c) and (d) TEM in BF mode. The
microstructure is dominated by a2/g colonies with an average size
of z 40 mm, whereby individual lamellae cannot be resolved using
SEM. Moreover, residual but very limited bo phase is visible. This
observation is strengthened by quantitative evaluation of phase
fractions given in Table 1. Clearly the preponderance of the g phase
followed by intermediate amounts of a2 phase and low amounts of
bo phase is proved. Thus, the present microstructure can be
denominated as a fully lamellar microstructure. At colony bound-
aries and triple points z-silicides, which can be identified by their
bright appearance in the BSE contrast [10], are visible. Moreover,
the colony boundaries are decorated by a zone of discontinuous
precipitation (DP). Images in highermagnification (Fig.1(b) and (c))
evidence the presence of globularized microstructural constituents
dominating the DP regions. This reaction is mainly triggered by the
interface energy stored in the large interfacial area of the lamellar
microstructure and the concomitant coherency stresses [40]. Dur-
ing the reaction phase fractions shift toward thermodynamic
equilibrium. Quantification of the amount of DP from SEM micro-
graphs yields a fraction of z 2 vol% prior to creep exposure. The
lamellar structure of the colonies' interior (Fig. 1(d)) is dominated
by even interfaces (see inset of Fig. 1(d)) with an average interface
spacing of z 9 nm, which is comparable to the microstructure
reported in Ref. [41] for a similar alloy and heat-treatment. This
narrow interface spacing is also responsible for the material's
remarkably high hardness (Table 1) in comparison to the hardness
of the initial cast and HIPed condition of 379 ± 2 HV10.

3.2. Mechanical properties at elevated temperature

3.2.1. Tensile creep experiments
Themechanical properties of the fully lamellar TNMþ alloy were

assessed by tensile creep experiments as summarized in Fig. 2. In
Fig. 2(a) creep curves registered with applied stresses of 150 MPa
(blue), 200 MPa (green) and 250 MPa (red) at a temperature of
800 "C and in Fig. 2(b) creep curves registered at temperatures of
800 "C (blue), 825 "C (green) and 850 "C (red) with an applied stress
of 200MPa are depicted. Theminimal creep rates are indicated next

to each respective creep curve. The relationship of minimal creep
rates _εm, applied stresses s and temperatures T may be expressed
using the constitutive equation given by Eq. (1):

_εm ¼ Asnexp
!
# Ecreepa

"
kT

#
(1)

where A is a microstructure dependent material constant, n is the
stress exponent, Ecreepa is the apparent activation energy and k is the
Boltzmann factor. The slope of the linear regression of ln ( _εm) as a
function of ln(s) provides the stress exponent n. In case of the ex-
periments presented in Fig. 2(a) this derivation yields
n ¼ 3.44 ± 0.05. Linear regression of an Arrhenius-plot, i.e. ln ( _εm)
vs. 1/T provides the apparent activation energy Ecreepa . Application of
this approach to the data shown in Fig. 2(b) results in
Ecreepa ¼ 4.63 ± 0.07 eV.

A further useful analysis to identify the creep mechanisms
involved can be attained via determination of the activation volume
Va (see works by Appel et al. [25] and Appel and Wagner [13]). The
magnitude of Va is in the context of thermal activation represen-
tative for the number of atoms involved in the displacement of a
dislocation to overcome local obstacles and, thus, may be used to
characterize the elapsing micromechanisms of deformation. Ac-
cording to Evans and Rawlings [42], Va can be evaluated from stress
jump tests according to Eq. (2):

Va ¼ kT
D ln_ε
D s

$$$$
T

(2)

where k corresponds to the Boltzmann factor, T to the absolute
temperature and D_ε to the difference in strain rates after increasing
the applied stress s1 to s2 (Ds¼ s2 - s1). Evaluation of Va from stress
jump experiments is particularly convenient when microstructural
changes might occur in the material during creep. In this equation
no Taylor factor has been included to account for the poly-
crystallinity as its definition is uncertain under creep conditions

Fig. 1. SEM images (BSE mode) and TEM BF micrographs of the fully lamellar microstructure. In (a) the microstructure after the solution heat-treatment and the annealing pro-
cedure is discernible. The microstructure consists of colonies comprising of fine lamellar structures with only little bo phase in between. Further, regions of discontinuous pre-
cipitation (DP) are evident situated along colony boundaries. z-silicides present in the microstructure can be discriminated by their bright appearance. In (b) and (c) regions of DP in
higher magnification are evident. Clearly, a globularization of the microstructural constituents can be observed. The colonies' interior (d) consists of a nano-scaled lamellar structure
with even interfaces (see inset).

Table 1
Phase fractions as derived from XRD and quantitative SEM image analysis as well as
Vickers hardness values prior and after creep.

Phase fraction [vol%] HV10 ± s

g a2 bo

Before creep 77.5 22 <0.5 480 ± 3
After creep 78.5 20.5 <1 470 ± 3
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[21,43]. Eq. (2) was applied to the data from a stress jump experi-
ment conducted at 800 "C, where the stress was raised from
initially s1 ¼ 150 MPa to s2 ¼ 200 MPa after reaching _εm. Under
these conditions the corresponding creep rates are _ε1 ¼ 5.37$10# 9

s# 1 and _ε2 ¼ 2.94$10# 8 s# 1 (instantaneous creep rate after stress
jump). Va is then evaluated as z 22b3, where b corresponds to the
magnitude of the burgers vector of the ordinary dislocation in the g
phase of 0.284 nm as evaluated from XRD data.

3.2.2. Mechanical spectroscopy
In order to underpin and extend our understanding of the pre-

vailing high-temperature deformation processes, we tried to
corroborate the measured activation energy by an alternative
method. Indeed, the HTB of the IF spectra can be related to the
material's creep behavior, as was reported in previous works
[22,44]. In order to describe the HTB a generalized Maxwell rheo-
logical model (Eq. (3)) was employed including the distribution
factor m (0 % m % 1) (here, m ¼ 1, corresponds to ideal viscoelas-
ticity), as proposed by Weller et al. [45]. The factor m physically
resembles a distribution of the relaxation time t associated with
the microscopic mechanisms controlling the thermally activated
process:

tan 4ðuÞ ≡ Q# 1 ¼ ðutÞ# m (3)

4 denotes the lag angle between oscillating strain and stress
with angular frequency u. Moreover, as the processes controlling
the HTB are thermally activated, an Arrhenius equation holds for
the relaxation time t. Hence, the HTB of the IF spectra follows Eq.
(4):

Q# 1 ¼
n
ut0exp

%
EIFa

.
kT

&o# m
(4)

where t0 is the pre-exponential factor of the relaxation time related
to the atomic attempt frequency, k is the Boltzmann factor, T is the
absolute temperature, and EIFa the apparent activation energy.

In Fig. 3, IF spectra are plotted exemplarily as a function of
temperature for two different frequencies, 0.03 Hz (magenta) and
0.1 Hz (blue). Themeasured IF spectra and the HTB (cyan and violet)
determined according the method developed in Ref. [37] and
subsequently analyzed by Eq. (4) are plotted for the nano-lamellar
TNMþ alloy. Good accordance of the fitted HTB is discernible with
each experimental curve, which is a prerequisite for an accurate
evaluation of the activation energy. Application of Eq. (4) then
yields EIFa ¼ 5.07 ± 0.05 eV.

The relaxation peak visible in Fig. 3, denoted as P1, was

previously attributed to atomic relaxation phenomena in the a2
phase in a TNM alloy [46]. In case of the TNMþ alloy, however, it
should be noted that the maximum of the relaxation peak is shifted
to slightly higher temperatures in comparison to the TNM alloy,
which indicates a higher activation energy for diffusion.

3.3. Comparative assessment of microstructural changes

For the purpose of assessing the microstructural changes asso-
ciated with creep, the creep specimen, which was subjected to the
longest exposure, i.e. 800 "C and 150 MPa for z 375 h, was
analyzed in detail, which will be referred to as the crept micro-
structural condition in the following sections. During creep expo-
sure hardly any changes in microstructure are traceable by SEM
except for a slight progression of the DP reaction fronts. When
comparing the phase fractions from XRD data before and after
creep exposure (Table 1), small alterations are evident. This data

Fig. 2. Tensile creep curves determined for the fully lamellar TNMþ alloy at (a) a constant temperature of 800 "C and (b) a constant stress of 200 MPa. Minimum creep rates
evaluated are given next to the respective curves. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. Internal friction (IF) spectra of the nano-lamellar TNMþ alloy at 0.03 Hz
(magenta) and 0.1 Hz (blue). The good agreement of experimental curves and fitted
HTB curves (cyan and violet) is visible (see text). (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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suggests that an a2 / g phase transformation is elapsing during
exposure, which is, however, very limited in comparison to other
TiAl systems with a lamellar morphology, where the a2 phase
fraction diminishes strongly during creep [47,48]. Upon creep, a
slight reduction in hardness occurs in the fully lamellar TNMþ alloy
(DHV10z 10), which might be due to softening by the progression
of DP and lamellar coarsening [31].

In Fig. 4(a) and (b) TEM BF micrographs of the crept condition
are depicted in different magnifications. Slight degradation of the
lamellar structure in comparison to the initial material condition
(Fig. 1) is discernible in Fig. 4(a) and marked exemplarily by arrows
in Fig. 4(b). Clearly the interfacial roughness has increased during
creep (compare Fig. 4(a) and (b) with Fig. 1(d)), whereby particu-
larly macro-ledges (1), protrusions (2) and terminating lamellae (3)
can be identified. In Fig. 4(c) a detail of the lamellar microstructure
is visualized. Micro-ledges prevailing at lamellar interfaces are
evident. For clarity one ledge is marked by a red circle exemplarily.
The course of the interfacial plane is illustrated by a shifted stag-
gered red line illustrating the ledged nature of the interface. This
observation is distinctive for the governing creep mechanism as
will be discussed in subsection 4.1.

In Fig. 4(d) the existence of precipitates in the lamellar micro-
structure after creep is visible. For this image the TEM specimen has
been tilted for suitable contrast of the precipitate structure, thus,
the lamellar microstructure cannot be visualized simultaneously.

The particles formed show a rod-shapedmorphology and appear in
regular angles with the respective parent lamellae, whereby
different orientation variants can be distinguished. In order to
determine their preferred location and possible differences be-
tween precipitates, HAADF imaging was conducted as represented
in Fig. 4(e). In STEMmode a clear distinction between the phases in
the lamellar structure is obtainable due to the pronounced Z-
contrast. Particles appear bright, a2 lamellae are intermediate gray
and the g lamellae are dark gray. Apparently, the precipitates form
within the a2 phase. Moreover, the enrichment of heavy elements
in these particles is deductible from their bright appearance in
comparison to the other phases. In order to characterize particles
and the crept material condition in more detail, APT was conducted
as presented in the following subsection.

3.4. Characterization of the lamellar structure by APT

The chemical compositions of the lamellar structure prior and
after creep were analyzed by APT. Reconstructions of 20 nm thick
slices of the complete atom maps are depicted in Fig. 5. Here, only
the strongly partitioning elements, Al (green), Mo (blue) and Si
(red) have been indicated, which yield a reliable discrimination of
the constituting phases. In Fig. 5(a) the lamellar arrangement of a2
and g phases prior to creep is obvious. No precipitates and no se-
vere chemical inhomogeneities are detectible. In Fig. 5(b) the

Fig. 4. TEM BF micrographs and STEM HAADF image of the crept specimen condition. In (a) and (b) the lamellar structure is visualized, whereby degradation is clearly visible by an
increasing interface roughness (macro-ledges (1), protrusions (2)) and the occurrence of terminating lamellae (3). Image (c) corresponds to a detail of the lamellar structure, where
ledges along the interfacial boundary are discernible. One of these has been highlighted with a red circle and the interfacial structure is represented by the red line. Image (d)
evidences the formation of precipitates in the lamellar structure, which are only visible when tilting the specimen. Using HAADF imaging, precipitates are found to form in the
interior of the a2 phase as visible in (e). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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corresponding reconstruction of the interior of a lamellar colony
after creep is depicted. Different types of decomposition products
are present, which were separated by isoconcentration surfaces at
2 at.% Mo (blue) and 10 at.% Si (red). These correspond to the par-
ticles detected by TEM displayed in Fig. 4(d) and (e). Particles
preferentially inhabiting the lamellar structure will, subsequently,
be indicated by the index L for clarity. The Mo isoconcentration
surface delineates two Mo-rich particles and the Si isoconcentra-
tion surface delineates a Si-rich phase. The cross-section through
the elongated Si-rich particle suggests a hexagonal lattice (z 120"

angles) and habit planes are visible, which appear parallel to the a2/
g interface. Interestingly, a very fine g lamella terminates at this
particle. The absence of p-carbides observed in all APT measure-
ments of the crept specimen condition is most likely due to their
relatively large separation resulting from the lowC concentration of
the TNMþ alloy and the very small sampling volume of a typical APT
analysis [7,49].

The chemical compositions of the phases identified have been
evaluated quantitatively and are summarized in Table 2. Standard
errors based on counting statistics are all below ±0.03 at.%. Due to
the high accuracy of the chemical analysis by APT, this information
can be used to deduce the particles identity. The Ti and Al contents
of the g and a2 lamellae deviate little comparing the conditions
prior and after creep. This is due to the fact that the chemical
composition of newly formed g lamellae is already close to ther-
modynamic equilibrium and, thus, only little changes in phase
fractions during creep prevail [10]. In case of Nb, the partitioning

ratio remains similar during exposure with a weak tendency to-
ward the g phase. Hence, different compositional values between
the conditions prior and after creep are assumed to be due to slight
chemical fluctuations within the sample material. Mo, on the other
hand, shows a weak trend to accumulate in the a2 phase of the
lamellar structure. Upon exposure, the concentration of Mo in the
a2 phase is reduced slightly. The interstitial element C is prefer-
entially accommodated in the a2 phase in agreement with
Refs. [10,50]. In case of Si, a clear phase preference for the a2 phase
is discernible, whereby also a slight reduction of Si content during
creep is evident.

Fig. 6 depicts proximity histograms of the elements Mo and Si
calculated across a2/g interfaces of an APT specimen in the crept
specimen condition in a precipitate-free region (reconstruction not
depicted in this work). The aforementioned phase preference of Mo
and Si is discernible. In case of Mo aweak pile-up and in case of Si a
pronounced pile-up at the a2 side of the lamellar interface is visible.
During lamellae growth, which proceeds during creep as the g
phase fraction increases (see Table 1), these elements are redis-
tributed by diffusion into the energetically preferred phase as will
be analyzed in subsection 4.2.

The composition of the Mo-rich precipitates (Table 2) is marked
by significant amounts of Nb and Mo, which are both known for
their b-stabilizing effect, with the latter showing the stronger

Fig. 5. APT reconstructions of the microstructure (a) prior and (b) after creep at 800 "C
and 150 MPa for z 375 h. The lamellar structure is clearly delineated by the differ-
ences in Al concentration. Prior to creep no precipitates are discernible in the lamellar
structure in agreement to the TEM investigations. After creep zL-silicides and bo,L
precipitates that nucleated and grew at the expense of the a2 lamellae are visible. For
the purpose of delineating predominating transformation products the alloying ele-
ments Mo and Si have been indicated. The zL-silicide is represented by a cSi ¼ 10 at.%
isoconcentration surface and the bo,L particles is indicated by a cMo ¼ 2 at.% iso-
concentration surface. Quantitative chemical compositions of the lamellae prior and
after creep as well as of the precipitates can be found in Table 2. As marked by an arrow
a fine g lamellae terminates at the zL precipitate. (For interpretation of the references
to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 2
Quantitative chemical analysis based on APT data of the constituent phases before
and after creep. The chemical composition of the g phase changes very little during
exposure, while the composition of the a2 phase changes noticeably. In particular
the respective concentrations of the elements that can be found in the precipitates,
bo,L and zL, Mo and Si are reduced in the a2 phase during exposure as these particles
form from this phase. Moreover, consistently with literature [50] the bo phase shows
a low solubility for interstitial element C, while a substantial amount of Si is dis-
solved. The zL-silicide observed is enriched with Al and Nb and, moreover, with C in
comparison to its stoichiometric composition of Ti5Si3.

Phase Element concentration [at.%]

Ti Al Nb Mo C Si Other

Before creep g 50.9 43.7 3.92 0.82 0.18 0.21 0.27
a2 61.8 30.8 3.70 1.26 0.74 0.65 1.05

After creep g 51.4 43.1 4.09 0.80 0.19 0.17 0.25
a2 63.2 29.8 3.95 1.09 0.53 0.56 0.87
bo,L 55.4 32.0 5.41 6.44 0.08 0.31 0.36
zL 51.3 9.82 8.82 1.27 2.55 25.4 0.84

Fig. 6. Proximity histogram for Mo and Si calculated from the APT data of the crept
specimen condition. Both elements tend to accumulate in the a2 phase. Upon creep
exposure pile-ups in the vicinity of the interface on the a2 side are visible, which
correspond to the direction of interfacial displacement. (For interpretation of the ref-
erences to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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stabilizing effect [51]. Based on the pronounced enrichment of
these elements, the Mo-rich phase is identified as bo phase.
Moreover, C concentrations are very low, which agrees well with
reports in literature evidencing a very low solubility of the bo phase
for interstitial elements due to the fact that no favored incorpora-
tion sites, i.e. Ti6-octaheadral cavities, are intrinsically present in
this phase [50]. The amount of Si is lower than the concentration in
the a2 parent phase. Hence, diffusional redistribution is inferred to
occur during growth of bo particles.

In case of the Si-rich particle, the concentration of Si is z 25%.
Moreover, its chemical composition is marked by large amounts of
incorporated Nb and Al. The sum of transitionmetals (Ti, Nb, Mo) as
well as the sum of Si and Al closely match the ideal stoichiometry of
z-Ti5Si3 silicides, yielding evidence for this particle's identification.
Moreover, the preferred site substitution of Nb and Mo at Ti sites
and Al at Si sites is deduced. Hence, the structure formula of these
silicides should be adapted to (Ti,Nb,Mo)5(Si,Al)3. Furthermore,
significant amounts of the interstitial element C are dissolved in
these silicides.

4. Discussion

4.1. Analysis of dominant creep mechanisms based on mechanical
characterization

There is general consensus in literature [52] pointing toward the
conclusion that creep deformation involves the motion of disloca-
tions, including gliding and climbing, with the latter mechanism
corresponding to the rate controlling step at high temperature. In
this case, the apparent activation energy can be described by a
general expression according to Eq. (5):

Ea ¼ E0 # Vas
k (5)

where E0 is the energy of the thermally activated barrier (in the
absence of any stresses), Va is the activation volume associated to
the process and sk the resolved shear stress. k, in this context, refers
to the different stress conditions during tensile creep and IF ex-
periments. Thus, the term Vask represents the work done by the
applied stress, which corresponds to the responsible difference
between the apparent activation energies due to the different
experimental approaches (tensile creep and IF experiments).
Indeed, in IF the applied stress is sIF ¼ 10# 5G (with G being the
temperature compensated shear modulus at 800 "C taken as
55.26 GPa from Ref. [53]), while the tensile stresses applied during
creep testing ranged from 150 MPa to 250 MPa. Consequently, due
to this term Vask (using Va z 22b3), a difference of about
0.3 eVe0.4 eV is expected between tensile creep and IF measure-
ments. This argumentation is clearly consistent with the results
obtained being Ecreepa ¼ 4.63 ± 0.07 eV and EIFa ¼ 5.07 ± 0.05 eV.
Generally, creep deformation involves long distance mobility of
atomic defects contributing to the plasticity, while IF acts as a probe
able to excite only short distance processes, which corresponds to
the initial steps of the atomic defect motion during creep condi-
tions. Based on these argumentation and the excellent agreement
of tensile creep and IF experiments, we conclude that bothmethods
supply complementary information toward the understanding of
the micromechanisms involved in high-temperature deformation
of TiAl alloys.

From the whole study developed by mechanical spectroscopy in
the nano-lamellar TNMþ alloy [37], we conclude that the presence
of interstitially dissolved C retards the diffusion of Ti atoms, as was
revealed by the shift of the P1 relaxation peak (compare P1 in Fig. 3
with analysis of Ref. [46]). This effect can be attributed to the C-
vacancy-interaction and, consequently, it is expected that C will

have a similar slowing effect on the diffusion of both Ti and Al
atomic species in the different C-containing phases (see Table 2).
This phenomenon could explain the higher activation energy and
creep resistance measured in the fully lamellar TNMþ in compari-
son with previous reports on the TNM system.

Evaluation of the stress exponent and activation volume in the
stress regime investigated yields n ¼ 3.44 and Va ¼ 22b3. The
former value is commonly associated with dislocation climb
dominated creep [52], which was reported to govern creep of
single-phase g-TiAl [18] and two-phase g-TiAl TiAl based alloys
[19,21,26,54]. This would, however, require the latter value to be in
the range of b3 % Va % 10b3 [42]. Nonetheless, activation volumes of
themagnitude observed have been reported for different TiAl alloys
under creep conditions [43]. Also, for classic climb processes the
evaluated activation energy should correspond to that of self-
diffusion of the slowest diffusing species. In this work we have
obtained apparent activation energies of 4.63 eV (creep) and
5.07 eV (IF), which is substantially higher than reported values of Ti
and Al self-diffusion by Mishin and Herzig in g and a2 phases [55].

Castillo-Rodríguez et al. [22] suggested dislocation climb by a
jog-pair formation process to govern creep in a Ti-46Al-1Mo-0.2Si
(at.%) alloy in either cast (coarse lamellar) or extruded (fine glob-
ular) material conditions. This model still holds in case of nano-
lamellar microstructures, which, in the following, will be utilized
to explain the micromechanisms of interface displacement. The
relevant energetic treatment can be expressed as given by Eq. (6):

Ekj# p ¼ 2Ej # Gh2b2

8pð1 # nÞxc
# hbxcsk (6)

where Ekj# p is the jog-pair formation energy with the index k
referring to the respective experimental setup and Ej corresponds
to the self-energy of a single jog, which can be formulated as given
by Eq. (7):

Ej ¼
Ghb2

4pð1 # nÞ
: (7)

The second term (in Eq. (6)) corresponds to the elastic interac-
tion potential as originally introduced by Eshelby [56] and the third
term corresponds to the work done by the applied stress s. G is the
temperature compensated shear modulus, h is the distance be-
tween {111}g planes, b is the magnitude of the burgers vector and n
the temperature compensated Poisson ratio. The last term of Eq. (6)
allows to evaluate the critical jog-spacing xc at the saddle point
from the experimentally measured activation volume according to
Eq. (8):

xc ¼
Va

hb
(8)

evaluating these expressions with G ¼ 55.26 GPa [53],
h¼ 0.234 nm, b¼ 0.284 nm (h and b evaluated for the g phase from
XRD data), n ¼ 0.241 [53] and screep ¼ 200 MPa and sIF/G ¼ 10# 5

yields xc ¼ 7.58 nm and the middle term due to the jogs interaction
is evaluated to be equal to 0.01 eV. Finally, Ej is evaluated from Eq.
(7) as 0.68 eV. Hence, Ej-p is calculated to amount to Ecreepj# p ¼ 0.95 eV
and EIFj# p ¼ 1.35 eV. We are, thus, able to evaluate the overall acti-
vation energy, which can be calculated according to Eq. (9) [57,58]:

Eka;i ¼ Ea;s# d;i þ 1
2
Ekj# p (9)

where the index i refers to the phase, where vacancy diffusion
occurs. Using the activation energies of self-diffusion Ea,s-d,i of the
slowest diffusing species (Al) from Ref. [55] of 3.71 eV and 4.08 eV
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in g and a2, respectively, we calculate Ecreepa;g ¼ 4:19 eV,
Ecreepa;a2

¼ 4:56 eV, EIFa;g ¼ 4:39 eV and EIFa;a2
¼ 4:76 eV. The impact of

substitutional alloying elements on the Al diffusivity is, thereby,
assumed to be small as Nb andMo preferentially occupy Ti sites in g
as well as in a2 [59]. The values calculated are similar in magnitude
in comparison to the experimentally determined activation en-
ergies of both creep experiments as well as IF experiments, pro-
vided that the activation energy for Al diffusion in the a2 phase is
used. Deviations from the experimental apparent activation energy
could be caused by interstitially dissolved C, which is alloyed to the
TNMþ system. C atoms may preferentially segregate to vacancies
due to the lattice distortion in their close surrounding and, thereby,
affect the vacancy diffusivity to a certain degree as deductible from
the shift of P1 in the IF spectra, when comparing the TNM and
TNMþ alloy. The energy of the P1 peak, linked to the Ti diffusion by
exchange with a vacancy in the a2 phase [46], increases by about
0.1 eV when adding 0.3 at.% C [37], and it is expected that the
binding energy, C-vacancy, would similarly modify the diffusion of
all atomic species in both phases. Indeed, it is conceivable that this
mechanism operates differently at the very initial stages of creep,
i.e. corresponding to the IF experiments, in comparison to the
tensile creep experiments, where a certain amount of C might
already be ligated in precipitates (see Table 2), which may explain
the more pronounced deviation between model and experiment in
case of IF conditions.

We may consequently ask, whether dislocation climb-based
creep is a plausible mechanism in a nano-lamellar microstruc-
ture. In the interior of individual g lamellae, dislocations have only
been perceived in the few broad g lamellae present in the condition
investigated, which is consistent with the following argumenta-
tion: interfaces, in general, can act as Frank-Read-type dislocation
sources [60]. Assuming dislocation segments to be fixed at a sep-
aration of 2l, dislocation emission is only possible at l < l (g lamella
width), which, thus, can be calculated as given by Eq. (10) [61]:

l ¼ Gb
2fs

(10)

where f corresponds to the Schmid factor. Using the same data as
given above, f as 0.5 and s as 250MPa (highest stress applied) yields
l z 63 nm. Since, most g lamellae are by far narrower, dislocation
motion is restricted and segments will attain a trapped configura-
tion. Thus, it is assumed that creep deformation of the nano-
lamellar-structured TNMþ alloy is dominated by the motion of
interfacial dislocations as visualized in Fig. 7(a), where the motion
of interfacial ledges and the concomitant climb of interfacial dis-
locations are evident [62,63]. This mechanism is also congruous
with Hazzledine's [64] theoretical prediction of the loss of co-
herency at lamellar boundaries to occur at a g lamella width of
l z 8 nm, above which the introduction of misfit and misorienta-
tion dislocation occurs. Moreover, the progression of DP yields an
additional contribution to the creep elongation, which is assumed
to be of minor influence as the volume fraction of the DP zone is
rather small. The fine-grained microstructural constituents of the
DP zone would, however, presumably deform via grain boundary
sliding. The, nonetheless, rather low value of n of 3.44 might, in
comparison of classic dislocation climb models [52], be related to
the fact that the concentration of interfacial dislocations results
intrinsically from the formation process of g lamellae [11,65]. In
contrast, classic dislocation climb models assume that the mobile
dislocation density rm is a function of the applied stress [52]. As
_ε ¼ rmbv, it is suggested that the stress dependence observed in
nano-lamellar TiAl alloys stems from the dependence of the
average dislocation velocity v on the stress in agreement with
Ref. [62]. In summary, it is proposed that creep in nano-lamellar

TiAl alloys occurs via the motion of interfacial dislocations, with
the rate limiting step of climb by jog-pair formation. The forwarded
model suggests that vacancy diffusion required for this process is
predominantly limited by the a2 phase, explaining the high
experimentally determined activation energies.

4.2. Segregation stimulated particle nucleation revealed by APT

Combined stress and temperature exposure, i.e. creep condi-
tions, allow the material's phase fractions to adjust toward ther-
modynamic equilibrium. In case of g-TiAl based alloys an a2 / g
transformation occurs in many different systems with a lamellar
microstructure including the TNMþ alloy as shown in subsection
3.3 (see also e.g. Refs. [47,48]). During the transformation
sequence, the chemical compositions of the phases involved need
to be adjusted via diffusion, in particular of strong partitioning el-
ements, across the phase boundary as indicated in Fig. 7(a). Espe-
cially, the enrichment of the alloying elements Mo and Si close to
the interface is indicative for this process (see Fig. 6). It should be
emphasized that the concentration profiles of Fig. 6 were evaluated
as proximity histograms sampling over large interfacial areas.
Indeed, it is conceivable that at the individual locations where the
phase transformation proceeds, i.e. at interfacial ledges, the Mo and
Si concentrations are locally significantly higher, which will even-
tually culminate into particle precipitation reactions. Recent results
obtained by ab initio calculations suggest that the a2 phase is
slightly destabilized by the incorporation of Mo in its crystal lattice,
while the bo phase is significantly stabilized [59]. Comparing the
changes in energies of formation calculated from Ref. [59] with and
without Mo on its preferred lattice site yields DEa2

f ;Mo/Ti ¼

Fig. 7. Scheme of the proceeding interfacial processes after Ref. [62] and precipitation
phenomena. In (a) an interface between g and a2 is displayed. Creep conditions result
in positive or negative ledge migration, which occurs accompanied by dislocation
migration by jog-pair formation and climb to the newly created terrace. Simulta-
neously, phase compositions are adjusted by elemental diffusion, particularly of
strongly partitioning elements, such as Mo and Si, resulting in interfacial pile-ups (see
Fig. 6); (b) eventually, these accumulations culminate in the precipitation of bo,L par-
ticles and zL-silicides.
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7:1 meV=atom, whereas DEbo
f ;Mo/Al ¼ # 20:5 meV=atom. Thus, it is

likely that the local enrichment of Mo in the vicinity of ledges
promotes the nucleation of bo,L particles by lowering the structural
energy of the latter. This argumentation is consistent with an
earlier analysis by Pettifor and Podloucky [66], who suggested
based on a tight-binding model that in pd bond-compounds, such
as transition metal aluminides (TM-Al), the nature of the pd bond
determines the energetically stable crystal structure. From their
analysis it follows that an increasing band filling in a TM-Al, e.g. by
an increasing Mo concentration at the expense of Ti, the B2 struc-
ture becomes energetically favored. Due to the local enrichment of
Mo in the vicinity of the interface and the concomitant locally
increased band filling, the B2 structure, i.e. the bo phase, eventually
reaches a lower structural energy and, thus, nucleation occurs. As
visualized in Fig. 7(b) the nucleus is assumed to form heteroge-
neously presumably at an interfacial ledge, which in turn reduces
the ledges mobility and contributes to the creep resistance of the
material [67,68].

In case of Si, a similar precipitation sequence is conceivable.
Comparison of concentrations of Ti and Al in a2 and g phases
provides evidence that the equilibrium concentration of the zL-
silicide closely matches the composition of the interfacial region
(see Table 2). Moreover, as evident from Fig. 6, Si is enriched in the
vicinity of the interface, which increases the likeliness of silicide
nucleation. Eventually, a silicide nucleus is formed heteroge-
neously, which is the preferred nucleation mode according to
Refs. [67,69]. The presumption of the nucleation of both types of
particles being stimulated by the presence of interfacial ledges is
strengthened by the fact that bo,L and zL precipitates were found to
nucleate close to one another parallel to the interface as deductible
from 3D reconstruction of APT data (not displayed in this work).
Upon further exposure, precipitates are driven to grow into the
adjacent lamellae as visualized by HR TEM in Ref. [8], whereby their
morphology is determined by the minimization of interface energy
and the spatial distribution of the diffusion fields of the diffusing
species required for particle growth [70].

In Fig. 8 the concentrations of Mo and Si prior and after creep
within the a2/g lamellar structure are compiled. Clearly, both the
Mo and Si concentrations diminish in the a2 phase, corresponding
to the depletion triggered by the precipitation of bo,L and zL parti-
cles. While bo,L particles are enriched in Mo, zL-silicides are
enriched in Si. The magnitude of Mo depletion is larger than of Si

depletion, suggesting a significantly higher bo,L particle density,
which is also supported by the fact that bo,L particles contain lower
concentrations of Mo than zL-silicides contain Si. Concomitantly,
concentrations within the g phase remain similar during creep
conditions, thus, evidencing that the chemical composition of the g
lamella persist, i.e. are not prone to decomposition and their
chemical composition at the formation step is already close to
equilibrium.

5. Conclusions

The deformation behavior at elevated temperatures of g-TiAl
based alloys with a nano-lamellar microstructure has been inves-
tigated in the present study. To this end, the established TNM
alloying concept was refined by the addition of 0.3 at.% C and
0.3 at.% Si (TNMþ alloy) yielding improved creep properties
attainable via existing manufacturing routes [7,9]. Creep activation
parameters were evaluated comparatively by tensile creep and
internal friction experiments. Especially, internal friction is a
powerful and time-saving approach to identify the micro-
mechanisms of the rate governing creep process and could be of
technological interest [22]. Moreover, microstructural changes
associated with creep exposure were analyzed using X-ray
diffraction, scanning and transmission electron microscopy as well
as atomprobe tomography. In the light of the present investigations
and analyses, the following conclusions can be drawn:

* Tensile creep experiments and internal friction measurements
indicate that creep deformation is accomplished by dislocation
climb based on a jog-pair formation process. This mechanism al-
lows to explain the magnitude of the stress exponent n, the acti-
vation volume Va and the activation energy Ea. The activation
energies obtained from creep and internal friction experiments are
in good agreement and can be described by the proposed process.

* As the interface spacing of the nano-lamellar-structured TiAl is
too narrow to allow for ordinary dislocation motion in the lamella
interior, deformation is deduced to proceed via the motion of
interfacial ledges, whereby associated interfacial dislocations climb
via the aforementioned jog-pair formation process. This process is
consistent with an increase of interface roughness observed during
creep as visualized by transmission electron microscopy.

* During creep exposure, two types of precipitates form exclu-
sively within the a2 lamellae. These were identified by atom probe
tomography as bo,L particles and zL-silicides enriched in Mo and Si,
respectively.

* The segregation of Mo and Si toward lamellar interfaces during
creep exposure as quantified by atom probe tomography facilitates
the particle precipitation reactions. Mo and Si accumulations
eventually culminate in the precipitation of bo,L and zL particles,
which homogeneously decorate the nano-lamellar structure. In
turn a decline of Mo and Si concentrations in the a2 phase ac-
companies the precipitation reaction. The precipitation of bo,L
particles and zL-silicides is expected to contribute to an increased
creep resistance of TNMþ alloys as they potentially stabilize the
microstructure and restrict interface sliding.
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A B S T R A C T

The design of the next generation of β-stabilized γ-TiAl based alloys as structural materials for high-temperature
applications in aircraft engines requires the precise knowledge of the mobility of defects in the ordered βo phase.
To reach this goal a Mo-rich prototype alloy has been specifically produced and investigated. The mobility of
defects, between 600 K and 1635 K, has been studied by mechanical spectroscopy. The internal friction spectra
show a relaxation peak P1 (at 1130 K for 1 Hz) superimposed to a high-temperature background. We demon-
strate that the relaxation peak is taking place inside the βo phase and measure an activation energy of EP1 =
3.55±0.05 eV. An atomistic model is additionally proposed to explain this relaxation peak, which is attributed
to a Zener-like mechanism of stress-induced Mo-Mo dipoles reorientation by exchange with a vacancy, and
consequently the measured activation energy corresponds to the one for Mo diffusion in the βo phase.

1. Introduction

Intermetallic alloys are multiphase materials exhibiting outstanding
stability at high temperatures as a consequence of the atomic ordered
lattices of the main phases [1]. Among the different families of inter-
metallics, γ-TiAl based alloys are considered as the most important
materials targeted for high-temperature operating parts, particularly in
aeronautic industry. Due to its low specific weight (≈ 4 g/cm3), good
oxidation resistance and high elastic stiffness, among other properties,
γ-TiAl based alloys were expected to partially substitute superalloys,
currently used, in new generation aircraft engines [2]. Consequently,
international efforts were devoted towards the understanding of fun-
damental aspects of two-phase γ-TiAl, which resulted in the develop-
ment of second and third generations of ternary and quaternary TiAl
alloys [3–5]. Further alloy developments focusing on Nb and Mo in
well-balanced quantities lead to the introduction of β-solidifying γ-TiAl
based alloys, including the so-called TNM alloy family [6]. The basic
strategy was to develop β-stabilized γ-TiAl based alloys, which allow a
near conventional processing [7]. To reach this goal, the phases, γ(L10,
P4/mmm), α(A3)-α2(D019, P63/mmc) and β-βo(B2, Pm-3m), as well as
the related phase fraction diagrams and ordering reactions, for such
compositions, were determined [7–9].

The research of advanced intermetallic-based alloys has undergone
a renewed interest since the introduction of cast blades, made of the

second generation TiAl alloy (48-2-2) in the low pressure turbine of the
General Electric engine GEnx™ [10]. At present, more than 200.000
blades of this alloy are flying daily in the new generation of aircrafts
787 and 747 from Boeing [11]. The forgeable TNM alloy is being in-
corporated to the low pressure turbine of the Pratt &Whitney geared
turbofan (GTF™) engine PW1000G equipping, for example, the new
A320neo from Airbus [12].

In spite of this clear success, a step-forward is still required in order
to improve the performances of γ-TiAl based alloys, specifically in-
creasing the operating temperature and the creep resistance.
Particularly, TNM improvement requires a good knowledge of the βo-
phase behavior because at service temperature this ordered phase could
have a negative influence on creep resistance (see [4–6] for recent
overviews on TNM alloys). However, the mobility of defects and dif-
fusion processes in βo-phase has been scarcely studied, and thus the aim
of this work is to approach the study of such mechanisms of defects
mobility by mechanical spectroscopy. To this end, a prototype alloy
specifically designed to exhibit a high content of βo-phase was pro-
duced, as described in the next section, and here the first study of the
relaxation processes in βo-phase is reported.
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2. Material and methods

2.1. Alloy properties and processing

The material was produced at GfE Metalle und Materialien GmbH,
Germany, by centrifugal casting, as cylindrical ingots, 200 mm long and
53 mm in diameter. Ingots were subsequently hot-isostatically pressed
(HIP) at 1200 °C for 240 min at a maximum pressure of 200 MPa to
close residual casting porosity so as to result in a material closer to
thermodynamic equilibrium conditions [13], followed by furnace
cooling to room temperature (RT). The chemical composition of the
investigated alloy, further denoted as TA7M, is Ti-43.94Al-6.78Mo-
0.09B (at%) as obtained by X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy [13]. The
final shape of the test samples for the present work, 5 mm × 50 mm
with 1.2 mm thickness, was cut parallel to the longitudinal axis of the
ingot. According to the Ti-Al-Mo ternary phase diagram for a constant
Al content of 44 at% and Mo contents in the range of 0–10 at%, de-
termined by Mayer et al. [14] and reproduced in Fig. 1a, the TA7M
sample is at RT in the (βo+ γ) phase field region. The microstructure of
the TA7M alloy in the as HIPed condition is shown in Fig. 1b, which
was characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in back-
scattered electron (BSE) mode. This result agrees with the ones pre-
viously reported in literature [1,2], and the observed microstructure
consists of former β-grains (light phase) intersected by elongated γ-
grains (dark phase), which were formed during a solid state transfor-
mation path-way indicated by L+β → β → α+β → α+βo+γ → βo+γ
according to the phase diagram from Fig. 1a. It should be noted that at
1265 °C the ordering reaction β → βo takes place, as determined by in-

situ neutron diffraction [15]. The volume fraction of each phase in T-
A7M, previously determined by 3D tomography [16], is 45 vol% of βo-
phase and 55 vol% of γ-phase.

2.2. Mechanical spectroscopy

In order to study the processes associated with the mobility of de-
fects taking place in the constituent phases, Internal Friction (IF) and
Dynamic Modulus (DM) variation measurements have been carried out
by mechanical spectroscopy in a high-temperature sub-resonant torsion
pendulum described elsewhere [17,18]. The mechanical spectrometer
works under high vacuum (< 10−5 mbar) in order to prevent the oxi-
dation of the specimen at high temperature. A detailed description of
the analysis procedures used in mechanical spectroscopy and its dif-
ferent working modes can be found in the literature [19–21]. As de-
scribed in these overviews, the IF is also denoted as Q−1or tanϕ (ω),
with ϕ (ω) being the lag angle between the strain and the stress during
the application of the oscillating stress of angular frequency ω (this is
what is measured in a sub-resonant pendulum), which should neither
cause permanent deformations nor irreversible variations of the mi-
crostructure. Therefore, we have used a maximum oscillation amplitude
of ε0 = 2 × 10−5 at RT to avoid any plastic deformation. In order to
study the relaxation mechanisms in the two-phase region γ+βo, and
taking the phase transition temperatures determined from the phase
diagram from Fig. 1a into account [14,15], the maximum temperature
during the measurements was kept below 1400 K. Thus, a temperature
range from 600 K to 1330 K and a heating rate of 1 K/min have been
selected. Both IF and DM measurements have been performed in forced
oscillation mode for eight frequencies ranging from 2.0 Hz down to
0.01 Hz. When the experiment required reaching the single β phase
field region, well above 1400 K, we have selected a measurement range
from 600 K to 1635 K using the same working conditions.

3. Experimental results and analysis

IF spectra and DM curves from TA7M sample have been measured
for eight different frequencies (from 2.0 Hz down to 0.01 Hz) as shown
in Fig. 2. One IF peak P1 is observed for all frequencies, at around
1130 K for 1 Hz, superimposed to a fast increase of the IF, which con-
stitutes the high temperature background (HTB). The peak and the HTB
are both accompanied by a drop in the DM curve and shift towards low
temperatures when decreasing the frequency, as it corresponds to
thermally activated processes. Therefore, the HTB could be considered
as the low temperature side of another peak whose maximum is out of

Fig. 1. (a) Ti-Al-Mo phase diagram for a section of constant Al = 44 at%, from [14]. (b)
Scanning electron micrograph, in backscattered electron mode, of the initial HIPed TA7M
alloy microstructure, showing the distribution of βo phase (white) and γ phase (dark).

Fig. 2. Experimental internal friction spectra (IF) and dynamic modulus (DM) curves
measured at several frequencies. The high temperature background (HTB) and the re-
laxation peak P1 are indicated.
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the measurable thermal range [22], or associated to a Maxwell-rheo-
logical behavior [23] with a continuous increase of the IF. The IF peak
is expected to be associated with a particular mechanism of defects
mobility, while the HTB has been demonstrated to be related to the
creep behavior [23–27], and both, IF peak and HTB, will be analyzed in
the following subsections.

3.1. Analysis of the High Temperature Background (HTB)

The importance of the HTB analysis comprises of two main aspects.
On one hand it could provide information about microscopic mechan-
isms involved in high-temperature creep behavior [25,27], and on the
other hand, because once the HTB is characterized it is possible to re-
move it from the IF spectra allowing for a better analysis of the peak
[20]. In both of the considered cases for the HTB, i.e. low temperature
side of a peak [22] or Maxwell-rheological model [23], the internal
friction can be described by = ⋅−Q ω τ1/( )1 . Weller et al. [23] suggested
to consider a generalization of the viscoelastic behavior, introducing a
distribution parameter n (0 ≤ n ≤ 1) that takes the deviation from
ideal viscoelasticity (n = 1) into account, which physically corresponds
to a distribution of the relaxation time τ associated with the micro-
scopic mechanisms controlling the thermally activated processes. Then
the internal friction for the HTB is given by:

= ⋅−Q
ω τ

1
( )n

1
(1)

Indeed, as evidenced in the IF spectra from Fig. 2, the HTB is shifted
towards lower temperatures when decreasing the frequency, which
means that the processes controlling the HTB are thermally activated
and, therefore, τ depends on temperature T according to the following
Arrhenius relationship:

⎜ ⎟= = ⋅ ⎛⎝ ⋅ ⋅ ⎞⎠τ τ τ n E
k T

* expn n HTB

B
0

(2)

being EHTB the apparent activation energy of the HTB, τ0 the pre-ex-
ponential factor (τ0–1 is the frequency factor), and kB the Boltzmann
constant. Combining the above two equations, the theoretical expres-
sion of the internal friction for the HTB is obtained:

⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟= ⎛⎝ ⋅ ⋅ ⎛⎝ ⋅ ⎞⎠⎞⎠−Q ω τ E
k T

1/ exp HTB

B

n
1 0

(3)

Then, applying these theoretical expressions to the experimental
data presented in Fig. 2, the parameters n, τ0 and EHTB can be de-
termined. By getting logarithms into Eq. (1) and plotting ln (Q−1) as a
function of ln (ω) for five different temperatures (1280 K, 1290 K,
1300 K, 1310 K and 1320 K) from the spectra of Fig. 2, Fig. 3a is ob-
tained. From the slopes of the linear regressions we get the average
value of the distribution factor, being n = 0.300±0.005, and from the
ordinate at the origin the apparent relaxation time τ*(T) for each
considered temperature. Assuming that the relaxation time τ* depends
on temperature via the Arrhenius Eq. (2), in Fig. 3b the obtained
ln τ*(T) are plotted as a function of 1/T. From the slope of this plot, the
apparent activation energy EHTB = 4.75± 0.05 eV is obtained, and
from the ordinate at the origin the pre-exponential factor τ0 = 0.77 ×
10–15 s. In addition, the value of n allows to calculate the broadening
factor r2(β) = 1/n, and so the β distribution parameter of the Gaussian
distribution to be considered for the activation energy EHTB: r2(β) =
3.35 and β= 4.85, according to the function described in Refs. [19,21].
These results on the HTB will deserve a further discussion in the next
section.

3.2. Analysis of the relaxation peak

As mentioned before, the IF spectra present a relaxation peak (de-
noted as P1) that clearly overlaps the HTB. Once we have

Fig. 3. Analysis of the HTB. (a) Logarithmic plot, according the expression (3), of the
internal friction at five constant temperatures from the spectra measured at different
frequencies (0.01 Hz, 0.02 Hz, 0.05 Hz, 0.1 Hz, 0.2 Hz and 0.5 Hz); data extracted from
Fig. 2. (b) Arrhenius diagram for Ln(τ*) from the ordinate at the origin of the plot in (a) at
the five different temperatures.

Fig. 4. Internal friction as a function of 1/T (blue dots) for the spectrum measured at the
frequency of 0.1 Hz. Theoretical expression of the HTB (red dots) using expression (3) and
the data obtained in Fig. 3. IF after subtraction of the HTB (black dots), to obtain the
relaxation peaks P1 and P2, which have been re-scaled in the inset. (For interpretation of
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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experimentally obtained the values of EHTB, n and τ0, we can calculate
the function of the HTB versus temperature and through the expression
(3) remove it quite conveniently in order to isolate the relaxation peak
P1. In Fig. 4 the blue points correspond to the experimental ones
measured at 0.1 Hz and the red curve corresponds to the HTB from the
Eq. (3) with the parameters measured in Fig. 3. The remarkably good
fitting of the HTB function should be noted here. The subtraction of the
HTB from the experimental IF spectrum allows obtaining the relaxation
peak and, surprisingly, another small peak P2 clearly appears as a
shoulder on the high-temperature side of the main relaxation peak P1,
as shown in the inset of Fig. 4. Both peaks shift in temperature with
frequency according to the typical behavior of the relaxation peaks, but
unfortunately P2 is so strongly overlapped to the HTB that even small
deviations in the HTB function give place to strong fluctuations of the
remaining shoulder P2 preventing a proper analysis of this relaxation
phenomenon. On the contrary, the main relaxation peak P1 can be well
isolated by removing the HTB for all frequencies, and the spectra for
five frequencies are depicted in Fig. 5a. From the condition of the peak
maximum for a relaxation, ⋅ =ω τ 1, assuming an Arrhenius behavior for
τ and getting logarithms, the activation energy of the relaxation can be
obtained from the equation [19,21]:

= − − ⋅ω τ E
k T

ln( ) ln( ) P

B
0

1
(4)

Plotting ln(ω) versus 1/T, the activation energy is given by the slope
of the Arrhenius line when selecting the temperature of the peak
maximum TP at each frequency. However, it can be argued that due to
the overlapping of the shoulder P2 with the main peak P1, it could be
difficult to determine the temperature TP1 of the peak maximum re-
quired for the above plot. Fortunately, Eq. (4) stands not only for the
maximum but also for every point of the peak, and thus the Arrhenius
plot can be done using the values at the half-height of the low tem-
perature side of the P1 peak, which is not affected by the shoulder P2,
providing that the peaks at different frequencies are normalized
[19,21]. This has been indicated by a horizontal line in Fig. 5a, and the
Arrhenius plot, corresponding to the points meeting this line, is pre-
sented in Fig. 5b, from which the activation energy of EP1 =
3.55±0.05 eV is obtained. However, using this method the obtained
Arrhenius line is parallel to the one that will be derived from the
maxima of the peak for different frequencies, and thus their slope will
be the same and so the activation energy, but not their ordinate at the
origin, giving τ0. So, to determine the value of the pre-exponential
factor τ0, the fitting of a Debye peak can be useful, as well as to evaluate
the broadening of the experimental peak related to the distribution of
energies of the prevailing atomistic mechanisms. The function to gen-
erate the broadened theoretical Debye peak [21] is given by Eq. (5):

⎜ ⎟= = ⋅ ⎡⎣⎢ ⋅ ⋅⎛⎝ − ⎞⎠⎤⎦⎥− −Q ϕ ϕ E
k r β T T

tan( ) tan( ) cosh
( )

1 1P

B P
1

max
1 1

2 1 (5)

being tan(ϕmax) the maximum height of the peak and r2(β) the peak
broadening factor related to the β factor of the Gaussian distribution of
energies. The best fitting of the spectra with the measured EP1 is ob-
tained for r2(β) = 1.45 (β = 1.41) and the one at 0.1 Hz is plotted in
Fig. 6 (red diamonds), whose subtraction from the experimental spec-
trum (black dots) allows to obtain the residual peak P2 (blue dots).
Now, taking the peak temperature TP1 from the fitted Debye peak and
using the measured activation energy from Fig. 5b, the pre-exponential
factor τ0 = 2.47 × 10−17s is determined.

After all the above IF measurements, the microstructure was again
characterized by SEM in BSE mode. As we can see in Fig. 7, the mi-
crostructure of the sample is identical before (Fig. 1b) and after the IF
measurements verifying the non-destructive condition of the mechan-
ical spectroscopy technique. As indicated previously, the volume frac-
tions are 45% of βo-phase and 55% of γ-phase [15], and consequently
we may ask about the phase in which the observed relaxation is taking
place. A priori, a relaxation peak as P1 is not expected in the γ-phase,
because it should have been already observed in such a phase in other γ-
TiAl intermetallics studied in previous works [27,28]. However, the
microstructure of the present alloy, with βo and γ phases, is noticeably
different from previously studied γ-TiAl based alloys, which contain
predominantly α2 and γ phases, and consequently additional

Fig. 5. Analysis of the P1 relaxation peak.
(a) Normalized internal friction spectra of
the P1 relaxation peak at five frequencies,
after the HTB subtraction. (b) Arrhenius
diagram from the half-height of the low
temperature side of the relaxation peaks,
where the fitted straight line serves to ob-
tain the activation energy.

Fig. 6. Fitting of the P1 relaxation peak at 0.1 Hz to the theoretical expression (5) of a
broadened Debye peak (red dots), allowing to obtain the broadening factor r2 and the
remaining high-temperature P2 peak (blue dots). (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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experiments are required to confirm the phase responsible for the P1
peak.

3.3. Additional experiments

In order to answer the above question, two additional experiments
were performed. The first one consists in heating the sample up to
1635 K, going into the single β phase field region (see Fig. 1a). The
corresponding IF spectrum and the DM curve measured during this
heating are shown in Fig. 8a, where the sharp drop of the IF should be
noticed when reaching 1613 K, together with a rise of the DM. This
behavior typically corresponds to a grain growth or a recrystallization,
and in our case is produced when crossing the line of the phase diagram
into the single β phase field region. All γ precipitates (as well as the α
phase, which appeared during the heating) are re-dissolved and then
grain growth of the single β phase occurs. Then we cooled the sample
down, at a slow cooling rate of 1.5 K/min, allowing measuring again IF
and DM. The IF spectrum of this cooling run is plotted in Fig. 8b (red
dots), together with the first heating run (blue dots); the scale has been
amplified to allow a clear view of the P1 peak. When cooling from the β
domain, it is expected that the sample will contain a higher amount of
β/βo phase and this could be correlated to the increase of the strength
of the P1 peak. However, it could be further argued that due to the slow
cooling rate, the γ phase could eventually have time enough to pre-
cipitate during cooling. Hence, a second additional experiment was

performed on another sample and plotted on Fig. 9. This time, after the
first heating run up to 1635 K (cyan squares), the sample was quickly
cooled down to 600 K inside the pendulum, at about 50 K/min. At this
cooling rate the system is not able to measure the IF, and so the next
measure of IF was done again on heating (violet squares). Both spectra
are also plotted as a function of 1/T in order to illustrate the P1 peak
and their fitting to the corresponding Debye peak according to ex-
pression (5), during heating up to 1635 K (blue dots) and after this
previous heating followed by fast cooling (red dots). After fast cooling
from the single β phase field region, the peak shifts towards lower
temperature, which corresponds to a lower activation energy, and be-
comes slightly broader r2(β) = 1.75, as expected from a disequilibrium
condition. The microstructure after fast cooling, on which the violet
spectrum is measured, is shown in Fig. 9b and now it becomes evident
that the percentage of γ phase (dark) is much smaller than the per-
centage of βo phase (white); this image can be compared with Fig. 1b
corresponding to the initial microstructure where the cyan spectrum is
measured. The strength of the peak is about 72% higher after fast
cooling from the β domain and definitely the increase of the P1 peak
strength can be clearly associated to the higher amount of βo phase.
Thus, it can be concluded that the relaxation mechanism, giving place
to the P1 peak, is taking place inside the βo phase.

4. Discussion

The HTB of the IF spectra in Fig. 2 has been related to the thermally
activated motion of the microstructural defects contributing to the
creep strain at high temperature in several intermetallic and ceramic
materials [11–14], and the activation energies measured by IF and
creep are closely related [27]. In the present case, the activation energy
of the HTB measured for the TA7M alloy, EHTB = 4.75±0.05 eV, is
exactly the same than the one measured for the HTB in a Ti-46Al-1Mo-
0.2Si alloy in the extruded condition [27]. Although the TA7M contains
only βo+γ phases and the Ti-46Al-1Mo-02Si alloy contains α2 + βo+ γ
phases, both alloys have a fine microstructure with a high density of γ
phase interfaces and a similar amount of γ phase. The high Gaussian
distribution factor measured for the HTB, β = 4.85, clearly indicates
that the involved mechanism is linked to the mobility of dislocations.
Then, the proposed mechanism controlling creep deformation, which
was attributed to dislocation climbing by self-diffusion and jog-pair
formation in γ-phase [27], could still be operating but the influence of
the βo phase on the diffusion process controlling creep would require a
deep discussion. In any case, the main objective of the HTB analysis was
not the study of the creep behavior of the TA7M alloy, which is out of

Fig. 7. Scanning electron micrograph, in backscattered electron mode, of the TA7M alloy
microstructure after all previous internal friction measurements. Note that this is basi-
cally the same than in Fig. 1b, but at different magnification levels.

Fig. 8. First additional experiment. (a) IF spectrum and DM curve during heating up to 1635 K. Note the recrystallization at 1613 K when going into the single β phase field region. (b)
Comparison of the P1 relaxation peak during heating (blue dots) and subsequent cooling at 1.5 K/min (red dots). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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the scope of the present work, but to facilitate the de-convolution and
analysis of the relaxation peak P1.

Let us now analyze the possible mechanisms of the peak P1 taking
place inside the βo phase. From the small broadening factor of the peak
P1 (see Fig. 6), this relaxation should be associated to some kind of
point-defect related mechanism. The βo phase is a B2 ordered phase,
consisting of two equivalent sub-lattices for Ti and Al atoms respec-
tively, and computational works [29,30] show that Mo must replace Al
in the corresponding sub-lattice, contributing to the stability of the βo
phase. Previous characterization of the TA7M alloy [31] studied in the
present work, indicated that the ordered βo phase is enriched of Mo
atoms at the expense of the γ phase, and their respective atomic con-
centrations are [31]: 49.6±0.4 Ti, 37.2±0.2 Al, 13.2±3.3 Mo for
the βo phase and 48.4±2.6 Ti, 48.8± 2.6 Al, 2.8± 0.3 Mo for the γ
phase. Then, the βo phase could behave as a Ti-rich phase (49.6% Ti
versus 37.2% Al) and in this case ab-initio simulations [32] predict not
only that Mo will occupy Al positions in the Al sub-lattice, but also that
with similar formation energy Mo can also be a substitutional atom in
the opposite sub-lattice of Ti, like an anti-site atom. In addition, if all
Mo atoms are placed in the Al sub-lattice, the βo phase can also be
considered as Al+Mo-rich phase (50.4 at%) and the excess of Mo atoms
would be in anti-site positions [32]. From the above description, in the
βo phase with 13.2 at% Mo, a high concentration of Mo-Mo atom-pairs
at nearest-neighbor (NN) will be present, and each atom-pair will
constitute an elastic dipole, which will be susceptible to be reoriented
by an external applied stress during the internal friction measurements.
Thus, there are two possible atomic configurations of elastic dipoles
susceptible of contributing to an anelastic relaxation. First, a dipole
with tetragonal symmetry constituted by two Mo atoms in the Al sub-
lattice in next-nearest-neighbor (NNN) substitutional positions, with
three possible< 100>directions, as illustrated in Fig. 10a. Second, a
dipole with trigonal symmetry constituted by one Mo atom in the Al
sub-lattice and another Mo atom in its NN position in the Ti sub-lattice,
like an anti-site atom. This is illustrated in Fig. 10b and such dipole
exhibit four possible orientations in the<111>directions. Both di-
poles are compatible with the symmetry extinction rules required for a
cubic crystal, and would be described by a strain ellipsoid with three
mutually perpendicular principal axes, which can be represented by a
symmetric tensor whose principal values must verify λ1 = λ2≠λ3 [19].
The equilibrium concentration of each one of these two dipoles is dif-
ficult to predict, but as in the case of other point defects generating
some lattice distortion and consequently an increase of the lattice en-
ergy, the most probable configuration is the one contributing to the
minimization of the local lattice energy. In the present case it is ex-
pected that a binding energy between the two Mo atoms EB(Mo-Mo)

will contribute to decrease the lattice energy. In fact the formation of a
tetragonal or a trigonal defect will be given by the difference of binding
energies defined as EB(Mo-Mo at NN)-EB(Mo-Mo at NNN). It is also
expected that both of this Mo-pairs could have a strong attractive in-
fluence on the vacancies, as it has been extensively reported for hetero-
solute substitutional atoms, and the binding energy EB(Mo-Mo-VAl/VTi)
must be considered.

Nevertheless, the quantitative analysis of these binding energies is
out of the scope of the present work, and we will focus on the response
of these two dipoles to the applied stress, that induces the reorientation
or rotation required to give an anelastic relaxation, which could be very
different and is commented as follows. The reorientation of the tetra-
gonal dipole (Fig. 10a) can start by the exchange of a Ti vacancy (VTi)
with a Mo atom, but in this case the complete rotation of the dipole
requires at least a six-jumps-cycle (6JC) of the vacancy with the inter-
mediate formation of two AlTi and TiAl anti-site defects. This is a very
complex and energetically non-favorable atomic exchange cycle, which
is not expected to be able to occur in a half-oscillation of the external
applied stress during the IF measurement. Another possibility for the
reorientation of the tetragonal defect could be a direct exchange of an
Al vacancy (VAl) with a Mo atom at NNN on one of the< 100>
directions of the Al sub-lattice, followed by a second exchange of the
same vacancy with the other Mo atom of the dipole. However, although
this diffusion mechanism by< 100>direct vacancy jumps has been
invoked for bcc metals [33], it has not been explicitly considered for
diffusion in β titanium [34]. In our case we are not dealing with in-
dividual atom jumps, but with two consecutive jumps strongly

Fig. 9. Second additional experiment. (a) IF spectra and the P1 peak after HTB subtraction and fitting to a Debye peak, at 1 Hz, during heating up to 1635 K (cyan & blue) and during a
second heating (violet & red), after a previous fast cooling from 1635 K. Note the strength of the peaks Δ, before and after the fast cooling from the single β phase field region. (b) Scanning
electron micrograph, in backscattered electron mode, of the TA7M alloy microstructure after fast cooling from the single β phase field region. (For interpretation of the references to color
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 10. Diatomic Mo-Mo dipoles susceptible of giving an internal friction relaxation
process, according the symmetry rules for the cubic βo phase. (a)
Tetragonal< 100> oriented Mo-Mo dipole. (b) Trigonal< 111>oriented Mo-Mo di-
pole.
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correlated, and their probability is expected to be very low. Hence, this
mechanism can be disregarded as responsible for the observed relaxa-
tion. On the contrary, the reorientation of the trigonal dipole (Fig. 10b)
only requires two simple NN jumps to rotate from one< 111>
orientation to another equivalent one, as shown in Fig. 11. In addition
this rotation can be triggered either by a VAl or a VTi, as illustrated in
Fig. 11a and b respectively, having only an intermediate state, with a
slightly higher energy, when the<111>dipole pass through the<
100> orientation, before reaching the next completely equivalent
position as shown in Fig. 11c. A short video illustrating this mechanism
is included in the supplementary material. Therefore, the observed P1
relaxation can be attributed to this Zener-like [35] mechanism of
the<111>Mo-Mo dipole, which rotates passing through the different
atomic configurations under the external applied stress, see Fig. 11d,
and the measured activation energy E(P1)= 3.55 eV will correspond to
the short distance diffusion of the Mo atoms in the βo phase Eβο(Mo).
This means that the activation energy for Mo diffusion is slightly higher
than the self-diffusion energies of both species Eβ(Ti) = 3.40 eV and
Eβ(Al) = 3.36 eV given in the literature [34] in agreement with the idea
that Mo is a slow diffuser in β phase [34]. In addition, it is expected that
the binding energy EB(Mo-Mo-V) will preferentially capture the avail-
able vacancies preventing the further normal diffusion of Al and Ti
atoms. Obviously, small fluctuations of the local atomic configuration
around the Mo-Mo dipole could be responsible for some distribution of
the activation energies and consequently some broadening of the re-
laxation peak is expected, as confirmed by the broadening factor r2 =
1.45, whose value can be associated to a point-defect single process.

After fast cooling from the single β phase field region, Mo-Mo dipoles
will capture the excess of out-of-equilibrium vacancies and together
with the driving force for the γ phase precipitation, will be responsible
for a decrease of the effective activation energy [36] and consequently
for a shift of the P1 peak towards low temperature. In addition, an
increase of the multiplicity of atomic configurations is expected in an
out-of-equilibrium condition and consequently a higher broadening of
the relaxation, in agreement with the r2 = 1.75 experimentally ob-
served, which still remains in the range of the point defect processes.

Supplementary material related to this article can be found online at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.msea.2017.06.014.

5. Conclusions

Mechanical spectroscopy becomes a very useful tool to study the
mobility of crystalline defects contributing to diffusion or plastic de-
formation in metals and alloys. The developed Ti-44Al-7Mo-0.1B (at%)
model alloy has allowed the study of the defects mobility mechanisms
in βo phase, which otherwise could not have been approached.

The activation energy for the HTB, EHTB = 4.75± 0.05 eV, and its
high distribution factor, β = 4.85, allows to conclude that the HTB can
be attributed to dislocation motion, which is expected to be controlled
by diffusion assisted climbing mechanisms.

The relaxation peak observed at 1130 K (1 Hz) with an activation
energy of EP1 = 3.55±0.05 eV and a distribution factor of β = 1.41,
has been identified to take place inside the ordered βo phase. This P1
relaxation has been attributed to the stress-induced rotation of

Fig. 11. Atomic relaxation model for the
rotation, by exchange with a vacancy, of the
trigonal< 111>Mo-Mo dipole. (a) Steps of
the Mo-Mo dipole rotation activated by ex-
change with an Al vacancy, passing through
an intermediate atomic configuration “2”
with slightly higher energy. (b) Steps of the
Mo-Mo dipole rotation activated by ex-
change with a Ti vacancy, with a similar
intermediate atomic configuration “2”. (c)
Schematic description of the energies asso-
ciated to each atomic configuration 1–3) in
both previous cases. (d) Expected jumps of
the atoms in between the above atomic
configurations, during an oscillation of the
torsion pendulum, which stimulate the
jumps in resonance during the relaxation
responsible for the P1 peak.
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trigonal< 111>Mo-Mo dipoles by exchange with a vacancy. This
means that the measured EP1 activation energy corresponds to the short
distance diffusion of Mo atoms in the ordered βo phase. These new data
contribute to a better understanding of the microscopic behavior of the
βo phase in γ-TiAl based alloys and will be useful for the optimization of
the new generation of β-stabilized TiAl intermetallics.
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